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ABSTRACT 
 
Alternative cladding materials have been proposed to replace the currently used zirconium 
(Zr)-based alloys, in order to improve the accident tolerance of light water reactor (LWR) 
fuel. Of these materials, there is a particular focus on iron-chromium-aluminum (FeCrAl) 
alloys that exhibit much slower oxidation kinetics in high-temperature steam than Zr-
alloys. This behavior should decrease the energy release due to oxidation and allow the 
cladding to remain integral longer in the presence of high temperature steam, making 
accident mitigation more likely.   
 
This dissertation documents efforts to develop fuel performance capabilities to assess the 
behavior of FeCrAl cladding during normal and transient reactor operating scenarios. 
Within this work, simulations were performed for FeCrAl cladding using constitutive 
models and representative reactor operating conditions implemented into the finite-element 
fuel performance code BISON.  
 
Simulations were performed targeting the cladding behavior during normal operation of a 
boiling water reactor using boundary conditions derived from neutronics data. These 
simulations indicate that the fuel compliance plays a much larger role in the evolution of 
the cladding stress state after gap closure for the FeCrAl cladding than for Zircaloy. 
Individual sensitivity analyses of the fuel and cladding creep responses were then 
performed, which indicated the influence of compliance for each material, separately, on 
the stress state of the fuel cladding.  
 
To improve calculations of the fuel expansion and compliance, an additional investigation 
was performed to assess the role of creep, relocation, and explicit fracture in the fuel. Fuel 
rods using each of these models are simulated under representative conditions and 
compared to test rod measurements. This analysis provides a start toward the development 
and incorporation of explicit fracture in fuel performance analysis.  
 
Additionally, performance and stability under transient conditions must also be 
demonstrated for FeCrAl cladding.  This analysis focused on modeling the integral thermo-
mechanical performance of FeCrAl clad uranium dioxide fuel during transient reactor 
operation. Results from this simple analysis show similar bursting time and temperature 
between both FeCrAl and Zircaloy cladding, however, beyond cladding burst in these 
conditions, the superior high temperature oxidation kinetics of the FeCrAl cladding 
significantly reduce hydrogen gas production and provide longer fuel integrity. 
 
Keywords: BISON, fuel performance, fuel modeling and simulation, accident tolerant 
fuels, FeCrAl 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 History of Zircaloy as Reactor Fuel Cladding 
 
Zirconium alloy cladding has been the primary cladding material in commercial light water 
reactors since the Shippingport pressurized water reactor was first operated in 1957 
(Clayton, 1993). The decision to use zirconium cladding for naval reactors and 
Shippingport was made by Admiral Rickover because it exhibits a low thermal neutron 
absorption cross-section, superior corrosion resistance in LWR conditions, and 
dimensional stability in the irradiation environment (Adamson, 2010).  Since the nearly 60 
years since its development, over 100 commercial nuclear reactors have been built and 
operated in the United States, regularly utilizing Zircaloy cladding.  
 
In a nuclear reactor, the fuel cladding is the first barrier to the release of radionuclides to 
the coolant system. This cladding generally consists of a 4-meter-long tube that is about a 
centimeter in diameter and approximately 600 microns thick.  Ensuring that the cladding 
tubes in the reactor remain intact for various irradiation cycles, sometimes up to 8 years, is 
especially important to ensuring consistent reactor operation.  
 
As operational experience with the zirconium-based cladding has grown, operating 
procedures have been implemented, and coolant chemistry has been controlled, utilities 
have continually managed to reduce the occurrence of failed fuel rods. From the 1980’s to 
the mid-2000’s, there was a large decrease in the number of leaking fuel rods due to 
industry-led programs to improve fuel cycle economics and plant performance (Yang et 
al., 2006). Figure 1 shows the number of US LWRs that reported fuel rods with defects 
from the mid-2000’s to present. Again, much of this improvement was supported by 
industry-initiatives, such as the Fuel Integrity Initiative, a response to the Institute of 
Nuclear Power Operations’ (INPO) goal of zero fuel failures by 2010 (EPRI, 2008). Since 
the beginning of 2010, nearly 90% of U.S. reactors have reported defect-free fuel. 
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Figure 1. Number of U.S. LWRs reporting fuel defects from 2007-2017, where the blue 
and red bars report data from PWR versus BWR, respectively. The percentage of defect-
free reactors is represented by the right axis. [Reproduced from (Mader, 2016)] 
 
Because of the increasing reliability of zircaloy cladding and the better recognition of the 
reactor operating margins, the NRC is granting utilities extended power uprates, allowing 
reactors to operate at higher powers than they were originally licensed for (IAEA, 2011), 
while fuel discharge burnups continue to increase (IAEA, 2010). Benefitting from this 
extensive operational experience has led to an increase in the capacity factor for the US 
fleet of nuclear reactors to over 90% (U.S. EIA, 2018).   
 
However, despite its superior operational history during normal reactor conditions, 
Zircaloy exhibits very adverse behavior when it reaches high-temperatures during beyond-
design basis accidents.  
 
1.2 Motivation for Nuclear Fuels with Enhanced Accident Tolerance 
 
During a severe accident scenario, such as a beyond design basis loss-of-coolant-accident, 
the radial temperature gradient inside the fuel rod rapidly decreases to a nearly uniform 
temperature distribution once the fission reaction is shutdown (Terrani et al., 2014a). 
However, the average temperature begins to increase, quickly reaching temperatures 
sufficient to boil off the coolant. This reduces the coolant level in the core and eventually 
uncovers the fuel, also significantly reducing the heat transfer coefficient, further 
increasing the average fuel temperature. In the case of traditional zirconium-based alloys, 
when the cladding temperature reaches ~1200˚C, rapid oxidation kinetics occur (Cathcart 
et al., 1977; Moalem and Olander, 1991). This highly exothermic oxidation reaction 
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consumes and embrittles the Zr-alloy cladding while releasing large amounts of H2 gas into 
the reactor vessel (Hofmann, 1998), as well as releasing significant heat which further 
increases fuel temperatures.  
 
After the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Generating Station, the first large-
scale nuclear accident in several decades, the U.S Department of Energy began a large 
research and development program, the U.S. Fuel Cycle Research and Development 
Advanced Fuels Campaign, tasked with identifying possible fuel-cladding systems with 
enhanced accident tolerance (Carmack et al., 2013), and developing them to 
commercialization. The operational goals for these candidate fuel systems include a 
reduced hydrogen generation rate, enhanced fission product retention, structural integrity 
in high temperature steam, and reduced fuel-cladding chemical and mechanical interaction. 
This work ultimately led to the identification, testing, and development of the iron-
chromium-aluminum alloy cladding material. 
 
1.3 Iron-Chromium-Aluminum Alloys as Nuclear Fuel Cladding 
 
In order to increase the safety margin of LWR fuel in severe accident scenarios, several 
alternative cladding materials have been proposed (Zinkle et al., 2014).  Of these materials, 
there is a particular focus on a class of iron-chromium-aluminum (FeCrAl) alloys because 
they exhibit significantly slower oxidation kinetics in high-temperature steam than 
zirconium-based alloys (Terrani et al., 2014b). An Arrhenius plot of the oxidation kinetics 
for various cladding materials are shown in Figure 2. This shows that in high-temperature 
steam, FeCrAl cladding will possess nearly 100× slower oxidation than zirconium alloys 
and type-304 stainless steels.   
  
 
Figure 2. Parabolic oxidation rate constant for various proposed and utilized cladding 
materials shown here against reciprocal temperature. [reproduced from (Terrani, 2018)] 
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Increased oxidation resistance may give more time to mitigate any further damage resulting 
from an accident. For example, MELCOR simulations have indicated several hours of 
additional coping time for a short-term station black-out accident scenario, in which the 
FeCrAl cladding would delay the onset of lower head dryout to 8.5 hours from 4 hours (Ott 
et al., 2014; Robb, 2015). Additionally, FeCrAl cladding may also offer benefits during 
normal operations, recent corrosion tests have been performed demonstrating favorable 
oxidation behavior in LWR coolant chemistry tests (Terrani et al., 2016a).  
 
FeCrAl alloys are much stronger than zirconium alloys, providing the option to use thinner 
cladding to achieve similar mechanical performance. It has been suggested that, because 
of its strength, stainless steel cladding may exhibit better resistance to PCMI failure than 
zircaloy (Strasser et al., 1982). However, as discussed later in Chapter 2, the creep behavior 
of FeCrAl and Zircaloy, are also very different, and this results in differences in the 
expected fuel rod gap closure behavior and mechanical interaction of the fuel and cladding, 
which will also impact the PCMI failure resistance.  
 
By replacing the Zr-alloy fuel cladding with a FeCrAl alloy, the core neutronics will 
change. FeCrAl alloys have a thermal neutron cross-section nearly ~12-16 times larger 
than Zr-alloys. This decreases the reactivity of the core, subsequently decreasing the 
potential cycle length for operation (George et al., 2015b). To counteract this, increased 
fuel enrichment or increased fuel mass have been considered. Alternatively, because of the 
higher strength of FeCrAl, it is also possible to decrease the cladding thickness to reduce 
the neutronic penalty from using the alloy. Figure 3 (Terrani et al., 2014b) shows a contour 
plot of the end-of-cycle change in the reactivity for a FeCrAl cladded fuel assembly for a 
PWR based on a change in the cladding thickness or fuel enrichment. This shows that for 
a typical Zircaloy cladding thickness in a PWR, ~570µm, the reactivity would be greatly 
reduced by Dkinf > 0.03 In order to achieve an equivalent cycle length, shown where Dkinf 
=0, the cladding thickness would have to be nearly half of the expected thickness for 
Zircaloy, or the fuel enrichment would have to be increased past 5%. This presents a 
challenge because many fuel fabrication facilities are currently licensed to a enrichment of 
5% (Bragg-Sitton et al., 2016).   For a high-Cr FeCrAl, similar to APMT, most of the 
thermal neutron absorption in the cladding will come from iron-56 (%66) and chromium-
53 (%15) (Younker and Fratoni, 2016). Additionally, chromium-53 could be isotopically 
de-enriched from the cladding alloy, which would result in a slight reduction to the 
reactivity penalty.  In this study, we have performed modeling analysis in which changes 
to the fuel mass, cladding thickness and fuel enrichment were considered. 
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Figure 3. The change in the reactivity for a 17 x 17 PWR fuel assembly using FeCrAl 
compared to Zircaloy cladding at the End of Cycle (EOC) as a function of cladding 
thickness and fuel enrichments [Reproduced from (Terrani et al., 2014b)] 
 
Because of its BCC crystal structure, FeCrAl alloys exhibit increased hydrogen permeation 
when compared to Zircaloy (Hu et al., 2015). This may lead to a concern associated with 
an increased concentration of tritium, formed during tertiary fission in the fuel, released 
into the coolant. It has been shown that while forming an alumina layer by pre-oxidation 
of the FeCrAl cladding may present an effective barrier to release, the alumina layer must 
be formed on the cladding interior, as it may dissolve in the hydrogenated water chemistry 
of a BWR (Rebak, 2018).   
 
Before these alloys are considered it must be demonstrated that not only do they perform 
better than zircaloy in accident conditions, but that they also perform just as well under 
normal operation (Bragg-Sitton et al., 2016). 
 
There is currently no commercial experience to draw from for FeCrAl alloys, however 
there is brief experience with stainless steels during early development of LWRs, which 
are expected to behave somewhat similarly. 
 
1.4 History of Stainless Steels Used in Reactors 
 
Various 300-series Fe-Cr-Ni based stainless steel variants (304, 316, 347, 348, etc.) have 
been used as nuclear fuel cladding in several early LWRs including: Connecticut Yankee, 
Yankee Rowe, San Onofre, and Indian Point (Strasser et al., 1982). These steels were 
initially used due to the high cost of Zirconium cladding, and while the performance of the 
stainless steel cladding improved, reactors gradually migrated away from using steel 
cladding due to their poor neutronic properties (Karoutas et al., 2018). 
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The operation of stainless steel cladding is generally thought to have been successful, at 
least for PWRs, despite a number of fuel failures. Namely, there were specific groups of 
fuel failures at the Connecticut Yankee and Sena reactors. Stainless steel cladding was 
operated in Yankee Rowe, San Onofre, and Indian Point with very few fuel failures 
(Strasser et al., 1982).  Many of the problems with this cladding were eventually addressed, 
but not before a significant transition to zircaloy cladding had already started.  
 
At the Connecticut Yankee reactor, increased coolant activity was observed, indicating 
radionuclide release from fuel rods, at the end of cycle 7. Subsequent examination was 
performed after cycle 8, which indicated fuel cladding failure. Although the failures were 
somewhat extensive (with 36 out of 48 assemblies in the cycle 8 affected), subsequent 
analyses indicated this was due to inconsistent fuel behavior (reduction in fuel densification 
and chipped fuel), and not necessarily due to the steel cladding.  This ultimately led to 
better surveillance of fuel for defects and consistency in fuel manufacturing, and the 
application of power maneuvering guidelines (Pasupathi and Klingensmith, 1981). 
 
The La Crosse BWR utilized type-348 stainless steel cladding and extensive fuel failures 
were reported (~71% of assemblies affected within the first five cycles), however as 
operation continued, performance was considerably improved (~1 failed fuel rod per cycle 
for the remaining two cycles) (Roberts, 2013; Strasser et al., 1982).  Fuel failures from the 
La Crosse BWR were generally attributed to PCI and intergranular stress corrosion 
cracking, similar to failures from Big Rock Point, Dresden-1, and Humbolt Bay. After the 
implementation of power restrictions, the cladding failure rate decreased.  
 
These examples of stainless steel cladding failure, in particular at the Connecticut Yankee 
PWR and the La Crosse BWR, demonstrate that the stainless-steel cladding was not 
necessarily the limiting factor. It should also be pointed out that these fuel rods were 
operated at comparatively lower linear heat rates (maximum average LHR at 15 kW/m) 
than zircaloy-cladded fuel (~%75), however many did not contain the fuel rod pre-
pressurization, fuel pellet dishing and chamfering, and ramp rate restrictions that are 
exercised today (Strasser et al., 1982).  
 
At the time stainless steel fuel cladding was retired, there was remarkable reduction to the 
fuel failure rate of the cladding due to better operational guidelines. The FeCrAl cladding 
materials that are suggested for use as alternative cladding material to Zircaloy are very 
different than the stainless steels described here. Recent tests have shown that high 
chromium ferritic, BCC alloys offer superior stress corrosion cracking resistance compared 
to austenitic steels like the 300-series stainless steel variants described in this section 
(Andresen et al., 2014).  
 
1.5 Fuel Performance Modeling  
 
An important aspect of the evaluation of nuclear reactor fuel designs is the ability to 
determine the fuel rod behavior during operation in the reactor. To assess the thermo-
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mechanical behavior of the fuel and cladding under both normal and transient reactor 
operating conditions, computational tools are commonly developed and used.  
 
Fuel performance codes are used to improve fuel reliability by evaluating fuel designs 
under anticipated conditions against established metrics to determine operating margins 
(Yang et al., 2006). In order to accomplish this, constitutive thermal and mechanical 
models for the materials, derived from experiments, must be implemented into the code. 
Figure 4 shows an arrangement of calculated values from various models in a fuel 
performance code connected to models they directly impact.  This shows how interrelated 
many of these models are and how each model must be verified carefully to develop 
predictive capabilities.  
 
There are numerous codes that have been developed to date in order to simulate various 
types and designs of nuclear fuel such as:  ALCYONE (Thouvenin et al., 2006),BISON 
(Hales et al., 2014), COMETHE (Hoppe et al., 1995), ENIGMA (Jackson et al., 1990), 
FALCON (Rashid et al., 2004), FEMAXI (Suzuki and Saitou, 1997), FRAPCON 
(Geelhood et al., 2011) / FRAPTRAN (Cunningham et al., 2001),PAD5 (Long et al., 2013),  
PRIME (GNF-A, 2010), TRANSURANUS (Lassmann et al., 1995), among many others. 
These codes use a variety solution methods and coordinate systems to evaluate the coupled 
thermo-mechanical response.  
 
 
 
Figure 4. The models used in a fuel performance code are complex and interlinked. 
[Reproduced from (Beyer et al., 1975)] 
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In order to simulate these complex problems, a number of simplifications must be made 
based on the fuel geometry, the physics coupling, and the temporal scale (Lassmann, 1980). 
Fuel geometries are normally simplified into planar geometry or a series of linear 
geometries to reduce the degrees of freedom in the system, although 3D geometries are 
sometimes used for specialized analyses. This decreases computational costs and allows 
much faster calculations.  
 
Generally, codes solve for thermal and mechanical solutions using either “loose coupling”, 
by using an iterative solution to evaluate each model until a convergence criterion is 
reached, or “tight coupling”, where all of the models are solved simultaneously. These 
models include heat conduction, species diffusion, nonlinear mechanics, and mechanical 
contact. Again, this is based on the computational resources available and the desired 
fidelity.   
 
These models are solved under specified conditions representing the reactor operation, and 
then they are advanced through time to provide temporal resolution. Because fuel rods are 
typically operated in reactors for long periods of time (5-8 years), compromise must be 
made between the temporal resolution of the simulation and solve time.  
 
While fuel performance codes are not yet predictive to a quantitative scale, they can assess 
fuel rod designs and provide a bounding analysis of the expected behavior. A brief 
introduction to the BISON fuel performance code, the code chosen for this analysis, is 
provided in Chapter 2.  Since little is known regarding the performance of FeCrAl alloy 
based LWR fuel cladding, it is necessary to confirm both normal in-reactor performance, 
as well as the transient or accident behavior of this fuel. Thus fuel performance simulations 
have been performed using the BISON code (Williamson et al., 2012). While the database 
on material properties and complex mechanical fuel-cladding interactions are not yet 
complete for this class of alloys, we have evaluated a range of possible behaviors using a 
parametric approach to help identify key unknowns and uncertainties that will require 
further experimental and computational modeling investigation 
 
1.6 Organization 
 
The content of this dissertation is organized as the following: 
 
Chapter 2 describes the material models that are used in these analyses. This includes an 
overview of the fuel and cladding geometry and behavioral models used in the BISON fuel 
performance code.   
 
Chapter 3 discusses the thermo-mechanical analysis of FeCrAl and Zircaloy cladding under 
various steady-state operating conditions for the Peach Bottom BWR. This includes 
sensitivity analyses targeting the creep behavior of the fuel and cladding, as well as a 
parametric analysis focused on the fuel rod geometry. 
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Chapter 4 provides an assessment of the impact of various explicit fracture models on the 
determination of the cladding performance for both Zircaloy and FeCrAl cladding.  
 
Chapter 5 discusses the thermo-mechanical analysis of FeCrAl and Zircaloy cladding under 
representative high-temperature reactor accident conditions.   
 
Chapter 6 provides a summary for the work performed and discusses the ongoing activities 
to advance the fuel mechanical models as well as plans for improving the FeCrAl alloy 
models for high-temperature analyses.  
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CHAPTER 2: THERMO-MECHANICAL MODELING APPROACH 
 
2.1 Overview 
 
BISON is a finite-element simulation tool for nuclear fuel elements that is based on the 
Multiphysics Object Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE) framework (Williamson 
et al., 2012). It utilizes a Jacobian-Free Newton-Krylov method to solve coupled systems 
of non-linear partial differential equations while leveraging the scalability of parallel 
computing. Because of the expandability of the MOOSE framework (Gaston et al., 2009), 
BISON can incorporate a host of materials as well as behavioral models for integral fuel 
performance modeling. It has the capability to model complex thermo-mechanical 
behavior from both discrete and smeared pellet fuel meshes, the fuel-cladding gap and 
plenum, and the evolution of various fuel and cladding materials over their operation.  
 
In order to discuss the model development and approach later in this chapter, a brief 
overview of the application of these models is provided in this section. The results herein 
document the evaluation and improvement of models used to perform thermo-mechanical 
analysis for three distinct types of fuel performance simulations. These calculations for 
FeCrAl cladded fuel rods start with the cladding performance under normal conditions, 
then identify sensitivity and data needs in the conventional fuel mechanics models, and 
conclude with an analysis of the cladding behavior under transient operating conditions.  
 
The first analysis, described in Chapter 3, focuses on the performance of FeCrAl cladding 
during normal reactor operation. This evaluates the sensitivity of the integral fuel rod 
behavior to changes in the constitutive models used for the FeCrAl cladding and compares 
this behavior to Zircaloy cladding. In order to compare the predicted in-reactor 
performance of FeCrAl cladding with traditional Zircaloy cladding, and assess effects from 
irradiation creep, thermal creep, and swelling, several geometric and material models were 
implemented in the BISON fuel performance code.  
 
Chapter 3 is separated into several sections based on the operating conditions, the material 
models evaluated, and the method used to evaluate them.  Section 3.2 provides a 
comparison of FeCrAl versus Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding for three different scenarios of 
boiling water reactor power operation. This analysis compares the Zircaloy cladding, using 
previously developed cladding models in BISON with recently implemented constitutive 
models for FeCrAl cladding.  These new models are also used to examine the effects of 
thermal and irradiation creep and irradiation swelling on the in-reactor performance of the 
fuel cladding. This study expands upon a previous core equivalence study (George et al., 
2015a) targeting the cycle length effects of using iron-chromium-aluminum alloys as 
alternative fuel cladding for the Peach Bottom BWR by incorporating aspects of integral 
fuel performance. Data from this previous study was used in order to create representative 
reactor operation data for the fuel simulations performed with BISON described in Sections 
3.2 and 3.3. 
 
The second analysis is motivated by this initial comparison of FeCrAl to Zircaloy cladding 
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for the different BWR power operation scenarios and consists of individual examination of 
the creep models used for the FeCrAl cladding and UO2 fuel.  For this analysis, separate 
evaluations are conducted to identify the sensitivity of the FeCrAl cladding behavior to 
changes in the thermal and irradiation creep models, and the fuel creep model is evaluated 
for changes in calculating specific creep contributions. FeCrAl creep properties are 
examined to provide performance bounds for future FeCrAl alloy development, where 
available data is currently sparse. Fuel creep is assessed due to uncertainty in modeling fuel 
compliance. This evaluation aims to identify a range of expected fuel behavior by 
examining the irradiation and thermal creep rate currently implemented in BISON and 
described in MATPRO (Hagrman et al., 1995). Without sufficient stress relief mechanisms, 
such as cracking, the calculated fuel creep might be greatly over predicted; this can 
influence the mechanical interaction between the fuel and cladding and ultimately result in 
a prediction of very high, overly conservative cladding hoop stresses.  
 
The third part of this analysis, described in Section 3.7 focuses on identifying the potential 
thermal and mechanical impacts of altering the radial fuel rod geometry specifications. 
This is performed in order to evaluate previous assumptions for the geometry of the FeCrAl 
cladded fuel rod.  For these simulations, the fuel-cladding gap was parametrically varied 
while maintaining a constant cladding outer radius and cladding thickness. This analysis 
was performed with and without modeling fuel creep to provide bounding values for the 
expected behavior of the FeCrAl cladding under constant operating conditions. 
 
Finally, Section 3.8 describes and compares improvements made to the cladding material 
models to reflect the behavior observed during mechanical testing of FeCrAl. This 
includes, specifically, modifications to the cladding thermal and irradiation creep models. 
To compare the influence of these modifications, additional comparisons are performed 
using constant operating conditions from a BWR.  
 
Motivated by the results from the fuel creep analysis, a more in-depth study of the fuel 
mechanics models and the impact of explicit fuel fracture was conducted, described in 
Chapter 4. In this analysis, cracking models were implemented and models which induce 
diametral expansion due to fracture in the fuel, specifically fuel relocation, were examined. 
As previously mentioned, this is performed in order to correctly determine the fuel 
diametric expansion and the compliance in the fuel after mechanical contact with the 
cladding occurs. This influences the stress-state and radial expansion of the cladding, 
which is a focal point of this work documenting the expected mechanical performance of 
FeCrAl cladding. In order to determine how the fuel expansion directly affects the cladding 
deformation, a series of simulations are executed each with different fracture models for 
conditions from the OSIRIS H09 integral fuel rod test. This is a full-length, Zircaloy-
cladded fuel rod from the OSIRIS test reactor, selected from the International Fuel 
Performance Experiments (IFPE) database (Sartori et al., 2010) for its documentation and 
end-of-life cladding diametric profilimetry measurements. 
 
Finally, in Chapter 5, the cladding performance under transient reactor operating conditions 
is analyzed. For these simulations, material specific constitutive models are implemented 
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as well as cladding oxidation models, in order to elucidate cladding behavior at high-
temperatures. Operating conditions, such as the axial linear heat generation rate, and 
boundary conditions, such as the cladding outer surface temperature, are adapted from a 
previous study on the role of fuel thermal conductivity on LWR accident progression 
(Terrani et al., 2014a). 
 
General geometric, material, and behavioral models used for the analysis in Chapter 3 are 
described in this chapter. Additional modifications to the geometric and material models 
for specific evaluations are described in detail in the appropriate section.  
 
2.2 Geometric Models 
 
Geometric models for this study are based on available data for the Peach Bottom BWR 
(Larsen, 1978). Where data is unavailable, representative values have been assumed.  Two-
dimensional, axisymmetric fuel rod geometries (shown in Table 1) were created for both 
Zircaloy and FeCrAl. The cladding thickness, fuel radius, and fuel enrichment for the 
FeCrAl cladded rod were chosen based on the impact of the neutronic penalty over the 
reactor cycle, while maintaining the same cladding outer radius.  In this study, the FeCrAl 
cladding is half the thickness of the Zircaloy cladding and the initial cladding fuel gap has 
been kept the same to increase fuel mass as a partial offset to the neutronic penalty of 
FeCrAl. Additionally, this is partially motivated by the greater strength of the FeCrAl alloy. 
This results in ~14% more fuel mass. Additional fuel enrichment was also added (~.57%) 
to further improve the fuel reactivity.  
 
These geometric models are simplified by using smeared pellet fuel meshes (mesh example 
shown in Figure 5). Meshes are generated using second-order elements. A sensitivity 
analysis has been previously performed and documented in the literature (Williamson et 
al., 2016) regarding the mesh refinement and solution precision of the BISON fuel 
performance code, and based on the results of that analysis, we conclude that the current 
mesh is sufficiently refined to accurately assess the fuel and cladding thermal-mechanical 
behavior. In the figure, elements in the UO2 fuel region are shown in green, and elements 
in the cladding region are shown on the right, in grey.  
 
Table 1. Fuel geometry specifications for 2D axisymmetric fuel performance analyses. 
 
 
Cladding 
Material 
Fuel Radius 
(µm) 
Gap 
Thickness 
(µm) 
Cladding 
Thickness 
(µm) 
Fuel 
Length 
(m) 
Cladding 
Length (m) 
Enrichment 
(% U-235) 
Zircaloy 4400 100 600 3.66 4.08 4.11 FeCrAl 4700 100 300 4.68 
- This produces a total outer radius of 5100µm for both cladding types. 
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Figure 5. Segment of axisymmetric mesh for 300µm FeCrAl Cladding 
 
2.3 Boundary Conditions and Simulation Input Parameters 
 
A neutronics analysis was performed to provide power histories to BISON, in the form of 
input and boundary conditions. These include axial power profiles of the fuel and 
temperature profiles of the cladding outer surface. The power and temperature data 
generated was represented by the highest power fuel rod in the highest power fuel assembly 
at each depletion step in the calculation, effectively the most limiting rod in the core, and 
was modeled in effective full power seconds. This data is organized as a fuel rod average 
power history and a series of axial power profiles. Figure 6 shows the rod average power 
history for both the FeCrAl and Zircaloy cladded fuel rods and a set of selected axial power 
profiles from the FeCrAl-cladded fuel. These axial power profiles, shown on the right in 
Figure 6 have been averaged and show the wide variation in power along the axial length 
of the fuel rod over time.   
 
In order to target the average fuel rod behavior using this operational data, a separate set 
of fuel rods was run using an 80% power version of these histories. The dashed lines in 
Figure 6 (a) show the reduced power histories for these fuel rods.  
 
It is important to note that this operational data does not simulate reactor shutdown between 
cycles, which may cause increased degradation on the fuel rod from repeated power 
ramping. These power histories cover three 18-month cycles and extend into a 4th cycle 
(~2100 days for FeCrAl, 1770 days for Zry). In order to meet cycle length requirements, 
the FeCrAl fuel rod design had to be altered and its enrichment increased. Because of this, 
differing power histories and limiting rod locations are used between the FeCrAl and 
Zircaloy-cladding cases.  
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Using the full-core optimization software LWROpt, coupled to the nodal diffusion 
simulator NESTLE, control blade patterns and lattice batch configurations were optimized 
(George et al., 2017). This was performed for three 18-month cycles in order to maximize 
fuel lifetime, maintain low radial and axially peaking factors, and of course, sustain 
criticality. However, as the lifecycle of the fuel designs continue, axial and radial power 
shifts within the core are inevitable. This is presented in the following figure as the axial 
power profile varies from beginning of life to end of life. 
 
Simplified simulation data was constructed from the average rod power in order to more 
easily disseminate changes in the fuel rod over operation. In order to perform this analysis, 
a simplified power history and axial profile are used. This power history and axial power 
profile are shown in Figure 7 and consists of a relatively quick (~12 hours) ramp to power 
with a simple axial power shape. After the initial power ramp, fuel rod power is then held 
constant at ~18 kW/m (this represents the average power). For the analysis of this power 
operation, a constant coolant temperature profile of 560 K was applied axially along the 
cladding. 
   
Boundary conditions were used to apply coolant temperature profiles to the outside of the 
cladding along with the coolant pressure, and to apply the plenum pressure to the inside 
surface of the cladding and the outside of the fuel.  The reactor operating pressure (7.136 
MPa) was taken from the design document and also applied as a boundary condition to the 
outside of the cladding. The initial plenum pressure for the fuel rod is 5 ATM (~.5 MPa), 
derived from a GE-9 fuel assembly, as data was not available for GE-12 or GE-14 fuel 
assemblies (Moore and Notz, 1989). 
 
 
 
Figure 6.  The power history for limiting and average rod operation for both cladding 
types (a) shows the difference in the linear heat rate caused by optimizing the fuel and 
cladding for FeCrAl to meet cycle length requirements. Selected axial power profiles of 
FeCrAl clad fuel rods (b) show axial variability in the power generation rate over time.  
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Figure 7. The power history (a) and axial power profile (b) for constant-power rod 
operation show a ramp to 18kW/m and a simplified axial power distribution. These were 
chosen to more easily disseminate results from operation. 
 
2.4 Constitutive and Behavioral Models 
While BISON already contains many established material models for fuel performance, 
models for FeCrAl cladding had to be developed and implemented; it is important to also 
note that similar activities were performed elsewhere, as described by Wu et al. (Wu et al., 
2015). Constitutive models are already established for UO2 fuel, gap/plenum behavior, and 
Zircaloy cladding, although FeCrAl investigation involves different fuel geometry than 
conventional LWR fuel to compensate for the higher parasitic neutron absorption in 
FeCrAl cladding.  
To simulate the UO2 fuel, we have implemented material properties that have been 
previously developed, including; NFIR data (Marion, 2006) on thermal properties (based 
on temperature and burnup dependence); temperature dependent mechanical properties; 
fuel densification, relocation, and solid fission product swelling (Hagrman et al., 1995); 
gaseous fission product swelling and fission gas release (Hales et al., 2014). In our fuel 
simulations, the fuel was initially modeled as an elastic material to isolate and understand 
cladding behavior. This was subsequently followed by a separate and systematic analysis 
of the influence of fuel thermal and irradiation creep on the predicted fuel and cladding 
stress levels.  
The gap and plenum of the fuel are modeled by using the gap conductance model, fission 
gas release, and plenum pressure model developed by Williamson and co-workers 
(Williamson et al., 2012). The plenum pressure is determined based on the amount of initial 
plenum fill-gas as well as fission gas released, and the evolving plenum volume. 
Mechanical interactions between the fuel and cladding surfaces in these simulations follow 
a penalty formulation to prevent surfaces from overlapping, and in this model we have 
assumed frictionless contact between surfaces (Hales et al., 2014). This simplification 
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implies that there will be no axial elongation in the cladding due to fuel ratcheting or 
additional elongation as the fuel expands during mechanical contact (Olander, 1976). 
Models used for the Zircaloy-4 cladding include thermal and mechanical properties based 
on temperature, neutron fluence, initial oxygen concentration, and cold-working factor; 
thermal and irradiation creep; and irradiation growth. These are standard models in BISON 
and described by (Hagrman et al., 1995) and (Hales et al., 2014). 
Material models for FeCrAl cladding were developed based on available data for the 
FeCrAl alloys Kanthal Alkrothal 720 (Kanthal) and Kanthal APMT (Kanthal). Because of 
their high-Cr content, these alloys may lose ductility (embrittle) in a nuclear reactor 
environment due to the formation of Cr-rich precipitates (Field et al., 2015). Although these 
alloys may undergo embrittlement, they are expected to share many thermal and 
mechanical properties with the FeCrAl-class of alloys currently under development for 
nuclear applications. The radiation hardening and embrittlement behavior of these alloys 
are not considered in these simulations. Although this will affect plastic deformation of the 
FeCrAl cladding, there is not enough data to satisfactorily infer this behavior up to the 
doses expected in the cladding. Thus, radiation hardening in the cladding is not currently 
included in this work. 
 
Material properties from the datasheets were fit to curves based on the published 
dependencies and implemented into BISON. These models are based on available thermo-
physical, mechanical, and irradiation properties and include: thermal conductivity, specific 
heat, elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, density, thermal creep, and irradiation swelling. The 
work presented herein on the steady-state performance of FeCrAl cladding does not 
consider cladding oxidation or corrosion behavior. At this time, a method for evaluating 
the mechanical and thermal impact from uniform oxidation and cladding consumption is 
not implemented in the BISON fuel performance code. In the previous analysis by Gamble 
et al. (Gamble et al., 2017), it is shown that under similar conditions  in a pressurized water 
reactor (PWR) a <10 µm thick layer of oxide will form on the FeCrAl cladding over ~4 
years, and an ~80 µm thick layer of oxide will form on the Zircaloy cladding. This is 
expected to be significantly diminished for a BWR (Hagrman et al., 1995). The next 
Section 2.5 provides additional information on the thermal and irradiation creep and 
dimensional changes for both Zircaloy and FeCrAl. 
 
2.5 Implementation of Cladding Creep, Growth, and Swelling Models 
 
Important models for determining the reactor performance of FeCrAl cladding include 
irradiation creep, thermal creep, and irradiation swelling. These are compared with 
corresponding Zircaloy models to identify expected cladding deformation behavior under 
various stress, temperature, and neutron flux conditions.  
The deformation in the FeCrAl cladding over time, is calculated as the sum of the elastic, 
thermal, swelling, and creep strains, as: 
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	𝜀./.01 = 	 𝜀3 + 𝜀.5 + 𝜀6 + 𝜀7                                             (1), 
where 𝜀3	describes the elastic strain by Hooke’s law, 𝜀.5	describes the strain induced by a 
change in temperature, and 𝜀6 and 𝜀7 describe the swelling and creep, respectively, and are 
described later in this section. While Eq. (1) is the same for Zircaloy cladding, 𝜀6 must be 
replaced by an expression that captures the anisotropic irradiation growth at constant 
volume (𝜀8), rather than isotropic irradiation induced swelling.  
Models for the irradiation swelling and irradiation creep strain (shown below in Equations 
2 and 3, respectively) for FeCrAl were used to reflect estimates of the material response 
for ferritic alloys (Garner et al., 2000). Note that the creep contribution from swelling has 
been neglected in this model, based on the lack of swelling or cavity nucleation observed 
in FeCr and FeCrAl in the temperature/dose range anticipated for LWR cladding. Thus, the 
irradiation-swelling model for FeCrAl is expressed as a simple linear scaling with dose:  
 𝜀6 = 𝐴 ⋅ 	𝜑                                                    (2), 
  
where 𝜀6 is the volumetric strain due to irradiation swelling, 𝐴 is a volumetric swelling 
constant (0.05%-dpa-1) and 𝜑  is the cumulative irradiation damage in the cladding in 
displacements-per-atom (dpa). The damage rate in these models is adapted from the 
expected displacement damage at the mid-plane of a BWR core over an effective-full-
power-year (Heinisch et al., 2004) and converted to the fast neutron fluence. This 
conversion is performed because BISON does not calculate the neutron energy spectrum 
from fission, and therefore cannot calculate the displacement damage. Because of the low 
maximum dose expected for the FeCrAl cladding in these simulations (<20 dpa), steady-
state swelling is not anticipated to occur. Instead, this model is intended to provide a 
conservative estimation of the transient swelling regime before the onset of steady-state 
swelling. Thus, a volumetric swelling constant of 0.05%-dpa-1 is used instead of 0.2%-dpa-
1, which Garner suggests for the steady-state swelling of BCC alloys (Garner et al., 2000).  
 
The creep strain, 𝜀7, can be further divided into two distinct contributions for thermal, 𝜀7,.5 , 
and irradiation creep, 𝜀7,<==. The irradiation creep model is:   
 𝜀7,<== = 𝐵	 ⋅ 	𝜑? 	⋅ 	𝜎A                                                (3), 
 
where 𝐵 is the irradiation creep pre-factor, and we use a value of 5 × 10-7 MPa-1-dpa-1, 𝜑 
is the displacement damage in the cladding (dpa), and 𝜎 is the effective stress (MPa).  In 
Eq. (3), the exponent of both displacement damage, 𝑚, and stress, 𝑛, are assumed equal to 
1 for FeCrAl.  
 
The steady-state thermal creep strain for the FeCrAl alloy is based on a power-law creep 
law equation to describe dislocation creep (as shown in Equation 4), which is adapted from 
a FeCrAl alloy with a yttrium addition (Saunders et al., 1997). The strain for this model is 
expressed as:  
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𝜀7,.5 = 𝐶	 ⋅ 	𝜎A 	 ⋅ exp H− JKLM ⋅ 𝑡                              (4), 
 
where 𝐶 is the creep pre-exponential (5.96 × 10-24 s-1–Pa-n), 𝜎 is the effective stress in Pa, 𝑛 is the stress exponent fitting parameter (5.5),	𝑄 is the creep activation energy (~4.062 
eV), 𝑇 is the temperature in K,	𝑡 is the time in seconds, and 𝑘 is the Boltzmann constant 
(eV-K-1). It is important to note that the value of creep pre-exponential, 𝐶, used in Eq. (4) 
has been modified from the original value (5.96 × 10-27 s-1–Pa-n) published by Saunders and 
co-authors (Saunders et al., 1997), in order to match experimental results more accurately 
(Terrani et al., 2015).    
For Zircaloy, the steady-state irradiation and thermal creep expression are provided below  
in Equations (5) and (6) and are obtained from Limback and Andersson (Limbäck and 
Andersson, 1996). The irradiation creep expression is implemented analogously to the 
expression for FeCrAl, however, with different values of the material constants.  𝜀7,<== = 𝐷	 ∙ 	𝜑? 	 ∙ 	𝜎A ⋅ 𝑡                                               (5). 
In Eq. (5), the irradiation creep constant, D, for Zircaloy is 9.88 × 10-28 (Pa-1-m2-s-1) and 
the irradiation creep strain is a function of 𝜑, the fast neutron flux (#-m-2-s-1), 𝑡, the time 
(in seconds), and 𝜎, the effective stress (MPa). The flux exponent, (𝑚), is sub-linear with 
a value of 0.85, and a linear dependence on stress is observed, with an exponent, (𝑛), of 1.  
The thermal creep for Zircaloy is expressed based on the Matsuo model (Matsuo, 1987), 
with constants modified to include irradiation hardening and better reflect data on Zircaloy-
4 (Limbäck and Andersson, 1996), as described in Eq. (6). This thermal creep expression 
includes a contribution from irradiation hardening, which acts to slow the creep rate, as 
described by Eq. (7). 
 𝜀7,.5 = 𝐹	 ∙ HULM ∙ 	 Hsinh 0Z∙[U M\ ∙ exp H− JKLM 	 ⋅ 𝑡                            (6) 𝑎< = 650	 ∙ H1	 − 	0.56 ∙ b1 − exp(−8.8334ef33 ∙ Φh.i)kM                 (7) 
where 𝐹 is the thermal creep pre-factor (3 × 105 K-MPa-1-s-1), 𝐸 is the elastic modulus in 
MPa, 𝑎< is the contribution to irradiation hardening, 𝜎 is the effective stress,	𝑄 is the creep 
activation energy (~2.083 eV), 𝑇 is the temperature in K,	𝑡 is the time in seconds, and 𝑘 is 
the Boltzmann constant (eV-K-1). The reduction of the thermal creep rate from irradiation 
hardening is dependent on the fluence in the material, Φ (#-m-2). 
The irradiation growth, 𝜀8, expression used (Equation 8) is the Franklin model (Franklin, 
1982), as described by Rashid (Rashid et al., 2004) and implemented in BISON. 𝜀8 = 9.088𝑒f25	 ∙ 	(Φ).opq                                             (8) 
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Where Φ	is the fast neutron fluence in (#-m-2). Irradiation growth conserves the overall 
volume of the material; therefore, as the cladding elongates along the growth direction it 
reduces size in the other directions. Therefore, a corresponding strain acting to reduce the 
cladding radius and thickness will develop.  
 
Figure 8 shows a comparison between the irradiation and thermal creep behavior of FeCrAl 
versus Zircaloy at stress levels of 50, 150 or 300 MPa, as function of fast flux and 
temperature, respectively. Figure 8(a) displays the irradiation creep rate between the 
cladding materials, emphasizing a slight difference in the scaling of the creep rate and a 
large difference in the creep rate magnitude. For the illustration in Figure 8(b), the elastic 
modulus of Zircaloy is assumed to be 75 GPa and neither material includes a contribution 
from irradiation hardening in the thermal creep rate.  
 
 
 
Figure 8. Comparison of creep rates of Zircaloy (solid lines) versus FeCrAl (dashed 
lines) for conditions of (a) Irradiation creep as a function of neutron fast flux (E > 0.1 
MeV) and (b) thermal creep as a function of temperature. These plots illustrate the large 
difference in the creep behavior between materials under identical conditions.  
 
Figure 8 clearly demonstrates the large difference in the creep behavior of FeCrAl alloys 
relative to Zircaloy over a variety of anticipated reactor operating conditions and at varying 
stresses. Correspondingly, FeCrAl cladding will experience much less creep deformation, 
and in the absence of instantaneous plasticity, should experience less stress relief during 
fuel-cladding mechanical contact than the Zircaloy-4 cladding.  
 
Figure 9 shows the difference between both cladding types in the anticipated irradiation 
induced stress-free dimensional change as a function of fast neutron flux (a) and the 
thermal expansion as a function of temperature (b). For the Zircaloy, because it possesses 
a hexagonal-close-packed crystal structure, there are two values for both phenomena based 
on the orientation of the crystal structure in the individual alloy grains (or the alloy texture). 
Figure 9(a) shows the irradiation growth in the axial direction, and the absolute value of 
the corresponding retraction (offset) in the perpendicular direction. This shows that as the 
Zircaloy cladding elongates due to irradiation growth, the fuel-cladding gap is reduced as 
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the cladding is restricted during this volume conservative dimensional change. This also 
shows that the Zircaloy will axially expand more than the FeCrAl alloy will. Because the 
FeCrAl alloy is BCC, it expands isotropically due to irradiation swelling, thus, there is only 
a single value for the dimensional change. Figure 9(b) shows the thermal expansion for 
both alloys, and much like the irradiation-induced dimensional change, there are two 
separate curves for the Zircaloy due to the crystal anisotropy. The thermal expansion for 
the FeCrAl alloy is much larger than the thermal expansion for the Zircaloy. This results 
in a larger fuel cladding radius, and thus a larger gap size, after the rise to operating 
temperature in the FeCrAl cladding.  
 
 
 
Figure 9. a) The irradiation-induced strain rate for dimensional change of Zircaloy in the 
axial and offset directions compared to FeCrAl, and b) the thermal expansion for Zircaloy 
and FeCrAl.   
 
2.6 UO2 Fuel Creep Model 
 
The combined UO2 thermal and irradiation creep strain rate model (Eq. 9) described by 
Hagrman et al. (Hagrman et al., 1995) is used in these integral pin thermo-mechanical 
calculations. This equation is evaluated in order to identify the impact of fuel compliance, 
specifically the contribution from fission-induced creep, on cladding stress state. This 
model is defined as the summation of the three separate creep rate contributions shown in 
Eq. 9; fission-enhanced thermal creep (first term), thermal creep (second term), and fission-
induced creep (third term).  
 𝜀.̇/.01st31 	= 		 uvwuxy		̇(uzw{)|x 𝜎𝑒H}~v M +	 u(uw{) 𝜎p.q𝑒H}~x M +			𝐴?̇?𝜎𝑒H}~z M                (9) 
 
Where the various 𝐴 parameters are fitting constants,	?̇? is the fission rate (m-3-s-1), 𝜎 is the 
effective stress (Pa), the 	𝑄  variables are creep activation energies (eV), 	𝑇  is the 
temperature (K), 𝑘 is the Boltzmann constant (eV-K-1), D is the percent of theoretical fuel 
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density, and G is the grain size (µm). While there is an effect of the fuel stoichiometry on 
the creep activation energies (𝑄 ) for this model, only an oxide-to-metal ratio of 2 is 
considered in this analysis. Fitting constants and creep activation energies used in this 
analysis are provided in Table 2.  
 
Table 2. Tabulated constants for the fuel creep (Hagrman et al., 1995) and (Hales et al., 
2014) and modified fission-induced creep (Solomon et al., 1971) 
 
Parameter Value Units 𝐴h 0.3919 µm2-Pa-1-s-1 𝐴\ 1.31e-19 µm2-m3-Pa-1 𝐴i -87.7 dimensionless 𝐴p 2.0391e-25 Pa-4.5-s-1 𝐴 -90.5 dimensionless 𝐴 3.72264e-35 m3-Pa-1 𝐴o 1.49977e-36 m3-Pa-1 𝑄h 3.903 eV 𝑄\ 5.725 eV 𝑄i 0.225 eV 
 
The fission-induced creep contribution is generally thought to be athermal (Solomon et al., 
1971), although there is some variability in reporting a temperature dependence (Dienst, 
1977). This is especially important because the contribution from fission-induced creep 
dominates the total creep response approaching 1000˚C, where irradiation-enhanced creep 
becomes dominant.  
 
In order to determine the differences from including athermal fission-induced creep in the 
creep rate calculation, the contribution in Eq. 9 was replaced by one from Solomon et al., 
shown in Equation 10. Figure 10 shows the individual contributions in the combined 
thermal and irradiation creep model and Eq. 10.  
 	𝜀i̇, = 	𝐴o?̇?𝜎       (10) 
 
Where the 𝐴 parameter is a fitting constant,	?̇?  is the fission rate (m-3-s-1), and 𝜎 is the 
effective stress (Pa). 
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Figure 10. Plot of the individual contributions (𝜀ḣ, 𝜀\̇, 𝜀i̇) to the total fuel creep rate 
versus temperature (𝜀̇L/.01) in the model described by Hagrman (Hagrman et al., 1995) 
and a comparison with the athermal irradiation-induced fuel creep (𝜀i̇,) contribution 
described by Solomon (Solomon et al., 1971). 
 
For the fuel creep analysis described later in Section 3.6, three separate calculations are 
performed to determine the individual effects of fuel creep and the modified athermal 
irradiation-induced creep term. These include modeling the fuel as an elastic material 
without creep versus using the creep model as described by Hagrman or with the fuel creep 
model including the modified fission-induced creep. 
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CHAPTER 3: STEADY-STATE OPERATION 
 
3.1 Simulation Summary and Fuel Performance Analysis Metrics 
 
In total, five different fuel performance simulations were performed for different reactor 
operating scenarios, in which the fuel was modeled as elastic only. As shown in Table 3, 
four simulations were performed for FeCrAl cladding, each of which corresponds to 
performing a systematic incorporation of different material models, along with a single 
simulation for Zircaloy cladding using established material models implemented in 
BISON. The variations in fuel performance simulations performed for FeCrAl cladding 
were performed to distinguish integral effects from individual properties of the FeCrAl 
cladded fuel rods during reactor operation and compare to the Zircaloy cladding.  
 
From these simulations, several parameters were utilized to determine the state of the fuel 
and cladding.  These metrics were chosen to reflect current fuel safety criteria as described 
by the OECD/NEA (OECD, 2012) and include: peak and average fuel centerline 
temperatures, cladding axial elongation, maximum cladding radial displacement, fission 
gas production and release, plenum pressure and volume, and maximum cladding hoop 
stress. 
 
Peak fuel centerline temperatures give an indication whether the fuel is approaching its 
melting temperature. The relation used for the melting temperature of UO2 as the fuel is 
utilized is shown in Equation 11 and described by Rashid et al. (Rashid et al., 2004).  
 𝑇? = 	3120.15	 − 	0.76	 ∙ 	𝑏𝑢       (11) 
 
Where, 𝑇? is the fuel melting temperature in Kelvin and 𝐵𝑢 is the local fuel burnup in 
MWd/kgU. BISON calculates the local burnup radially and axially over the fuel using the 
axial power distribution provided in the simulation input and a radial power profile 
determined from the TUBRNP model developed by Lassman et al. (Hales et al., 2014; 
Lassmann et al., 1994).  The peak local burnup across all of the work in this chapter is 
approximately 170 MWd/kgU, and is located in the rim region at the periphery of the fuel 
pellet. This establishes a conservative minimum fuel melting temperature of nearly 2990K. 
This is used to show that the peak fuel centerline temperatures from these results are 
continuously below the fuel meting temperature.  
 
Table 3. Summary of material models included in each fuel performance simulation 
Cladding 
Material 
Elastic 
Properties 
Thermal 
Creep 
Irradiation 
Swelling 
Irradiation 
Creep 
Irradiation 
Growth 
FeCrAl X X X X  
FeCrAl X X X   
FeCrAl X X    
FeCrAl X     
Zircaloy X X  X X 
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Axial average centerline temperatures describe the behavior of the fuel rod much better for 
assessing thermally activated phenomena. While the peak temperature is directly limiting 
(because of the fuel melting temperature), the average temperature better reflects the 
integral fuel rod behavior. 
 
Calculating the dimensional change in the fuel is important for assessing deformation limits 
on the cladding (e.g. retaining fuel rod pitch for heat transfer or preventing axial constraints 
that can cause bowing). Limits described by the OECD/NEA include a 1% hoop strain limit 
and 2.5% equivalent strain limit. Limits on the cladding deformation as imposed by the 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 2007) 
include a 1% uniform strain limit (excluding strains from cladding creep down and 
irradiation growth).  
 
Fission gas accumulation in the plenum can lead to increased fuel rod internal pressure, 
which may act to rupture the fuel cladding in high temperature and pressure conditions 
(ballooning and bursting).  Accumulation of fission products in the plenum volume also 
degrades the thermal conductivity of the fill gas and contributes to higher fuel 
temperatures.   
 
The cladding hoop stress is an extremely important indicator for assessing the condition 
and probable failure of cladding materials, as well as assessing the effects of mechanical 
contact on the fuel cladding. Sections 3.2-4 describe the results obtained for each of the 
different reactor operating scenarios investigated. Sections 3.5 and 3.6 provide systematic 
study on the sensitivity of the cladding stress state to variations in the cladding and fuel 
creep behavior. Section 3.7 describes a parametric evaluation of the fuel radial geometry 
in order to assess differences in the integral fuel rod behavior from  changes in the fuel 
radius and gap thickness. Section 3.8 documents gradual improvements to the FeCrAl 
material models and compares the cladding behavior using new material models for the 
experimental C35M alloy.  
 
3.2 Limiting-Power Operation 
 
Figure 11 presents the peak and average fuel centerline temperatures for the most limiting 
power operation. Figure 11(a) compares the peak fuel centerline temperatures for the 
different FeCrAl mechanical behavior models, as compared to Zircaloy cladding. Figure 
11(b) compares the peak and average fuel centerline temperatures of the full FeCrAl-
cladded simulation and the Zircaloy-cladded fuel rod. As shown in Figure 11(b), there is a 
very small change in fuel centerline temperature for the FeCrAl clad fuel, when evaluating 
the effect of different mechanical behavior models during the simulated reactor operation. 
A slight (~40 K) change is observed from one to three years in the model with isotropic 
FeCrAl swelling, as a result of the clad diameter expansion that slightly increases the fuel-
cladding gap thickness. Increasing the gap thickness decreases the heat transfer from the 
fuel and therefore results in higher fuel temperatures. However, as the fuel swells and 
closes the gap, the increased gap conductance lowers fuel temperatures, and the fuel 
temperatures predicted by these different models converge. As well, there is a slight change 
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in the fuel temperature (~20 K) for the case of the elastic model beginning about the fourth 
year of the operating history. This arises because the cladding in this particular simulation 
(Elastic, blue dashed line) only includes elastic deformation, and therefore restricts the fuel 
from expanding more than the other models. Aside from this, the fuel centerline 
temperatures of the fuel rods with FeCrAl cladding overlap for much of the simulation. 
This indicates that the difference in models for the FeCrAl mechanical behavior and 
dimensional stability have a limited effect on the fuel centerline temperatures. 
 
However, a large difference in fuel temperature profiles with operating time exists between 
the fuel rods with Zircaloy vs FeCrAl cladding. These differences are due to the differing 
power histories and axial profiles that resulted from optimization of the full-core neutronics 
simulations for each cladding material. The difference between the peak and the average 
fuel centerline temperatures, shown in Figure 11(b), occurs due to variations in the axial 
power profiles. It is important to note that the FeCrAl simulations maintain a consistently 
higher average temperature than the Zircaloy rods beginning at about 16 months of 
operation. Such increases in fuel temperature have a large influence on thermally driven 
phenomena, such as fission gas release, and will be further discussed in the chapter 
summary. 
 
  
 
Figure 11. Peak (a) and average (b) fuel centerline temperatures during the limiting 
power simulation. The slight difference in peak centerline temperatures among FeCrAl 
cladded fuel rods primarily indicate the effect of irradiation swelling by increasing the 
fuel-cladding gap size. The average fuel centerline temperatures are much different than 
the peak centerline temperatures because of the axial power distribution. 
 
Figure 12 compares the cladding displacement, including both the axial elongation and 
maximum radial displacements. The initial axial elongation in both FeCrAl and Zircaloy 
clad fuel rods is driven by the thermal expansion of the cladding during its rise to reactor 
coolant temperature, and subsequently, the fuel operating temperature. Immediately after 
the initial thermal expansion, there is a noticeable deviation between the different 
mechanical behavior models for the FeCrAl cladding based on the irradiation swelling of 
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the cladding. In the cases without swelling, the cladding axial elongation is relatively 
constant until mechanical contact occurs. After mechanical contact, there is a reduction in 
cladding length as the fuel expands the cladding radially, due to Poisson’s effect. This is 
similar for the model that includes the FeCrAl irradiation-swelling model, however, the 
axial swelling appears to nearly offset the length reduction from radial expansion.  The fuel 
rods with Zircaloy cladding show a similar axial elongation effect until mechanical contact 
occurs, but this is caused by the anisotropic irradiation growth of Zircaloy. There is a small 
effect from the addition of thermal and irradiation creep models in the FeCrAl cladding. 
Creep deformation allows the cladding to relax stresses that form during the mechanical 
interaction with the fuel. This allows the cladding radius to increase, subsequently 
decreasing the axial elongation. 
 
Similar to the axial elongation, the initial radial expansion in the FeCrAl and Zircaloy-
cladded fuel rods is due to thermal expansion. Figure 12(b) shows the radial displacements, 
and the values plotted are the maximum value that is observed along the length of the rod. 
While these values are only for the cladding tube itself, the ends of the tube near the end 
caps affect them. Because the end caps do not creep down as much as the tube itself, these 
values are only sampled in the cladding along the length of the fuel.  
 
For the Zircaloy cladded fuel rod, the cladding radius immediately begins to decrease. This 
is largely due to both anisotropic irradiation growth and cladding creep down. This can be 
identified in Figure 12(b), as the displacement decreases after thermal expansion and before 
the fuel-cladding mechanical contact. The FeCrAl cladding, however, does not experience 
the same magnitude of creep deformation as the Zircaloy cladding under these conditions, 
and therefore, the cladding radius is not reduced. 
 
Gap closure and subsequent mechanical contact occurs in the Zircaloy fuel rod after ~301 
days, while in the FeCrAl fuel rods, gap closure does not occur until ~760 days. The gap 
closure is easily identified by the transition from compressive to tensile cladding hoop 
stress shown in Figure 13. Further, after mechanical contact between the fuel and the 
FeCrAl-cladding, the radial displacement quickly begins to increase as the fuel swells. The 
simulation that only considers elastic cladding behavior indicates that the cladding 
constricts the fuel and undergoes no plastic deformation. Simulations including creep 
deformation allow the cladding to relieve stresses formed during mechanical contact by 
radial expansion of the cladding.  
 
For both cladding materials, the cladding elongation is less than 2.5 cm over the 4 m 
cladding tube (~.6%) and the maximum radial displacement is nearly 70 µm (~1.4% of the 
cladding radius) for the FeCrAl cladding versus about 40 µm (~0.8% of the cladding 
radius) for the Zircaloy cladding. This indicates that, while all of these rods satisfy the 
requirement of maintaining an equivalent strain below 2.5%, the hoop strain for the 
FeCrAl-cladded fuel rods is greater than the 1% limit at the end of life.  It is important to 
note that the high FeCrAl cladding hoop stresses are a result of this initial fuel modeling in 
which the fuel pellet is treated as elastic only, e.g., no smeared cracking or fuel creep is 
included here, which produces much larger stress and strain in the cladding than expected. 
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The impact of fuel creep has been systematically evaluated and is described later in a 
Section 3.6. 
 
Figure 13 plots the maximum cladding hoop stress as a function of time. The cladding is 
initially in a compressive stress state caused by the difference in the rod plenum pressure 
and the reactor coolant pressure. Because the FeCrAl cladding thickness is one- half the 
thickness of the Zircaloy cladding, the hoop stresses that develop are nearly double in the 
FeCrAl cladding. The cladding stress remains compressive, with minor contributions from 
increasing plenum pressure or the different FeCrAl mechanical behavior models until 
mechanical contact occurs. As the cladding is irradiated, irradiation swelling acts to expand 
the cladding. Azimuthal expansion of the cladding slightly prolongs the onset of gap 
closure, while radial expansion of the cladding reduces formation of tensile hoop stresses.  
 
Because the magnitude of thermal and irradiation creep for Zircaloy cladding is so large, 
the Zircaloy cladding tube begins to slowly collapse around the fuel in order to relieve 
compressive stress from the pressure differential across it; this is known as ‘cladding creep-
down’ (OECD, 2012). The hoop stress in the Zircaloy reaches a tensile value of 160 MPa 
after extended mechanical contact, and generally maintains a value between 150 and 200 
MPa. As mentioned in the material model descriptions in Chapter 3, the creep strain rate 
of FeCrAl cladding is nearly 4 orders of magnitude lower than Zircaloy at relevant reactor 
conditions. Thus, the FeCrAl cladding does not experience any significant creep-down, and 
fuel swelling dominates the gap closure. After mechanical contact occurs in the FeCrAl-
cladded fuel rods, the hoop stresses rapidly increase due to both a lack of compliance in 
the fuel and the cladding. Again, this initial model considers the fuel to be an elastic 
material.   
 
 
 
Figure 12. The axial elongation (a) and maximum radial displacement (b) of the cladding 
is initially due to thermal expansion as the cladding is heated to operating temperature, 
then, as the cladding begins to creep down, contributions from irradiation swelling for 
FeCrAl and irradiation growth for Zircaloy become dominant until mechanical contact. 
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Figure 13. The maximum hoop stress in the cladding as a function of time, comparing 
the Zircaloy with the different models of FeCrAl cladding. Very large hoop stresses are 
predicted for FeCrAl cladding in elastic simulations, which are reduced by taking into 
account thermal creep and swelling but are still much larger than Zircaloy.  
 
A large reduction in the hoop stress at the end of the fuel rod simulations (~750 MPa) can 
be identified due to the inclusion of the thermal creep model because of its sensitivity to 
high stresses (the stress exponent in Equation 4 is 5.5), with modest effects from both 
irradiation creep and swelling. Many of the fluctuations in the hoop stress histories are 
caused by temperature variations across the length of the fuel as the axial power profiles 
change. This leads to the development of local areas of increased fuel temperatures that 
can increase the fuel thermal expansion and swelling. Increased temperatures along the fuel 
cladding also increase stress relaxation in those areas by increasing the thermal creep rates, 
because they are also very sensitive to temperature.  While this analysis indicates high 
tensile stresses in the FeCrAl above the alloy yield strength; it is important to note that this 
is an overly conservative analysis due to modeling the fuel as elastic only without 
considering fuel creep or smeared cracking. 
 
Fission gas production and release behavior for these fuel rods is shown in Figure 14. 
Fission gas production (in mol-m-3) is shown in Figure 14(a), and remains very similar for 
both cladding materials, although there is a slight difference due to the total power 
produced for each rod. The variation between the Zircaloy and FeCrAl cladded rods is due 
to the increased power production in the Zircaloy cladded rod towards the beginning of life 
and the FeCrAl-cladded rod much later. Because all fuel rods with the FeCrAl cladding 
follow the same power history, the amount of fission gas generated in the fuel is identical. 
 
Fission gas release behavior, however, is observed to be very much different between the 
FeCrAl and Zircaloy rods, as well as between the different mechanical behavior models 
for FeCrAl. Figure 14(b) shows the fission gas released to the fuel rod plenum, as a 
percentage of the fission gas produced. The fission gas release in the FeCrAl cladded fuel 
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rods increases sharply beginning at 16 months (Figure 14(b)), and is consistent with a sharp 
rise in the rod average temperature (Figure 11(b)). A substantial effect from irradiation 
swelling can also be seen beginning at ~2 years and throughout the fuel rod lifetime. This 
is presumably because of the radial expansion of the fuel cladding and the subsequently 
increased fuel temperature from a larger fuel-cladding gap.  The fission gas released in the 
FeCrAl cladded rods increases to nearly 4x the amount in the Zircaloy-cladded rods. Later 
in life, the percentage of gas released then begins to taper off as the fission gas release rate 
decreases. This occurs because the fuel temperature is cooler later in life, and thus, more 
fission gas is calculated to remain in the fuel matrix.   
 
Fission gas release in Zircaloy-cladded fuel rods is much different because the power 
history and correspondingly, the temperature, varies significantly in comparison to the 
FeCrAl cladded fuel rods. At the beginning of life, the fuel centerline temperature ramps 
to 1900 K, and the rod immediately experiences significant fission gas release. From there 
the percentage of gas released decreases until the fuel experiences elevated temperatures 
again at ~20 months.  In this mode of operation, it is difficult to perceive effects from 
fission gas on the overall performance of the fuel rod. Nonetheless, it can be used to help 
identify behavior of the plenum pressure in the fuel rod. 
 
The plenum pressure and volume are shown in Figure 15. As mentioned previously in 
Section 2.3, the initial rod fill-gas pressure is .5 MPa in the rod at standard temperature and 
pressure. This quickly increases as the fill gas is heated and the fuel and cladding thermally 
expand during startup.  At approximately ~1 year, the FeCrAl cladded fuel rods begin 
significant fission gas release from the fuel into the plenum, greatly increasing the fuel rod 
plenum pressure. Because the Zircaloy cladded fuel rods experience much less fission gas 
release, the plenum pressure remains lower.  The scatter in these curves is largely due to 
the shifting temperature of the fuel and gap regions, where thermal expansion has a 
pronounced effect. The difference in the FeCrAl family of curves is due to irradiation 
swelling and the effect it has on fuel temperatures. The plenum pressure in the FeCrAl 
cladded rods remains below the reactor coolant pressure for the entire 3 cycles, indicating 
the cladding hoop stress generated from the pressure differential between the fuel rod and 
coolant pressure is compressive. This is important, as generation of a plenum pressure 
greater than the system coolant pressure can result in a condition of cladding outward 
expansion known as “cladding lift-off” (OECD, 2012). In this condition, the internal rod 
pressure acts to expand the cladding, thus, reopening the fuel-cladding gap, which can 
begin a thermal-feedback effect with the amount of fission gas released and the plenum 
pressure.  
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Figure 14. (a) Fission gas generation in the fuel as a function of time for the different, 
and (b) fission gas release, which is greater for FeCrAl cladded rods, specifically those 
with irradiation swelling. 
 
Plenum volume shows the effects of dimensional change of both the fuel and the cladding. 
The volume initially decreases as the fuel expands more than the cladding during the initial 
rise to operating temperature. The fuel then begins densification, leading to a small increase 
in the plenum volume. This is more evident in the FeCrAl-cladded fuel rods as the there is 
a greater volume of fuel to densify and the cladding is less susceptible to creep deformation. 
The subsequent decrease in plenum volume is largely the axial and radial swelling of the 
fuel. There is a slight increase in the volume of some FeCrAl rods as irradiation swelling 
makes a small contribution to cladding dimensions.  
 
Both the FeCrAl and the Zircaloy cladded fuel rods have an initial 100-µm gap between 
the fuel and inner cladding surface. However, the FeCrAl fuel rods have a larger plenum 
volume since they have a larger gap radius due to greater fuel mass and decreased cladding 
thickness. This means that even after mechanical contact has closed the gap between the 
fuel and the cladding, the FeCrAl cladded rods will contain greater volume in the plenum 
regions of the fuel rod.   
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Figure 15. (a) The fuel rod internal plenum pressure as a function of time for the 
Zircaloy versus FeCrAl rods, which initially increases as the gas is heated from room 
temperature and begins to increase further as more fission gas is released, shown most 
prominently by the FeCrAl cladded fuel rods with irradiation swelling models. (b) The 
plenum volume decreases as the fuel expands and continues to swell, eventually 
decreasing less as the fuel and cladding achieve mechanical contact. 
 
3.3 Average-Power Operation   
 
In order to more closely model the average fuel rod operation, the linear heat rates from 
the most limiting cases are scaled by 80%, as described in Section 2.3, to demonstrate 
operation of an average BWR fuel rod. The peak and average fuel centerline temperatures 
are shown in Figure 16. Similar to the results from the Limiting-Power Operation, there is 
very slight difference in the maximum fuel centerline temperatures among the FeCrAl clad 
fuel rods shown in Figure 16(a). A noticeable difference (~40 K) develops at ~2 years, 
corresponding to a rapid release of fission gas into the rod plenum, shown in Figure 20(b). 
This acts to degrade the gap conductivity, further increasing the fuel centerline 
temperature. The effect of gas release is larger in fuel rods that include irradiation swelling, 
where the fuel-cladding gap is much larger due to isotropic swelling and does not close 
until later. 
 
The large difference in operating power between the Zircaloy and FeCrAl clad fuel, as 
mentioned in Section 2.3, is due to the differing power history and axial power profiles 
generated from the neutronics analysis and implemented into BISON. The average fuel 
centerline temperatures (shown in Figure 16(b)) among the fuel rods using the two cladding 
materials are also much different. As shown in Figure 16(b), the FeCrAl cladded fuel rods 
maintain a much greater average fuel centerline for much of the operation, beginning at 
about ~2 years, which is similar to the behavior noted in Section 3.2.  
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Figure 16.  (a) Peak and (b) average fuel centerline temperatures for the different 
cladding models as a function of time during the average-power operation conditions. 
These results show a similar overall behavior to the limiting power operation, however, 
because gap closure occurs much later, there is a more noticeable effect from the 
inclusion of the irradiation swelling model. 
 
The dimensional change in the fuel rods is altered significantly by reducing the power 
produced by the fuel rods. Figure 17 shows the axial elongation (Figure 17(a)) and the 
maximum radial displacement (Figure 17(b)) for the cladding during average-power 
operation.  The immediate increase in axial elongation for all rods is due to thermal 
expansion of the cladding during the rise to operating temperature. Much like the FeCrAl 
cladded rods in the Limiting-Power operation, irradiation swelling has a substantial effect 
on cladding elongation.  However, the FeCrAl-cladded rods do not achieve fuel-clad 
mechanical contact until late in life; consequently, the cladding is allowed to elongate 
without any radial deformation caused by fuel-cladding contact.  The onset of fuel-clad 
mechanical interaction is delayed because the fuel swells and thermally expands much less 
in this average power condition. This is expected behavior as the gaseous fission product 
swelling model is sensitive to fuel temperatures.  The Zircaloy clad fuel rod also exhibits 
similar axial elongation characteristics to the Limiting-Power companion. Irradiation 
growth allows the fuel rods to expand axially until mechanical contact occurs, at which 
point, radial deformation of the cladding begins to reduce the cladding length.  
 
With less fuel expansion, it follows that there is also less radial expansion in the cladding. 
Figure 17(b) shows the radial displacement of the cladding over its life.  The initial increase 
in the cladding displacement is due to the thermal expansion during the rise to power.  The 
FeCrAl-cladded rods without swelling, (Elastic and Thermal Creep, blue and red dashed 
lines, respectively), undergo no significant change in the cladding radius until gap closure. 
However, the rods that include the swelling model quickly begin to expand as the cladding 
swells isotropically. This acts to increase the fuel rod gap thickness and subsequently 
delays gap closure. There is a small effect to close the gap from irradiation creep, which 
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acts to help relieve stress by collapsing the cladding down around the fuel. In this 
simulation, creep contributes to a decrease in the cladding radius because the coolant 
system pressure is much larger than the rod internal gas pressure. Effects from irradiation 
growth and cladding creep-down largely dominate radial deformation of Zircaloy cladding 
during this mode of operation. After the initial thermal expansion in the cladding, the 
cladding radius continues to decrease due to anisotropic irradiation growth and cladding 
creep-down until gap closure.  
 
 
 
Figure 17. The axial elongation (a) and maximum radial displacement (b) of the cladding 
as a function of time for the different cladding models. The behavior is similar to the case 
of limiting power observation, although the delayed gap closure leads to greater 
elongation of the FeCrAl at later times and a decreased radial displacement.  
 
Figure 18 shows the maximum cladding hoop stress that develops during average power 
operation. Again, the cladding hoop stress is initially in a compressive state due to the 
pressure differential between the coolant system and the fuel rod plenum. In the FeCrAl-
cladded rods, there is a very slight reduction in the hoop stress due to the increase in plenum 
pressure from fission gas release. Because fission gas release is greater in fuel rods where 
the cladding includes isotropic irradiation swelling, this reduction in the compressive hoop 
stress can be can be seen starting at approximately 2 years.  Much of the fluctuation in the 
cladding hoop stresses appears because of the variation in the axial power profiles during 
operation. At approximately 4.5 years, gap closure and subsequent cladding radial 
deformation occur in the FeCrAl clad fuel rods without the irradiation swelling model. This 
occurs because a hot spot in the axial power profile enhances local fuel expansion 
producing an increase in hoop stress as the fuel pushes on the cladding. This interaction is 
short-lived, which results with the cladding stress returning to its compressive state 
determined by the differential pressure across the cladding. Full gap closure occurs in these 
fuel rods slightly after 5 years, and hoop stresses in the cladding quickly increase 
immediately after onset. The FeCrAl-cladded rods that include swelling undergo gap 
closure nearly half a year later due to the associated cladding radial expansion, and the 
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Zircaloy clad fuel undergoes gap closure about a quarter year sooner due to cladding creep-
down. Gap closure behavior is significantly suppressed in the FeCrAl–cladded rods during 
average power operation.  Here, it occurs much later at ~5 years, as opposed to ~2 years 
during the Limiting-Power operation. The maximum cladding hoop stress at the end of life 
is also reduced when compared with fuel rods from the Limiting-Power operation because 
the radial deformation of the cladding is much smaller.  
 
The Zircaloy cladding develops a much lower initial hoop stress because it is twice the 
thickness of the FeCrAl cladding and has a slightly smaller effective radius. This means 
nearly half the compressive stress should develop in the cladding from the pressure 
differential. The cladding hoop stress remains in this state until gap closure occurs slightly 
after one year of operation.  This is very similar to the behavior seen during the Limiting-
Power operation. Because the thermal creep rate will remain comparable and the irradiation 
creep rate will scale with the power, cladding creep-down occurs at a similar rate. The hoop 
stress after mechanical contact occurs in the Zircaloy-cladded fuel rod also fluctuates as 
the axial power profile influences radial expansion in the fuel.  
 
 
 
Figure 18. The maximum cladding hoop stress as a function of time for the different 
cladding models for average power operation conditions. The stress levels are 
considerably less that those generated in the limiting power operation due to less thermal 
and fission product swelling in the fuel. Full gap closure for the FeCrAl clad fuel rods is 
achieved at near the end of the fuel lifetime before considerable stresses have developed. 
 
The amount of fission gas produced in the fuel and the percentage of the gas released to 
the plenum during average-power operation are shown in Figure 19(a) and Figure 19(b), 
respectively. As expected, the fission gas generated in the fuel during the average-power 
operation is scaled by 80% relative to the limiting-power operation. Because the power 
produced is the same for all of the FeCrAl-cladded fuel rods, the curves line up exactly.  
 
As a result of the high fuel temperatures the Zircaloy clad fuel experiences at the beginning 
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of life, fission gas release begins immediately. The percentage of fission gas released 
increases to a peak at nearly 1.2% and tapers off as more fission gas generated in the fuel.  
This is similar behavior, while decreased in magnitude, to the Limiting-Power operation. 
The FeCrAl-cladded fuel rods do not release an appreciable amount of fission gas until the 
second year of operation. Here, fission gas release begins to rapidly increase as the fuel 
temperature begins to increase. There is a large effect due to the inclusion of the irradiation 
swelling and a more moderate effect from irradiation creep models. Irradiation swelling 
acts to expand the cladding and increase the gap thickness, which impedes heat-transfer 
from the fuel to the cladding. This increase in fuel temperature subsequently increases the 
fission gas release. Irradiation creep counteracts this by allowing the cladding to creep-
down and decrease the gap thickness.   
 
At the end of life in average-power operation, the FeCrAl-cladded rods release ~2.5 - 5% 
of gas generated, compared to ~10 - 13% during the Limiting-Power operation. Fission gas 
release in the Zircaloy clad fuel is significantly lower at ~.5% for average-power operation 
and ~3% during limiting-power operation. As a result of the lower fuel temperatures for 
much of the later life, the Zircaloy-cladded fuel rod releases much less fission gas that its 
FeCrAl-cladded companion.  
 
 
 
Figure 19. (a) The amount of fission gas generated in the fuel, and (b) fraction of fission 
gas released to the plenum during average power operation conditions. The amount of 
fission gas produced scales perfectly by 80% compared to the Limiting-Power Operation, 
while the percentage of fission gas released is greatly reduced due to lower fuel 
temperatures. 
 
Fuel rod plenum pressure and plenum volume are shown in Figure 20. The initial fill-gas 
pressure for these rods is .5 MPa, which quickly increases as the fuel rod heats to operating 
temperature. After the initial ramp to power, the plenum pressure for the FeCrAl-cladded 
fuel rods remains relatively unchanged until fission gas release occurs just after two years 
of operation. Because the plenum pressure is sensitive to the amount of gas present, 
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features from the amount of fission gas released (Figure 19(b)) can be seen clearly in the 
plot of plenum pressure (Figure 20(a)). More fission gas is released in the FeCrAl clad fuel 
rods which include the irradiation swelling model, due to their increased fuel temperatures.  
The contribution of the fission gas to the plenum pressure in the Zircaloy-cladded fuel rods 
is relatively insignificant, as such; changes in the plenum pressure show similar features to 
the plenum volume.  These plenum pressures remain much lower than the rods shown in 
the Limiting-Power operation, due to the decreased fission gas release and the fuel 
temperatures.  
 
The plenum volume, shown in Figure 20(b), initially decreases as the fuel rod is heated to 
operating temperature. This occurs as the fuel thermally expands more than the cladding. 
Immediately after the initial ramp to operating power, the fuel begins densification, thereby 
increasing the plenum volume as the fuel contracts. When the fuel has completed 
densification, fission product swelling and fuel pellet relocation then begin to help expand 
the fuel. After fuel cladding contact has occurred, the plenum volume is then decreased as 
the fuel swells and temperatures vary causing axial variation in the pellet stack height.  
 
 
 
Figure 20.  (a) The fuel rod plenum pressure and (b) plenum volume as a function of 
time and the cladding model during average power operating conditions. The plenum 
pressure increases rapidly for FeCrAl cladded fuel rods corresponding to an increase in 
the amount of fission gas released, with greater effects in simulations where the cladding 
model includes irradiation swelling. Because the Zircaloy clad fuel does not release an 
appreciable amount of fission gas, the plenum pressure remains much lower than the 
FeCrAl cladded fuel rods. The plenum volume (b) shows similar features to the Limiting-
Power operation, where the fuel densifies and begins to expand reducing the cladding 
volume. 
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3.4 Simplified-Power Operation  
 
For this analysis, the fuel rods were ramped to a linear heat rate of 18 kW/m and held at 
this power to a rod average burnup of 60 MWd/kgU.  This operation was performed to 
investigate the integral and coupled behavioral evolution of the fuel rods.  
 
Figure 21 displays a comparison between the peak fuel centerline temperatures (Figure 
21a) between all five of the fuel rods and a comparison of the average fuel centerline 
temperatures (Figure 21b) of the full FeCrAl-cladded rod and the Zircaloy-cladded rod. 
The fuel centerline temperatures initially increase from room temperature as the rod ramps 
up to steady-state power. Fuel temperatures in the FeCrAl-cladded rods begin to increase 
as the fuel thermal conductivity begins degradation. This also affects the Zry-cladded fuel 
rods, but reduction of the gap region due to creep deformation in the cladding acts to 
counteract this.  Because the FeCrAl has very little creep deformation, the gap thickness 
between the fuel and cladding is largely dictated by fuel displacement.  Figure 21(a) shows 
a significant temperature increase for the FeCrAl-cladded rods that include irradiation 
swelling, and a much small reduction in temperature from the inclusion of irradiation creep. 
This is due to the increased gap size that develops as the cladding diameter increases from 
irradiation swelling. The simulation including the irradiation creep shows counteracting 
gap closure. These effects can also be seen in the maximum radial displacement shown in 
Figure 22(b).   
 
At approximately 20 MWd/kgU, fission gas release from the fuel begins to degrade the gap 
conductivity, and the fuel centerline temperatures begin to increase. These temperatures 
reach a maximum near ~35 MWd/kgU, where fuel expansion begins to close the gap 
enough to counteract the effects of fission gas release on gap conductivity. The maximum 
fuel centerline temperatures decrease as the fuel and cladding undergo mechanical 
interaction along the rod, beginning at ~45 MWd/kgU. The final increase in temperature at 
the end of the simulation is a result of the degraded thermal conductivity of the fuel and 
the poor gap conductivity where gap closure has not occurred.  
 
The difference in fuel centerline temperatures among FeCrAl clad fuel is due to the 
irradiation-induced swelling in the cladding. By increasing the diameter of the cladding, 
the size of the fuel-cladding gap is increased impeding heat transfer from the fuel to the 
cladding. This causes increased temperatures, which because of model sensitivity 
contributes to greater fission gas release.  The Zircaloy clad fuel, however, behaves much 
differently than its FeCrAl clad counterpart. After the initial power ramp, the cladding 
begins to creep-down toward the fuel due to the pressure differential between the rod fill 
gas pressure and the reactor coolant pressure. This allows gap closure to occur much sooner 
than the FeCrAl rods at approximately 25 MWd/kgU. By reducing the gap size, the 
temperatures of the fuel are reduced. Because the Zircaloy contains less fuel mass, the rod 
burn-up increases faster. This causes the thermal conductivity of the fuel in the Zircaloy to 
degrade faster, seen in Figure 21(a) after ~25 MWd/kgU. In this case, lower fuel 
temperatures delay the onset of large-scale fission gas release from the fuel, thereby 
limiting the degradation of gap conductivity before mechanical interaction.  
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Figure 21. Peak (a) and average (b) fuel centerline temperatures as a function of burnup 
for simplified power operation. The peak fuel centerline temperature behavior for FeCrAl 
is nearly unaffected by the inclusion of thermal creep, however there is a large increase in 
temperatures from the inclusion of irradiation swelling and a much smaller effect from 
irradiation creep. Zircaloy cladding remains much cooler as the fuel cladding gap begins 
to close much sooner.  The average centerline temperatures for these simulations are 
significantly lower than the peak centerline temperatures because of the axial power 
profile shape (shown in Figure 7(b)) 
 
The axial elongation and maximum radial displacement of the fuel rod cladding under 
simplified operation are shown in Figure 22. After the initial thermal expansion, the FeCrAl 
cladding shows very clear elongation due to irradiation swelling in the cladding, even after 
mechanical contact has occurred at ~42 MWd/kgU. Zircaloy shows a similar trend due to 
irradiation growth, where the cladding elongates until significant fuel-cladding mechanical 
contact begins to increase the fuel radius, counteracting the axial elongation. The FeCrAl-
cladded fuel rods that do not include irradiation swelling remain essentially the same length 
until mechanical interaction occurs.  
 
The FeCrAl-cladded fuel rods modeled with irradiation swelling also show much more 
radial expansion. FeCrAl-cladded rods without irradiation swelling simply remain the 
same radius after initial thermal expansion until mechanical interaction. Zircaloy, as 
mentioned in Section 2.5, experiences several orders of magnitude more thermal and 
irradiation creep than FeCrAl under identical conditions. This allows the Zircaloy-cladding 
to slowly collapse around the fuel due to the pressure differential between the plenum 
pressure and the reactor coolant pressure.  It is worth noting again that, in the Zircaloy-
cladded rod, gap closure occurs before the sharp increase in radial displacement because 
the cladding tube wall near the ends does not creep down as much as the other areas. This 
is due to the additional structure that the cladding end caps provide.   
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Figure 22. The axial elongation (a) and maximum radial displacement (b) for the 
Zircaloy versus FeCrAl cladding as a function of burnup for simplified power operation. 
The axial elongation of FeCrAl cladding is largely determined by irradiation swelling 
until mechanical contact occurs, where the elongation is reduced as the fuel pushes the 
cladding out radially. For Zircaloy, a similar relationship exists for irradiation growth, 
where axial elongation is counteracted by mechanical contact. The maximum radial 
displacement for the FeCrAl cladding is increased by the presence of isotropic irradiation 
swelling until mechanical contact occurs. The maximum radial displacement for Zircaloy 
is slowly reduced due to anisotropic irradiation growth in the axial direction until 
mechanical contact occurs. 
 
The maximum hoop stress, shown in Figure 23, as with the other operational cases, is 
compressive due to the pressure differential across the cladding until gap closure. It shows 
a small reduction in compressive hoop stress due to an increase in plenum pressure as 
fission gas is released from the FeCrAl clad fuel beginning at 25 MWd/kgU. After gap 
closure occurs, the hoop stresses quickly become tensile as the fuel starts expanding against 
the cladding. 
 
Much like the other modes of operation, the hoop stress in the FeCrAl cladding rapidly 
increases after the onset of gap closure.  Figure 23 shows the effects of including each of 
the FeCrAl material models and the difference in stress reduction between types.  At the 
end of the simulation, slight stress relaxation from irradiation creep can be observed.  Just 
as the previous operational modes showed, the Zircaloy-cladded rod undergoes mechanical 
contact much sooner than the FeCrAl-cladded rods (~20 MWd/kgU earlier), although the 
maximum hoop stress saturates at a much lower value. For the Zircaloy-cladded fuel rod, 
gap closure occurs before fission gas release becomes prominent.  
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Figure 23. The maximum hoop stress in the cladding as a function of time, comparing 
the Zircaloy with the different models of FeCrAl cladding for simplified power 
operations. The maximum hoop stress in the Zircaloy cladding saturates at nearly 100 
MPa, while the Hoop stress in the FeCrAl cladding rapidly increases. There is a small 
reduction due to irradiation swelling, and a further reduction from irradiation creep.    
 
The fission gas generated for both cladding types is shown in Figure 24(a).  The fission gas 
generated is different for the FeCrAl-cladded fuel rods and the Zircaloy because of the 
difference in fuel mass between the rod geometries. Because the FeCrAl-cladded fuel rods 
contain greater fuel mass, they will generate more fission gas than the Zircaloy-cladded 
rods at a specified fuel utilization.  
 
The amount of fission gas released is heavily dependent on temperature, and therefore 
varies greatly, even among FeCrAl-cladded fuel rods. Irradiation swelling causes large 
expansion of the cladding radius, increasing fuel temperatures and further accelerating the 
amount of fission gas released. For the FeCrAl-cladded fuel rods, significant fission gas 
release begins around 20 MWd/kgU and increases until 40 MWd/kgU where it begins to 
plateau. The Zircaloy clad fuel, however, remains cooler through much of the fuel 
operation thus the onset of fission gas release is significantly delayed.  
 
The fuel rod plenum pressure and volume are shown in Figure 25. The constant power 
operation allows the effects of the individual material models to be seen quite clearly. 
Plenum pressure, shown on the left, initially increases from .5 MPa at the beginning of the 
simulation, to ~1.2 MPa after the fuel rods heat up. Because the plenum volume (Figure 
25(b)) is quite large, a reduction in available volume for the fission gas only causes a minor 
pressure increase.  The FeCrAl-cladded fuel rods show large pressure increases 
corresponding at the onset of fission gas release and continue to increase with fuel 
utilization.  
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Figure 24. a) Fission gas generation in the fuel as a function of burnup for the different 
fuel cladding, and (b) fission gas release for simplified power operation. There is a slight 
difference in fission gas production between FeCrAl and Zircaloy cladded fuel due to the 
difference in fuel mass, and the gas generation linearly increases with burnup. The 
amount of fission gas released to the fuel rod plenum is strongly dependent on the fuel 
temperatures, and rapidly increases as the fuel temperatures increase. 
 
There is a large difference in the plenum pressure evolution of these rods based on the 
mechanical behavior of the different FeCrAl models and the coupled effects of fuel 
temperature and gap size on fission gas release. As the FeCrAl-cladded rods approach 60 
MWd/kgU, they approach the coolant operating pressure of 7.136 MPa. This is concern for 
safely operating these rods at higher temperature and burnup because the plenum pressure 
should not exceed the coolant system pressure. Doing so causes a change in the creep 
behavior of the fuel rod and allows the cladding to begin to creep away from the fuel due 
to the pressure differential. This can increase the fuel temperatures as the gap reopens and 
further exacerbate the temperature-pressure feedback. The Zircaloy-cladded fuel rod shows 
a similar trend of increasing plenum pressure sharply as more fission gas is released from 
the fuel, although the pressure increase is not quite as large as that of the FeCrAl-cladded 
fuel rods.  
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Figure 25. The fuel rod plenum pressure (a) remains relatively constant until fission gas 
begins to release into the plenum. At this point, the fission gas release correlates directly 
to a plenum pressure increase. The plenum volume (b) initially decreases as the fuel 
thermally expands more than the cladding during startup. There is a small increase in 
volume as the fuel densifies, and a continued decrease as the fuel begins to expand, 
reducing the cladding volume. 
 
The plenum volume is shown in Figure 25(b). As the fuel is initially heated, it begins to 
expand into the gap and plenum regions. Immediately, the fuel begins densification, 
reaching a maximum at ~4 MWd/kgU. At this point fuel swelling and relocation begin to 
control the reduction in plenum volume.  This fuel expansion behavior is similar for both 
cladding materials, however, because of differing fuel rod geometries and cladding creep 
responses, the plenum volume for the FeCrAl clad fuel rod is predicted to have a much 
greater reduction over the same fuel utilization.  
 
3.5 Cladding Thermal and Irradiation Creep Analysis 
 
Our initial analysis, albeit without smeared cracking or fuel creep included in the fuel, 
predicts very large tensile hoop stresses forming in the FeCrAl cladding which in some 
instances were prohibitively large during normal operation. This was determined to arise 
due to a lack of compliance in both the fuel and cladding materials. Because stress-relief 
mechanisms, such as smeared cracking, were not implemented in modeling the fuel 
behavior, which is known to fracture during the rise to power. The fuel pellet radius 
dimensions used here are non-prototypic, and, thus, constitutive models for fuel thermal 
and irradiation creep were not considered.   
 
In order to mitigate these large stresses, the influence of cladding compliance was analyzed 
through a systematic variation of thermal and irradiation creep models for the FeCrAl 
cladding. Based on the results of the operational analysis and the belief that the thermal 
creep rate model used was conservative, it was suggested to identify what creep rates would 
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be necessary to significantly reduce the maximum hoop stresses formed in the FeCrAl 
cladding. 
 
In order to perform this analysis, a series of simulations were performed to identify effects 
of varying parameters from the irradiation (Equation 3) and thermal (Equation 4) creep 
rates. The irradiation creep pre-factor was varied along with the thermal creep pre-
exponential and activation energy. The simulations performed used the simple axial power 
profile and constant 18 kW/m linear heat rate, as well as the same geometry used for all 
FeCrAl-cladded fuel simulations. 
 
Figure 26 shows contour plots of the maximum cladding hoop stresses at the end of the 
fuel rod operation as a function of the thermal creep activation energy and pre-exponential 
terms. The plots demonstrate the variation in the irradiation creep. Figure 26(a) uses the 
same irradiation creep pre-factor used in previous analysis (0.5 × 10-6 MPa-1-dpa-1), while 
Figure 26(b) uses the pre-factor increased by an order of magnitude (0.5 × 10-5 MPa-1-dpa-
1). 
 
   
 
Figure 26. Contour plots of the maximum cladding hoop stress at 60 MWd/kgU as a 
function of thermal creep pre-exponential and activation energy for irradiation creep pre-
factors of 0.5 × 10-6 (a) and 0.5 × 10-5 (b) show the sensitivity of the cladding stress state 
to combinations of thermal and irradiation creep parameters and creep regimes where 
cladding stress is relieved. 
 
Current FeCrAl cladding thermal and irradiation creep models are near the region where 
hoop stress formed during mechanical contact is relieved. Significant changes to the 
irradiation creep rates lead to sizable reductions in the stress contours in all regions. This 
shows that small improvements in creep behavior may allow large stresses to be reduced 
below the yield strength of the alloy. This is important for accident or high-power scenarios 
where fuel swells rapidly with increasing exposure. In earlier simulations using elastic fuel, 
the maximum hoop stress in the FeCrAl cladding increases rapidly after mechanical contact 
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and does not reach a level where it saturates. The Zircaloy cladding, however, saturates 
due to its sensitivity of creep deformation to the applied stress. In order to design a cladding 
that can accommodate rapid deformation from fuel swelling, ratcheting, or relocation, alloy 
designs to modify the plastic response of the cladding should be considered. Cladding with 
little to no creep deformation will rely on fuel compliance to remain in a manageable stress 
range during mechanical contact events. 
 
3.6 Fuel Creep Analysis 
 
As discussed previously, uncertainty in the models used to simulate the fuel compliance 
were identified. This led to an examination of the influence of using fuel creep models 
(outlined in Chapter 2) currently implemented in BISON. As presented earlier in this 
chapter, a scoping study was performed to determine how neglecting creep deformation in 
the fuel would influence the cladding deformation and stress state. After consideration of 
the fuel creep model in Section 2.6, it was determined there is a degree of uncertainty in 
this model, centered on the usage of a thermal-activation term for the contribution from 
fission-induced creep.  In order to identify the effect of changing the fission-induced creep 
contribution from the thermally-activated term to the athermal term on the stress state in 
the fuel and cladding, additional simulations were performed and are described in this 
section. 
 
To preface this analysis, a short review of the available experimental data gathered from 
the literature was prepared. Of the original data used to develop this model, only a limited 
amount of raw data is currently available because many of these results were not widely 
published or only received limited circulation as internal institutional reports. Figure 27 
shows a fit of the measured creep rate from several of these experiments (Bohaboy et al., 
1969; Perrin and Wilson, 1971; Solomon et al., 1971) against the calculated creep rate 
using the full fuel creep model described in Chapter 2, Equation 9.  The results from 
Bohaboy et al. were produced from thermal creep tests at intermediate stresses (10 – 100 
MPa) and high temperatures (1800 – 2000 K), compared to expected LWR fuel conditions, 
for a variety of theoretical densities (92 – 98%) and fuel grain (4 – 35 µm) sizes. This data 
is generally the main source of the calibration for the thermal creep contribution in the 
model, although tests were only performed over a limited temperature range. None of the 
tests performed by Bohaboy et al. included irradiation.   
 
Perrin et al. conducted both in-pile and out-of-pile creep tests for a variety of UO2 samples 
to characterize the fuel response for use in liquid metal fast breeder reactor fuel elements. 
These creep tests were performed at low stresses (10 – 27 MPa) and intermediate 
temperatures (1400 – 1600K), compared to the expected conditions in an LWR, and with 
a consistent grain size (26µm) and fuel density (97.8% TD).  The fission rate for the in-
pile creep samples varied between 1.7e18, 4.0e18, and 1.2e19 fissions/m3/s.  
 
Solomon et al. provides a consolidation of several in-pile creep experiment results. The 
fuel samples compiled include: compression (Sykes and Sawbridge, 1969) and tension 
(Solomon and Gebner, 1972) of helical UO2 springs, compression of UO2 disks 
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(Brucklacher and Dienst, 1970), and three-point bend tests (Clough, 1970).  Many of these 
tests were conducted at low to intermediate temperatures (~400K, 700 – 1200K) and low 
stresses (6 – 35 MPa), and each of these different tests use different fuel parameters fuel 
densities (<95% TD), grain sizes (8 – 30 µm) and fission rates (2e18 – 2e20 #/m3/s).  Figure 
27 plots each of these data sets separately according to the reported fuel creep rates from 
these experiments, and the expected creep rates calculated from the fuel creep equation as 
its described in Hagrman et al (Hagrman et al., 1995). The unirradiated data by Bohaboy 
et al. (Bohaboy et al., 1969)shows good agreement with the high temperature creep 
relation, but the irradiated samples and much of the data from Perrin et al.(Perrin and 
Wilson, 1971) show large deviations from the expected result.   
 
 
 
Figure 27. The calculated versus measured steady-state creep rate for the fuel shows 
good agreement at high creep rates for unirradiated samples (Bohaboy et al., 1969), 
however there is a large spread of data for both irradiated and unirradiated samples 
(Perrin and Wilson, 1971; Solomon et al., 1971) at low strain rates.  
 
To determine the effect of changing the fission-induced creep contribution term, only the 
experimental results including irradiation are reassessed using both the thermally-activated 
creep term and the athermal term. Figure 28 shows the calculated vs measured creep rates 
for the full creep model, separately evaluating both fission-induced creep contributions. 
While there is generally better agreement using the Arrhenius term to describe the 
temperature dependence of the fission-induced creep, it is also the more likely model to 
under predict the experimental fuel creep rate, at least for the conditions of these 
experiments. The solid black lines in these figures demonstrate boundaries of an order of 
magnitude above and below the ideal solution, shown as a solid red line.  
 
On a side note, the outlying point in the Solomon et al. data in Figure 28(a) is the lowest 
temperature test data available (~383K). As shown in Figure 28(b) the calculated creep rate 
for this test is increased by approximately two orders of magnitude using the athermal creep 
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term, implying that this may more accurately describe the low temperature UO2 behavior. 
While a single data point is inconclusive and the temperature is much lower than normal 
operating temperatures in the fuel periphery, this highlights an operational regime where 
additional fuel creep tests are needed.    
 
 
 
Figure 28. The calculated vs measured fuel creep rate using the thermally-activated 
fission-induced creep term (a) and the athermal fission induced creep term (b) for in-pile 
fuel creep tests.    
 
In order to provide a qualitative estimate of the effects of variations in the fuel creep model 
on the FeCrAl cladding stress state, a rudimentary simulation was performed. In this 
simulation, the fuel creep rate was varied using a scale factor under the constant operating 
conditions utilized earlier in this chapter and described in Chapter 2. The fuel creep rate in 
these simulations was scaled using the model as its implemented, reducing the creep rate 
by one and two orders of magnitude, and finally by neglecting the fuel creep model 
altogether. The cladding hoop stress for this comparison is shown in Figure 29. This 
demonstrates that by decreasing the fuel creep by a single order of magnitude, the cladding 
stresses quickly begin to resemble those calculated using the elastic fuel approximation, 
and it further emphasizes how sensitive the FeCrAl cladding stress-state is to fuel 
compliance.  
 
In the previous sections of this chapter, the fuel was modeled without thermal and 
irradiation creep, as explicit fracture models were not considered. This assumption was 
motivated by the expectation that fuel creep would be greatly over-predicted without 
modeling fracture and the accompanying stress relief.  In this section, the fuel creep rate 
model is varied in order to determine the impact of this assumption on the cladding 
deformation and stress state. This analysis was performed using the same geometric models 
and reactor operation as in Section 3.4-5. The fuel was simulated at a constant linear heat 
rate of 18 kW/m to a rod average burnup of 60 MWd/kgU. However, for this analysis, the 
fuel is modeled: as an elastic material without creep, using the creep model as described 
a) b) 
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by Hagrman in Section 2.6, and with the fuel creep model including the modified fission-
induced creep.  
 
  
 
Figure 29. The FeCrAl cladding hoop stress is initially in a compressive state due to the 
pressure differential between the plenum pressure and the coolant system pressure. As 
gap closure occurs, the cladding hoop stress quickly becomes tensile. By gradually 
decreasing the scale factor for the fuel creep rate, the maximum cladding hoop stress 
increases until it reaches the elastic fuel approximation. 
 
Figure 30 shows the maximum cladding radial displacement and cladding hoop stress for 
both Zircaloy and FeCrAl, with and without the fuel creep model enabled.  The radial 
displacement of both cladding materials, shown in Fig. 17a, increases due to thermal 
expansion as the fuel rods ramp up to steady-state operation. For Zircaloy, the cladding 
displacement immediately begins to decrease due to a combination of anisotropic 
irradiation growth and creep down from the pressure differential between the fuel rod 
plenum pressure and the coolant system pressure. Zircaloy cladding continues to creep-
down until mechanical contact occurs at nearly 25 MWd/kgU with and without fuel creep.  
It is important to note that, while these values are only for the cladding tube itself, the 
maximum displacement is sampled from the cladding along the length of the fuel stack. 
This shows that with the creep model as implemented, the Zircaloy cladding radius is 
actually ~10 µm smaller at 60 MWd/kgU. Modeling the fuel as an elastic material, without 
fuel creep, allows the fuel to push the cladding outward, resulting is an increase in the 
radius of ~30 µm more than the simulation with fuel creep.  
 
FeCrAl cladding shows a stark difference in behavior after mechanical contact has 
occurred at ~42 MWd/kgU. By including fuel creep in the simulation, the fuel only expands 
a small amount, limited by the stiffness of the cladding. This decreases the radial 
deformation in the cladding from mechanical contact by about 15µm. 
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The maximum cladding hoop stress for these simulations, shown in Figure 30(b), is initially 
compressive, until significant amounts of fission gas are released to the fuel rod plenum or 
the onset of gap closure has occurred.  For the Zircaloy, there is a subtle reduction in the 
hoop stress (~100 MPa) at 60 MWd/kgU as a result of the increased compliance from 
enabling the fuel creep model. The FeCrAl cladding sees a much greater reduction (~500 
MPa) in hoop stress, and the stress seems to saturate around 100 MPa.  
 
Figure 31 shows the maximum cladding radial displacement (Figure 31(a)) and cladding 
hoop stress (Figure 31(b)) for both Zircaloy and FeCrAl, and compares the original fuel 
creep model and the modified fuel creep model. These results show a much more 
understated change since the only difference between them is the modification of the 
fission-induced creep term. For Zircaloy, the maximum radial displacement is slightly 
increased (~10µm), and the hoop stress in the cladding (Figure 31(b)) is only slightly 
modified (< 10MPa).  Similarly, for the FeCrAl cladding, there is a slight increase in the 
radial displacement, and the fuel is less compliant after modifying the creep model. Using 
the modified fuel creep models, the fuel deforms less due to mechanical contact, expanding 
the cladding further than the original model and generating somewhat higher hoop stresses 
in the FeCrAl cladding.  
 
 
 
Figure 30. The maximum radial displacement (a) and maximum cladding hoop stress (b) 
are generally reduced for both FeCrAl and Zircaloy cladding by modeling fuel creep, as 
compared to fuel modeled as an elastic material. FeCrAl alloys, however, because of their 
limited creep response after mechanical contact with the fuel, show a much greater 
impact by increasing fuel compliance.   
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Figure 31. By modifying the fission-induced creep contribution in the fuel, the maximum 
radial displacement (a) for the FeCrAl alloy is increased after the onset of mechanical 
interaction, compared to the as implemented fuel creep model. For the Zircaloy, however, 
the maximum radial displacement of the cladding tube never extends beyond areas near 
the end caps. The maximum cladding hoop stress (b) for the FeCrAl is also increased 
from modifying this model, while Zircaloy, again, shows a very limited effect.   
 
While fuel creep in this operation has nearly no effect on the burnup for gap closure to 
occur, it greatly changes the cladding and fuel mechanical response after the gap has closed. 
These results illustrate that, because FeCrAl and Zircaloy behave so differently, 
uncertainties that present minute effects on Zircaloy may have profound performance 
ramifications for FeCrAl cladding, and while the focus has been on developing cladding 
behavioral models, fully developing fuel constitutive models is necessary to predict 
cladding behavior after mechanical contact has occurred. 
 
3.7 Parametric Analysis of Fuel Rod Design 
 
A parametric analysis was performed on the fuel rod radial geometry specifications to 
determine the optimal fuel cladding gap based on the integral performance of the FeCrAl 
cladded fuel rods. This was motivated by the need to increase the fuel mass and change the 
cladding thickness in the FeCrAl cladded fuel rods to offset the neutronic penalty of the 
alloy, and because of the difference in the gap closure behavior of the Zircaloy and FeCrAl 
cladding. As shown in Sections 3.2-4, the Zircaloy cladding generally experiences gap 
closure much faster than the FeCrAl due to the greater magnitude of thermal and irradiation 
creep deformation. Because of the relatively quick gap closure of Zircaloy cladded fuel 
rods, these rods generally exhibit lower fuel temperatures and less fission gas release from 
the fuel for much of their utilization. This analysis is performed using a variety of radial 
fuel geometries, shown in Table 4, generated by varying the gap thickness and fuel radius 
in 20µm increments, while holding the cladding outer radius constant. The reactor 
conditions are identical to the constant operation utilized earlier in Chapter 3.4-6. These 
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simulations are performed with and without fuel creep in order to provide a performance 
boundary for fuel cladding mechanical interaction.  
 
Table 4. Parametric Analysis Fuel Rod Geometry Specification 
Gap Thickness 
(µm) 
Fuel Radius 
(µm) 
Cladding 
Thickness (µm) 
Fuel 
Length (m) 
Cladding 
Length (m) 
100 4700 
300 3.66 4.08 
80 4720 
60 4740 
40 4760 
20 4780 
- This produces a total outer radius of .51cm for all fuel rods. 
 
To begin this analysis, simulations were performed without the fuel creep model enabled 
in order to provide a bounding value on the cladding mechanical behavior for different fuel 
rod radial geometries. The results from the 100µm initial gap thickness are identical to the 
results from the full FeCrAl simulation described earlier in this chapter in Section 3.4. 
Many of the results are similar, so, in the interest of brevity, only the most salient results 
are reported here.  
 
Figure 32 shows the average fuel centerline temperature (a) and the percentage of fission 
gas released (b) for these fuel rods, without the fuel creep model. Starting as the fuel rods 
reach the operating power, the fuel with the larger gap thicknesses experience consistently 
higher average fuel centerline temperatures. This is due to the poor conductivity of the fill 
gas in the gap/plenum region and the subsequent conductivity degradation it undergoes as 
fission gas is released from the fuel.  The fuel rod with the 20µm initial gap thickness 
experiences gap closure nearly immediately, resulting in decreased temperatures. The 
average fuel centerline temperatures for the 20µm, 40µm, and 60µm gap thicknesses begin 
to converge as the gap conductivity is improved from fuel expansion. The average fuel 
centerline temperature for these rods gradually increases as the fuel thermal conductivity 
is degraded in the periphery due to the increase in fuel burnup.  
 
The 80µm and 100µm cases exhibit noticeably higher temperatures because of the larger 
initial gap size, and eventually they experience more fission gas release than the smaller 
gap thicknesses. The onset of fission gas release occurs earlier in the 100µm gap geometry 
than the other fuel rods, resulting in an earlier degradation in gap conductivity. Degradation 
of the gap conductivity increases the fuel temperatures as heat transfer between the fuel 
and cladding is impeded, and eventually leads to a greater fission gas release rate. This 
begins a feedback between the fuel temperature and the amount of fission gas released to 
the fuel rod plenum. This is shown in Figure 32 where, as the fission gas rapidly increases 
for the 100µm gap geometry (Figure 32(b)) the average fuel centerline (Figure 32(a)) also 
begins to increase. This feedback effect subsides when the fuel cladding gap closes due to 
fuel expansion. 
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Figure 32. (a) The average fuel centerline temperatures and (b) fission gas released as a 
function of burnup and initial gap thickness. The fuel rods with the 80µm and 100µm gap 
sizes experience larger fuel temperatures leading to noticeably larger amounts of fission 
gas release. 
 
As expected, gap closure occurs earlier for the fuel rods with the smaller initial gap sizes. 
By assuming the fuel behaves as an elastic material, as the fuel expands, it deforms the 
FeCrAl cladding radially. Figure 33 shows the maximum radial deformation of the 
cladding (a) and the corresponding maximum hoop stress (b) in the cladding. For the 20µm 
gap geometry, the cladding radial deformation quickly increases after gap closure which 
occurs nearly immediately as the fuel rises to operating power. The radial deformation 
increases as the fuel thermally expands and begins to decrease a small amount due to fuel 
densification, which is complete by ~5 MWd/kgU. At 60 MWd/kgU, the difference 
between the maximum cladding radial expansion for each successively smaller gap 
thickness is ~20 µm, demonstrating the increasing deformation (without fuel creep) is 
almost entirely driven by the incremental increases in the initial fuel radius. The 80µm and 
100µm gap geometries experience additional cladding deformation due to increased 
thermal expansion from greater temperatures and the increase in gaseous fission product 
swelling. The fuel temperatures are increased because of the fuel temperature-fission gas 
release feedback and the accompanying gap conductivity degradation.  
 
The maximum cladding hoop stresses across all fuel rods show nearly identical trends to 
the radial deformation due to the approximation of the fuel as an elastic material. Once 
mechanical contact occurs in these fuel rods, the cladding hoop stresses rapidly increase. 
These stresses increase as the cladding is radially deformed from fuel expansion.  Because 
fuel creep is neglected in these simulations, the maximum cladding hoop stress for these 
fuel rods is artificially high.  
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Figure 33.  The maximum radial expansion (a) is larger for the fuel with the larger initial 
fuel radius and smaller gap size. Without fuel creep, as the fuel swells after gap closure, it 
expands the FeCrAl cladding. Likewise, by modeling the fuel as an elastic material, the 
maximum cladding hoop stress (b) continuously increases as the fuel expands. 
 
Next, simulations were performed using identical fuel geometries, this time including the 
full fuel creep model as described in Section 2.6. Figure 34 shows the average fuel 
centerline temperatures (a) and the percentage of fission gas released (b) from the fuel rods 
for these simulations. Much like the simulations without fuel creep, the average fuel 
centerline temperatures generally converge for the smaller gap sizes as gap closure occurs.  
For the larger 80µm and 100µm gap thicknesses, the average fuel centerline temperatures 
are again increased initially due to the larger gap thickness, and eventually increased due 
to the gap conductivity degradation experienced from fission gas release to the gap and 
plenum.  
 
By including the fuel creep model there is a small decrease in the fuel temperatures up to 
~40 MWd/kgU, but due to increased fission gas release after this point, the average fuel 
temperatures are increased. For the 100µm gap thickness, the feedback effect between the 
fuel temperature and amount of fission gas released is somewhat reduced, however, the 
fuel rod ultimately releases a greater amount of fission gas by 60 MWd/kgU. 
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Figure 34. (a) The average fuel centerline temperature and (b) the percentage of fission 
gas released, with the incorporation of the full fuel creep model. The incorporation of the 
fuel creep model slightly reduces temperatures above 40 MWd/kgU and slightly reduce 
the amount of fission gas release at 20 – 50 MWd/kgU, compared to the simulations 
without fuel creep. 
 
The maximum cladding radial displacement and maximum cladding hoop stress, shown in 
Figure 35 (a) and (b) respectively, are greatly reduced by including the fuel creep model.  
Much like the previous simulations, the initial deformation in the cladding is due to thermal 
expansion as the cladding temperature is increased to operating temperature. The fuel rod 
with 20µm gap thickness is almost immediately in mechanical contact with the fuel and 
continues in contact for the entire simulation. Because the fuel creep model allows the fuel 
to deform plastically, increasing the fuel compliance, the cladding does not radially expand 
nearly as much (~33 µm) as the previous simulations (45 – 120 µm). The maximum radial 
deformation for all of these fuel rod geometries increases to ~33 µm, implying that the 
maximum deformation when using this full fuel creep model is limited by the cladding 
behavior instead of the fuel expansion. 
 
Correspondingly, the maximum hoop stress in the cladding is also greatly reduced after 
mechanical contact. The 20µm simulation almost immediately undergoes gap closure, and 
after the fuel densification, the maximum cladding hoop stress seems relatively constant 
until much higher fuel burnups are reached. The 100µm gap thickness shows a slight 
increase in the compressive cladding hoop stress as the plenum pressure is increased due 
to the release of fission gas from the fuel before mechanical contact occurs.  
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Figure 35. (a) The  maximum cladding radial displacement and (b) cladding hoop stress 
as a function of gap thickness and burnup, with the incorporation of the full fuel creep 
model. The radial displacement and cladding hoop stress are both decreased significantly, 
compared to the simulations without fuel creep. 
 
This simple parametric analysis on the fuel rod radial geometry provides a performance 
boundary for the thermal and fission gas behavior by assess various geometries with and 
without the fuel creep model. Although these models will greatly impact the fuel 
mechanical state and thus the cladding state, there is uncertainty modeling the fuel 
compliance. Results from this section are, therefore, more suited to provide bounding 
calculations for the mechanical behavior of the cladding.  
 
The inclusion of the fuel creep model greatly affects the mechanical state of the cladding. 
The results without fuel creep, while artificial, again emphasize how important fuel 
compliance models are for modeling the FeCrAl cladding. This comparison shows that 
aside from the difference in the mechanical performance between the simulation types, the 
fuel creep model, in this case, does not greatly affect other aspects of the fuel rod 
performance. Both the fuel temperatures and fission gas release behavior are generally 
consistent among both analyses and show that reducing the gap thickness from the assumed 
100µm, from the previous analyses in this chapter, generally results in more favorable fuel 
rod behavior and thus it is recommended that FeCrAl clad fuel rods could have a reduced 
gap thickness on the order of 40 to 60 µm. 
 
3.8 Improvements to FeCrAl Cladding Material Models 
 
In order to demonstrate the impact that the material microstructure may have on the 
cladding behavior and integral fuel rod performance, a comparison has been performed 
using the FeCrAl cladding, as described in Chapter 2, and the expected properties of a 
similar developmental alloy, C35M.  
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Preliminary data for the C35M alloy, developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 
indicates that the alloy may experience more thermal creep and significantly more 
irradiation creep than discussed in Section 2.3 of this work (Terrani and Yamamoto, 2016). 
Material models for the C35M alloy have recently been incorporated into BISON as 
described by Gamble et al. (Gamble et al., 2017). Models used to simulate the C35M 
cladding include: C35M Elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio (Thompson et al., 2015), 
Kanthal APMT thermal expansion (Kanthal), C35M thermal creep, irradiation creep, and 
swelling (Terrani and Yamamoto, 2016). Figure 36 shows a comparison between the 
irradiation (Figure 36(a)) and thermal (Figure 36b) creep models suggested for the C35M 
alloy by Terrani et al. (Terrani and Yamamoto, 2016) and those described earlier in this 
work. It is anticipated that for the C35M alloy the coefficient for the irradiation creep rate 
model may be nearly an order of magnitude greater (0.5 × 10-5) than that suggested by 
Garner et al. (0.5 × 10-6).  Generally, the thermal and mechanical properties for these 
cladding alloys are fairly similar, however, as shown in Figure 36, there is a large difference 
in the models used for the thermal creep rates (3-9× greater over 570 – 595K) and 
irradiation creep rates (10×). 
 
Using these models, the C35M alloy cladding will exhibit much more creep deformation. 
It is expected that the maximum cladding hoop stress will remain much lower after 
mechanical contact and that the cladding will begin showing creep-down behavior. In order 
to compare these alloys and demonstrate how the creep rates will affect the integral fuel 
rod performance, a separate analysis is conducted.  This consists of a comparison between 
the FeCrAl alloy implemented as described earlier in Chapters 2 and 3, the C35M alloy 
using the thermal and irradiation creep relations described by Terrani et al., and a 
simulation of the C35M alloy using an irradiation creep coefficient of 0.5 × 10-6 as 
suggested for BCC ferritic alloys by Garner et al. (Garner et al., 2000). The simulations 
performed in this analysis utilize the same fuel behavioral models and reactor operating 
conditions for constant operation as discussed in Section 2.4. While the hoop stress is 
identified to be the performance indicator of the previous sensitivity analysis, the following 
results show that a wide range of behaviors can be expected for the other performance 
indicators considered in this study. 
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Figure 36. Comparison of creep rates of the C35M (Terrani and Yamamoto, 2016) 
models (solid lines) versus the FeCrAl models described in Section 2.5 (dashed lines) for 
conditions of (a) irradiation creep as a function of neutron fast flux (E > 0.1 MeV) and (b) 
thermal creep as a function of temperature. 
 
The peak fuel centerline temperatures over the fuel utilization for the three simulations 
considered in this section are shown in Figure 37. For this analysis, the fuel rods were 
ramped to a linear heat rate of 18 kW/m and held at a constant power to a rod average 
burnup of 60 MWd/kgU. The fuel centerline temperatures initially increase as the rod 
ramps up to steady-state power.  
 
Almost immediately, there is a noticeably lower fuel centerline temperature and a larger 
irradiation creep coefficient in the simulation with C35M cladding (blue line). The greater 
irradiation creep rates in this simulation allow the cladding to relieve the compressive 
stresses that arise due to the pressure differential between the coolant system and fuel rod 
plenum, which consequently reduces the cladding diameter. This is shown by the 
maximum radial displacement of the cladding (Figure 38(b)).  Further, though the other 
simulations use different thermal creep models, the simulations exhibit nearly identical 
behavior to each other. Fuel temperatures in these simulations begin to increase as the gap 
thickness increases from isotropic irradiation swelling in the cladding. As the size of the 
fuel-cladding gap increases, heat transfer from the fuel to the cladding is further impeded.    
 
At approximately 20 MWd/kgU, fission gas release from the fuel begins to degrade the gap 
conductivity, and the fuel centerline temperatures begin to increase. These temperatures 
reach a maximum near ~35 MWd/kgU, where fuel expansion begins to close the gap 
enough to counteract the effects of fission gas release on gap conductivity. This effect is 
dramatically subdued for the C35M alloy, for which the models predict larger irradiation 
creep. This is because fission gas release is thermally driven, and by reducing the fuel 
temperatures, less fission gas is released to the plenum.  The peak fuel centerline 
temperatures decrease as the fuel and cladding undergo mechanical interaction along the 
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rod, beginning at ~42 MWd/kgU. The final increase in temperature at the end of the 
simulation is a result of the degraded thermal conductivity of the fuel and the poor gap 
conductivity where gap closure has not occurred.  
 
 
 
Figure 37.  Variation in the peak fuel centerline temperature behavior of FeCrAl rods, 
based on different thermal and irradiation creep models. 
 
The axial elongation and maximum radial displacement of the fuel rod cladding under this 
simplified operation are shown in Figure 38.  After the initial thermal expansion, the 
FeCrAl cladding exhibits elongation due to irradiation swelling. As shown in Figure 38(a), 
cladding elongation is generally uniform until mechanical contact occurs at ~ 42 
MWd/kgU. As the fuel expands and radially deforms the cladding, the cladding radius will 
increase. As a result, there is a strong Poisson’s effect counteracting the axial elongation, 
thereby reducing the cladding length.  By 60 MWd/kgU, an ~0.3 cm difference develops 
in the axial elongation among the simulations based on the cladding irradiation creep 
coefficient.  
 
The maximum radial deformation of the cladding tube for these three simulations is shown 
in Figure 38(b). By increasing the irradiation creep pre-factor for the C35M alloy, the 
cladding is able to offset the expansion due to irradiation swelling and slowly collapse 
around the fuel due to the pressure differential between the plenum pressure and the reactor 
coolant pressure. The cladding radius will decrease until mechanical contact occurs and 
fuel expansion deforms the cladding radially. The FeCrAl and C35M simulations without 
increased irradiation creep (coefficient of 5E-7, red dashed line), again, show identical 
behavior.  The cladding expands as irradiation swelling enlarges the cladding radius until 
mechanical contact occurs and the fuel rapidly deforms the cladding. The difference in the 
radial deformation among the simulations at 60 MWd/kgU is due to the temperature 
dependence of the gaseous fission product swelling model used. Because the temperatures 
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are lower for the C35M alloy with increased irradiation creep, the swelling rate is reduced, 
and the final fuel diameter, and thus the cladding radial displacement, is slightly smaller.  
 
The maximum hoop stress in the cladding, shown in Figure 39, becomes very compressive 
as the fuel is ramped up to operating temperature due to the pressure differential between 
the coolant system pressure and the fuel rod internal pressure. As the simulations progress, 
the cladding remains compressive until significant fission gas is released or mechanical 
contact has occurred. Fission gas release, shown in Figure 40(a), rapidly increases in the 
FeCrAl, and C35M - 5E-7 simulations at ~25 MWd/kgU, this increases the plenum 
pressure, consequently reducing the compressive hoop stress. Mechanical contact occurs 
at ~42 MWd/kgU for the C35M cladding with increased irradiation creep (blue line), and 
~44 MWd/kgU for the other simulations. By 60 MWd/kgU the maximum hoop stress in 
the cladding for the C35M – 5E-6 simulation has started to saturate at ~300 MPa, while the 
hoop stress in the other simulations is in the 500 – 600 MPa range and seemingly still 
increasing. While cladding hoop stresses of this magnitude are a consequence of the elastic 
fuel assumption, this stress saturation behavior is still an important aspect of the cladding 
material.  
 
 
 
Figure 38. The axial elongation (a) for the FeCrAl cladding is largely determined by 
irradiation swelling until mechanical contact occurs, where the elongation is reduced as 
the fuel pushes the cladding out radially. The maximum radial displacement (b) for the 
FeCrAl cladding is also increased by the presence of isotropic irradiation swelling until 
mechanical contact occurs. Although, in the C35M cladding with increased irradiation 
creep, the maximum radial displacement is slowly reduced due to cladding creep down. 
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Figure 39. The maximum hoop stress in the cladding as a function of burnup, and 
thermal and irradiation creep model. The maximum hoop stress is slightly decreased 
using the C35M thermal creep model, however, a major reduction occurs in the case 
where the irradiation creep rate is increased. 
 
The percentage of fission gas released in these fuel rods, shown in Figure 40(a), is heavily 
dependent on temperature, and therefore varies greatly among simulations. Irradiation 
swelling causes large expansion of the cladding radius, increasing fuel temperatures and 
further accelerating the amount of fission gas released. For the FeCrAl and C35M – 5E-7 
simulations, significant fission gas release begins around 20 MWd/kgU and increases until 
40 MWd/kgU where it begins to plateau. The C35M – 5E-6 simulation, however, remains 
cooler through much of the fuel operation, thus the onset of fission gas release is 
significantly delayed.  
 
The fuel rod plenum pressure is shown in Figure 40(b). The fuel rod plenum pressure 
initially increases from .5 MPa at the beginning of the simulation, to ~1.2 MPa after the 
fuel rods heat up. Because the plenum volume in these fuel rods is quite large, a reduction 
in available volume for the fission gas only causes a minor pressure increase. Figure 40 
shows a large pressure increases corresponding at the onset of fission gas release and 
continue to increase with fuel utilization.  
 
As the FeCrAl and C35M – 5E-7 simulations approach 60 MWd/kgU, they approach the 
coolant operating pressure of 7.136 MPa. This is a concern for safely operating these rods 
at higher temperature and burnup because the plenum pressure should not exceed the 
coolant system pressure. Doing so causes a change in the creep behavior of the fuel rod, 
and allows the cladding to begin to creep away from the fuel due to the pressure differential, 
although this concern is likely less significant for the reduced creep FeCrAl materials 
relative to Zr alloys. Up to 60 MWd/kgU, this effect is mitigated in the C35M – 5E-6 
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simulation, as the amount of fission gas, and consequently the plenum pressure, are both 
reduced. 
 
 
 
Figure 40. (a) Fractional fission gas released and (b) plenum pressure as a function of 
burnup, and thermal and irradiation creep model, both of which are highly sensitive to 
fuel temperature.   
 
It is suggested that the increase in irradiation creep pre-factor results from larger ferrite 
grain size and the lack of precipitates in the C35M alloy. By increasing this creep pre-
factor, the overall fuel performance was greatly improved. Such an outcome further 
demonstrates that the engineering of material microstructure is an important design 
parameter for the development of alternative cladding materials. Moreover, this study 
illustrates the sensitivity of integral fuel rod behavior to the deformation mechanics of the 
cladding and highlights the importance of continued investigation of the cladding 
properties.  
 
3.9 Summary 
 
3.9.1 Effects of fuel rod geometric and material design 
 
The analyses in this chapter have sought to identify critical parameters for design 
consideration of FeCrAl alloys as a replacement for Zircaloy cladding under steady-state 
operating conditions. In this study, the fuel rod geometry for the FeCrAl and Zircaloy 
cladded fuel rods was modified. The larger fuel radius and thinner clad thickness for the 
FeCrAl cladded fuel rods result from optimizing the cycle length and reducing the negative 
reactivity impact (thermal neutron absorption) of FeCrAl. Reducing the cladding thickness 
by half essentially doubles the stresses that form in the cladding, while increasing the fuel 
enrichment and fuel pellet radius leads to a larger temperature gradient across the fuel 
thereby increasing the fuel expansion and fission gas release. Throughout this analysis, 
several different modes of power operation were considered, in which the nonconventional 
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fuel pellets were treated as a fully elastic material. This leads to very high stress levels 
within the fuel and higher fuel centerline temperatures that leads to greater fission gas 
release. Upon gap closure, very large hoop stresses formed in the FeCrAl cladding as a 
result of the fuel-cladding mechanical interaction. Subsequently, we have evaluated the 
thermal and irradiation creep mechanisms in the cladding and the fuel which will naturally 
prevent such large stress levels from occurring.  To further identify possible sensitivities 
characteristic of the fuel design used in this chapter, an additional parametric study was 
performed on the fuel rod geometry.  
 
Because FeCrAl cladding exhibits orders of magnitude less thermal and irradiation creep 
deformation at relevant conditions than Zircaloy cladding, gap closure is largely dominated 
by fuel expansion. This leads to gap closure that occurs much later in life and at much 
higher burnup. This is important because Zircaloy-cladded fuel rods behave very 
differently with respect to fuel cladding gap closure. By closing the gap, heat-transfer from 
the fuel to the cladding is improved, and fuel temperatures are lowered. This dramatically 
reduces thermally dependent phenomena, such as fission gas release and gaseous fission 
product swelling. In contrast, the stiffer FeCrAl-cladding does not experience as much 
creep deformation and may even undergo very limited swelling in this temperature and 
dose regime. As well, the higher CTE of FeCrAl alloys results in a larger gap once 
operation starts, even if the as-fabricated gap is the same as that of Zircaloy clad fuel pins. 
The later gap closure for FeCrAl rods, even for the same initial gap width as Zircaloy 
cladding, produced higher fuel temperatures which combined with the need for a larger 
fuel pellet, could lead to an increase in fission gas release. This scenario may necessitate 
fabrication of fuel rods with a smaller initial fuel-cladding gap thickness or alternate fuel 
concepts, such as chromia-doped fuels. Again, it is suggested that FeCrAl cladded fuel rod 
designs can utilize a gap thickness of 40 to 60 µm. 
 
The case studies on cladding creep parameters show that the behavior of the cladding can 
vary widely with small changes to the alloy and provide insight into how experimental 
alloys may respond during exposure. By utilizing material properties as engineering 
parameters, the material response under certain conditions (high temperature, stress, or 
neutron fluence) may be significantly altered. This may include modifying such properties 
as the cladding composition, texture, grain size, or possibly the addition of a dopant in 
order to reduce the activation energy of thermal creep.   
 
The parametric analysis for the fuel rod radial geometry shows that by varying the fuel 
radius and the gap thickness, the feedback effect between the fuel temperatures and the 
fission gas induced gap conductivity degradation can be subdued or altogether avoided.  
Building upon the previous study on the fuel creep model, simulations were performed 
with and without the creep model to identify the impact on the integral fuel rod behavior. 
The majority of this work assumes an initial gap thickness of 100µm based on the limited 
data available for the Peach Bottom-2 BWR. The results from this parametric analysis, 
however, identify the 100µm gap thickness to be in the sensitive range for this feedback 
effect. In order to provide a more accurate determination of the optimized fuel geometry, 
additional work on the fuel compliance models is needed.  
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3.9.2 Models for Fuel Performance 
 
The initial results of this chapter provide a start toward determining the role of fuel creep 
and cracking in the evolution of the cladding stress state after mechanical contact has 
occurred. Developing reliable fuel mechanical behavior models to simulate fuel behavior, 
in particular implementing fuel creep and the effects of fuel cracking in nonconventional 
fuel geometries, is paramount for analyzing integral fuel rod performance and assessing 
safety criteria. Because fuel compliance is extremely important for modeling mechanical 
interaction between the fuel and cladding, additional benchmarking must be performed to 
ensure that these models are accurate.  
 
It is expected that upon reactor startup, fuel pellets will generate large stresses from 
differential thermal expansion due to the temperature gradient across the pellet. This will 
put the periphery of the fuel pellet into a state of tension, where it will begin to fracture and 
produce radially oriented cracks. The fuel will expand or relocate a small amount, changing 
the effective radius of the fuel and altering the thermal and mechanical effects in that 
region. By neglecting fracture, the fuel creep model will over-compensate for the cracking, 
as it the main source of stress relief currently implemented for these simulations. In order 
to further improve these fuel creep models, additional model development based on 
experimental data is needed as well as the implementation of fracture models, which is 
discussed in Chapter 4. 
 
In this chapter, several scoping analyses were conducted to provide preliminary insight on 
the steady-state performance of FeCrAl alloys, used as a replacement for Zircaloy cladding, 
and to gauge several areas of fuel and cladding creep behavior. These simulations show 
that because the expected creep behavior of FeCrAl alloys varies significantly from 
Zircaloy, the thermo-mechanical performance and consequently the integral fuel rod 
behavior varies as well.  
 
While many of these simulations involved modeling the modified fuel pellet enrichment 
and geometry, our initial analysis treated the fuel pellets as elastic only, without fuel creep, 
and show very large stresses forming in the FeCrAl cladding (much larger than the yield 
strength at these temperatures (Yamamoto et al., 2015)), they do highlight important 
parameters for alloy design and fuel rod operation in high stress conditions. Due to 
uncertainty in modeling fuel creep and stress relief mechanisms, such as cracking, fuel 
creep was assessed and subsequently modified to assess its role in the stress evolution of 
the FeCrAl cladding. Results showed that the fuel creep model, as expected, has a profound 
impact on the stress state of the FeCrAl cladding after the onset of fuel rod gap closure, 
while showing a much smaller impact on the Zircaloy cladding.  
 
While using larger, nonconventional fuel pellets, the expected thermal gradients across the 
fuel will be steeper due to the larger fuel radius and the thermal conductivity of oxide fuel. 
This implies that for similar operation, the amount of fission gas released to the fuel rod 
plenum may be greater in FeCrAl clad fuel rods, corresponding to fuel at higher 
temperatures. Controlling the amount of fission gas released, or the plenum pressure 
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increase in the fuel rod is a key design aspect to address when considering new fuel 
systems.  
 
In order to optimize FeCrAl as an alternative cladding material, engineering design 
improvements are possible to better capitalize on the characteristic strength and creep 
strength of the alloys. This could involve tailoring material properties such as composition, 
microstructure, and in the case of fuel, microstructure and porosity. Alternatively, altering 
the geometric design of the fuel rod might delay the onset of gap closure or mitigate 
mechanical interaction altogether. In order to apply alternative cladding materials to 
currently operating reactors, design consideration should be given to both. 
 
Modeling fuel creep and further detail in FeCrAl behavioral models is necessary to improve 
accuracy in determining integral fuel performance of FeCrAl-cladded fuel rods. Even small 
modifications in thermo-mechanical models and fuel rod designs can change fuel rod 
behavior due to the complex, coupled sensitivities inherent in fuel performance modeling.  
This highlights the importance for the continued development of fuel mechanics models; 
early efforts to begin characterization of these models and assess their influence are 
documented in Chapter 4.   
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CHAPTER 4: EFFECTS OF FUEL MECHANICS ON THE STRESS-
STATE OF FUEL ROD COMPONENTS 	
4.1 Overview 	
In Chapter 3, it was demonstrated that the mechanical behavior of the cladding after gap 
closure is very sensitive to models associated with the fuel compliance.  This emphasizes 
that behavior that alters the diametric expansion and elastic-plastic response of the fuel 
must be accounted for to develop more accurate modeling capabilities to determine the 
cladding mechanical response and the onset of gap closure. 
 
As the temperature of UO2 fuel is increased during reactor power ascension, significant 
thermal stresses form across the fuel pellet due to differential thermal expansion as a result 
of the steep radial temperature gradient that forms (Olander, 1976). These thermal stresses 
are tensile in the fuel periphery and transition to compressive approaching the fuel center. 
These large tensile hoop stresses initiate radial cracks in the fuel, starting near the fuel 
periphery and propagating inward. If the power in the fuel is then quickly decreased after 
the fuel has been plastically deformed, the stress profile is changed and the central region 
of the fuel transitions to a tensile state. This allows circumferentially-oriented cracks to 
form at radial distances about 30% from the fuel centerline (Rashid, 1974).  
 
The formation of fuel cracks increase the apparent fuel diameter as the fragments are free 
to expand and eventually move outward toward the cladding (Williford et al., 1980). The 
movement and dispersal of these fragment is a phenomenon known as ‘relocation’. As fuel 
temperatures are increased, more cracks are expected to form in the fuel, increasing the 
effect of relocation (Oguma, 1983).  Currently used relocation models for fuel performance 
calculations are empirically-derived and include, along with fracture, other effects that alter 
the fuel cladding gap evolution, such as the eccentric location of fuel pellets in the gap 
region, which may occur without constraints to hold the fuel pellets perfectly aligned and 
centered (Cunningham et al., 1979).  
 
Fracture can affect many aspects of integral fuel rod performance. While this study is 
focused on fuel temperatures and expansion, fracture may also increase the ability of the 
fuel to release fission gas to the fuel rod gap and alter the cladding stress state (Maki and 
Meyer, 1978). As radially-oriented cracks form, they allow the fuel to expand; reducing 
the fuel cladding gap and lowering fuel temperatures. Circumferential cracks, however, 
may impede the heat transfer from the core of the fuel to the cladding because the fuel has 
a higher thermal conductivity than the fill gas. A short study has been performed, as 
discussed in Appendix A, demonstrating that a diametral fuel increase due to cracking will 
reduce the fuel temperatures. This study, however, only evaluates the temperature 
distribution and does not consider the coupled thermo-mechanical effects or material 
property changes due to fuel burnup.  
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Cracking may also increase the release of gaseous fission products to the fuel rod plenum 
by increasing the free surface area to which the products may diffuse and by directly 
opening fission gas bubble networks intersected by the surface of the cracks. By providing 
a free pathway to the fuel rod gap/plenum, the fission gas inventory is expected to increase 
and eventually alter the gap heat transfer characteristics in the fuel rod. Although this effect 
is not considered in the current analysis, it is expected to alter fuel temperatures, at least 
before gap closure occurs.  
 
As power in the fuel is continually cycled during operation, fuel fragments are slowly able 
to migrate outward radially. This ‘ratcheting’ behavior of the fuel fragments generally has 
a diminishing effect with an increasing number of power cycles and occurs until contact is 
established between the fuel and cladding (Rashid, 1974). Fuel fragment relocation and 
subsequent crack closure leads to the development of an asymmetric fuel surface in contact 
with the cladding. Previous work has been performed to demonstrate the tendency for large 
cladding stresses to form as gap closure occurs with fuel containing cracks (Gittus, 1972) 
and defects (Capps et al., 2016). Determining the mechanical response of the cladding after 
gap closure with open cracks in the fuel requires accurate calculation of the coefficient of 
friction between the fuel and cladding and, thus, is not considered here. 
 
Several models have been proposed to include the effect of fracture into fuel performance 
simulations. These include a variety of numerical methods to approximate the fuel 
expansion and in some cases, the fuel property evolution. 
 
Novel fracture models have been developed to incorporate cracking as an alteration of the 
bulk fuel thermal and elastic properties. This can be performed by determining whether the 
fuel has reached a fracture stress, and if it has, adjusting the directional (or isotropic) elastic 
properties based on the direction and number of cracks assumed to have formed (Jankus 
and Weeks, 1972). Additionally, similar methods have been suggested by applying an 
“effective” elastic modulus and modeling the apparent diametral expansion as an extension 
of the thermal expansion calculation (Williford, 1982). 
 
A more explicit model, the smeared cracking model, is used in finite-element analysis to 
determine the elastic behavior of the fuel on an element-by-element basis (Rashid et al., 
2004). If the single element is specified as cracked, the elastic properties of the element are 
reduced. This allows stress concentrations to develop in the surrounding elements as the 
element loses strength, and as such, a cracking pattern is able to from in the fuel.  This 
provides a more accurate, however, much more computationally intensive fracture model.  
 
In order to simplify the computational requirements of these models while still applying 
the stress relief from fracture, discrete cracking models have also been utilized. These allow 
prescribed discrete cracks to be applied directly to the fuel mesh before the simulation 
begins. 
 
Other models simply include the diametral expansion due to fuel fracture. This can be 
accomplished by applying a radial strain directly to the fuel column based on the linear 
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heat rate, as used in many fuel performance codes including BISON.  Fuel relocation not 
only increases the diameter of the fuel, reducing the time before the onset of gap closure, 
by reducing the gap thickness, but it also reduces the fuel temperatures. The models used 
in this analysis utilize some combination of the characteristics from the aforementioned 
fracture methods. 
 
This chapter describes efforts to determine the effect of neglecting explicit fracture models 
on the calculation fuel expansion and compliance. The first section, Section 4.2, documents 
the fracture models considered in this analysis.  Section 4.3 reports the results of a 
comparison between these fracture models for a well-characterized test fuel rod.  Section 
4.4 extends this analysis by applying these models to a FeCrAl cladded fuel rod using the 
fuel geometry described in Chapter 2.2. The findings of this analysis and possible 
enhancements to these models are further discussed in Section 4.5.   
 
4.2 Fuel Mechanics Models 
 
The current implementation of fuel relocation in BISON involves an empirical model that 
applies a radially-oriented strain based upon the local linear power, the cold fuel diameter 
and gap, and the fuel burnup. While this method predicts relocation well in specific 
instances, it artificially changes the fuel diameter to accomplish it. For example, by not 
relieving the stress during fracture, the response of other plasticity models, such as creep, 
is altered. In order to model fuel pellet relocation more mechanistically, explicit fracture 
models need to be considered. As previously mentioned, these may consist of relaxing the 
elastic stiffness of specific elements in the finite-element mesh as they surpass the 
material’s fracture strength, known as smeared cracking (Figure 41(a)), or prescribing 
cracks directly to the finite element mesh, known as discrete cracks (Figure 41(b)).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 41. 3D illustration of two different fracture models commonly considered in finite 
element fuel performance codes. Smeared cracking (a) consists of relaxing elastic 
constant of the material as the stress in those elements surpasses the fracture strength. 
Discrete cracking (b) consists of prescribing cracks directly to the geometry. 
 
 Discrete Cracks  Smeared Cracks 
a) b) 
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Figure 42 shows a comparison, performed using BISON (Williamson et al., 2012), of the 
measured and calculated fuel centerline temperatures using relocation and smeared 
cracking models for a specified linear heat generation rate. It is important to note that the 
details of fuel creep in this assessment were not immediately available. Although this 
shows that smeared cracking, in this instance, does not possess the same reduction in 
temperature that the relocation model does, it does demonstrate that there is an impact on 
fuel temperature. This may indicate that other important phenomena beyond fracture may 
also have a significant contribution to the fuel diametral strain. 
 
In order to more accurately model the mechanical behavior of UO2 fuel leading up to and 
during pellet-cladding mechanical interaction using the BISON fuel performance code, a 
comparison of several fuel mechanics models has been performed. This analysis consists 
of a comparison between fracture models and the fuel relocation model with experimental 
data to determine the effect of explicitly modeling fuel fracture on cladding stress state and 
expansion. Along with the fuel creep model, detailed in Section 2.6, models currently 
implemented in BISON include fuel relocation, smeared cracking, isotropic softening.  
 
 
 
Figure 42. The predicted fuel centerline temperature as a function of linear heat 
generation rate for varying fuel mechanics models, as compared to experimental 
measurements (blue squares). The fuel temperature increases nearly linearly with the 
linear heat generation rate until the fracture models alter the fuel expansion, starting at 
nearly 20 kW/m. The models with greater fuel expansion experience lower fuel centerline 
temperatures. [Reproduced from (Williamson et al., 2012)]	
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4.2.1 Fuel Relocation 
 
The fuel relocation model used in this analysis is based on the ESCORE model developed 
by EPRI (Rashid et al., 2004), although it was subsequently modified An uncertainty 
quantification analysis performed by (Swiler et al., 2013) determined that, for a specific 
subset of fuel rods (IFA-431, IFA-432) from the Halden test reactor, the most likely onset 
of fuel relocation occurred at a much lower linear heat rate than the ESCORE model 
indicated. In order to accommodate this, changes were made to the activation thresholds of 
the model and their functional dependence on the linear heat rate. The result of this is 
considered the ‘Modified ESCORE’ model (Hales et al., 2014).  Equation 12 shows the 
general function for the change in the diameter relative to the initial fuel diameter. 
 H∆{{M = 	0.80 ∙ 𝑄= ∙ H|{M 	 ∙ (0.005 ∙ 𝐵𝑢.i − 	0.20 ∙ 𝐷 + 	0.3)	          (12) 
 
In Eq. (12), Δ𝐷 is the change of the fuel diameter due to relocation (inches),  𝐷 is the 
initial, as-fabricated, cold fuel diameter (inches), 𝐺.  is the initial, as-fabricated, cold 
diametric fuel rod gap (inches), 𝐵𝑢 is the average fuel burnup (MWd/MTU), and 𝑄= is a 
dimensionless piecewise function based on the linear heat rate. Equation 13 describes the 𝑄= function for the Modified ESCORE model and Equation 14 describes the 𝑄= function 
for the unchanged ESCORE model.  
 
𝑄= = ⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧ 0 			𝑓𝑜𝑟	𝑞′ ≤ 1.524 Ks.\∙′hp 			𝑓𝑜𝑟		1.524 Ks. 	< 𝑞′ ≤ 14 Ks.′fh\ 			𝑓𝑜𝑟	14 Ks. < 𝑞′               (13) 
 
𝑄= = ⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧ 0 			𝑓𝑜𝑟	𝑞′ ≤ 6 Ks.b𝑞′ − 6kvz 			𝑓𝑜𝑟	6 Ks. < 𝑞′ ≤ 14 Ks.′fh\ 			𝑓𝑜𝑟	14 Ks. < 𝑞′
               (14) 
 
In Eqs. (12-14), 𝑄= is a dimensionless piecewise function and 𝑞 is the linear heat rate in 
kW/ft.  
 
The difference between these models are the threshold linear heat rate where the onset of 
relocation begins, and the functional dependence of the 𝑄=  term in the intermediate 
expansion region.  The modified ESCORE model has a much lower activation energy at 
~1.524 kW/ft (~5 kW/m) compared to the original model which begins at ~6 kW/ft (~19.7 
kW/m), targeted toward simulating fracture at lower linear heat generation rates. Likewise, 
the functional dependence for the linear heat rate during the onset of relocation is also 
changed from a cubic term to a linear dependence. Figure 43 shows the difference in the 
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amount of fuel radial expansion expected between these two models for a typical PWR fuel 
geometry at three separate fuel burnups and a range of linear heat rates. This shows the 
large difference between the two models over the 5 – 20 kW/m range and a relatively small 
difference after ~25 kW/m. Although the Modified ESCORE model was used in this 
analysis, because of the limited size of the data used in the model calibration, it is uncertain 
whether consideration should be continued.  
 
 
 
Figure 43. The original (dashed) and modified (solid) relocation models calculate a large 
difference in the radial fuel expansion between 5 – 20 kW/m for a typical PWR sample 
geometry. The modified ESCORE model features a much lower threshold where 
relocation is expected to begin (~5 kW/m) and a linear radial expansion as a function of 
linear heat rate.  
 
4.2.2 Smeared Cracking 
 
In order to simulate explicit fracture using a smeared cracking model, a fracture strength 
model for UO2 from the MATPRO library (Hagrman et al., 1995) has been implemented.  
The expression, shown in Equation 15, describes the out-of-pile temperature and density 
dependent fracture strength as no in-pile data is currently available. 
 𝜎s = 1.7	 ×	10o	[	1 − 2.62(1− 𝐷)]vx	𝑒Hf v ¡¢£.zv	∙M	             (15), 
 
where 𝜎s is the fracture strength (Pa), D is the fractional density (fraction of theoretical 
density), and T is the temperature (K). This is applied for fuel temperatures up to 1000K;  
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beyond this temperature the strength is assumed to be constant (𝜎s = 	𝜎s(1000𝐾)). In 
order to enhance the expected crack propagation through the fuel, a statistical approach 
was taken by seeding the fuel mesh with a normal distribution and applying the fracture 
stress. Equation 16 shows the probability density function for a normal distribution with 
an average value of zero.  
 𝑓(𝑥) = h¦\§¨x	 𝑒©f	 ªxx«x	¬				                          (16), 
 
where f(x) is the probability function for a normal distribution centered at zero with a 
standard deviation (µ) of 19 MPa. After each element is seeded with a sample from the 
probability function, the temperature and density dependent fracture stress is combined to 
give each element in the fuel mesh a unique, normally distributed temperature dependent 
fracture strength. Although not considered in this analysis, including a grain size 
dependence on the fuel fracture strength, as described by (Hagrman et al., 1995), may 
additionally improve fidelity for fuel fracture. Figure 44 shows a sample distribution of the 
fracture strength over temperature for 95% TD UO2 fuel. The shaded area in the figure 
shows the range of a single standard deviation from the average.  
 
An example mesh using the r-θ coordinate simulation capability in BISON, similar to those 
used in the following analysis, is shown in Figure 45. It should be noted that the fracture 
strength is declared as an isotropic value within the finite-element fuel mesh.  
 
 
 
Figure 44. The fracture strength of UO2 is shown as a function of temperature, based on 
out-of-pile measurements, as no in-pile data is currently available. The standard deviation 
of the fracture strength (shaded) is quite large as UO2 undergoes brittle fracture. Above 
1000 K, the fracture strength is assumed to be constant.  
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Figure 45. This quarter fuel pellet r-θ mesh demonstrates the distribution of the isotropic 
fracture strength at each element.  
 
In order to simulate fracture in the fuel, a smeared cracking model (Rashid, 1968) is used. 
In this model, the elastic properties in an individual direction are reduced based on the 
crack strain or number of times an element cracks, after the fracture stress has been reached 
in that specific element. Because of the nonlinearity introduced into the system, a truly 
abrupt cracking model (where the elastic properties are immediately reduced to zero) 
reduces the ability of the fuel performance code solver to find convergence. This makes it 
extremely difficult to determine the solution, and thus alternative models are considered. 
The smeared cracking model implemented in BISON (Hales et al., 2014) is currently based 
on an exponential softening curve (Equation 17). In this model, after the aforementioned 
fracture strength is reached, the elastic properties of an element are exponentially reduced 
as the crack strain is increased. This allows the element to retain elastic properties initially; 
and as the crack begins to open, these are greatly reduced.  
 			𝜎 = 	𝜎s ∙ ®𝜎=36<¯t01 + (	1.0 −	𝜎=36<¯t01 	) ∙ 	𝑒°}±∗³´µ ∗(¶·¸ªf	¶)	¹º                (17), 
 
where 𝜎  is the stress in the element, 𝜎s is the isotropic fracture strength in the element, 𝜎=36<¯t01  is the user provided residual stress in a specified direction, 𝐸  is the elastic 
modulus, 𝜀?0»  is the maximum strain in that specific element, 𝛽  is a user specified 
softening factor, 𝜀 is the crack strain in the crack direction. For this analysis, the residual 
stresses in the axial direction and the radial plane are set to zero to allow a continued 
reduction of the elastic properties for each cracked element. The value of 𝛽 is assumed to 
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be one, meaning the initial slope of the exponential model after an element has cracked is 
equal to the negative elastic modulus. 
 
To further improve the robustness of the solver mechanics, an additional calculation of the 
fuel stress based on the number of times an element ‘cracks’ can be used. In this power-
release model (shown in Equation 18), the elastic properties are reduced to 1/3 of the 
current properties every time the fuel reaches the fracture stress. The fracture stress, in turn, 
is based on the exponential softening curve, so after each crack forms, it becomes easier to 
reach the fracture strength again and reduce the elastic properties in that element, allowing 
the crack to open further. Thus,  
 𝜎 = HhiMA ∙ 𝐸	 ∙ 	𝜀                                 (18), 
 
where 𝜎 is the stress in the element, 𝐸 is the elastic modulus, 𝑛 is the number of cracks in 
that element, and 𝜀 is the strain in that element.  
 
Figure 46 shows a comparison of the stress-strain exponential and power release models. 
The main difference between the exponential (a) and power-release (b) models is how the 
mechanical properties are relaxed after the fracture strength has been reached. The 
exponential release model exponentially softens the fuel perpendicular to the crack as the 
crack strain increases. The power release model decreases the elastic modulus to 1/3 of the 
original value and utilizes the exponential strain softening curve to calculate the new 
fracture strength. This shows the relatively smooth release of the elastic properties for the 
exponential model.  
 
 
 
Figure 46. a) Exponential versus b) power release model, in which the red lines denote 
the current element stress based on the strain. For the exponential model the elastic 
modulus is softened gradually, while for the power release model this occurs suddenly. 
The green line denotes the strain softening curve from the exponential model.  
[Reproduced from (Liu and Rashid, 2017)]. 
a) b) 
𝜎s 𝜎s 
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4.2.3 Mesh Topography-Based Fracture  
 
To compare against the smeared cracking models, another explicit fracture model, the 
discrete crack, is considered. Unlike smeared cracks, the mechanical properties of the fuel 
using the discrete crack remain unchanged during the simulation. Instead, cracks are 
prescribed to the mesh based on observed crack properties in the fuel before the simulation 
begins. Although this is a poor assumption for the early stages of the simulations, before 
fracture would normally occur, it is generally much less resource intensive to get a 
converged solution. A 90˚ r-θ mesh used in this analysis is shown in Figure 47 
demonstrating the locations and geometry of the cracks in the fuel pellet.  For this analysis, 
it is assumed eight cracks exist in the fuel (two of which are on the plane of symmetry, one 
in the center) which transverses the fuel at 70% of the fuel radius. The initial crack width, 
which is limited by the mesh generation software, is approximately 0.5˚. Cracks located on 
the symmetry plane are only .25˚ from the axis boundary.  
 
An example of the hoop stress distribution in a fuel pellet with discrete cracks during a 
ramp to operating power is shown in Figure 48. In this demonstration, the hoop stress is 
reduced in the fuel pellet periphery along the cracks because the fuel is allowed to move. 
As the fuel is heated and expands during a power ramp, thermal stresses form in center of 
the cracked fuel lobes, away from the crack surfaces. Due to the increased temperature and 
thermal expansion at the center of the fuel, the core of the pellet is in a compressive stress 
state. The fuel periphery is in a tensile stress state because the core of the fuel pellet 
experiences more thermal expansion from the temperature gradient and expands the fuel.   
 
   
 
Figure 47. Finite element mesh showing the geometry used in the discrete crack fuel 
simulations. The cracks are noted in yellow and penetrate 70% of the fuel radius.  
Fuel  
Crack 
Cladding 
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Figure 48. Distribution of hoop stress (color scale indicated spanning -72 to +27 MPa) 
within the fuel and cladding following an increase to a power level of 10 kW/m.  
 
4.2.4 Isotropic Softening 
 
Another approach to quickly modeling fuel fracture, implemented in BISON (Hales et al., 
2014), is the use of a linear heat rate-based softening of the elastic properties of the fuel. 
As the fuel develops thermal stresses from the strong radial temperature gradients, the fuel 
is expected to fracture. A simple assumption can then be made to determine that if the fuel 
reaches a certain linear heat rate, considering the geometry to be the same, then the fuel 
will fracture. This work is similar to that of (Oguma, 1983), which extrapolates this 
cracking behavior to large linear heat rates by applying more radial cracks in each of the 
crack lobes, and eventually applying a circumferential crack. An illustration of this, 
reproduced from Oguma, is shown in Figure 49. This demonstrates the assumed step 
behavior of increasing fracture in UO2 with an increasing linear heat rate. While this 
approach is difficult to apply to different fuel geometries (in the case of FeCrAl with much 
larger fuel pellets), it is also much less computationally intensive than smeared cracking 
models that calculate fracture based on a stress-based criterion. 
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Figure 49. The expected crack patterns resulting from increases in the fuel linear heat 
rate. This increase in the number of cracks is predicated on the relationship between the 
thermal stresses that form across the fuel pellet and the fuel temperatures as the fuel 
linear heat rate increases, as reproduced from Ref. (Oguma, 1983). 
 
In this isotopic softening model, the number of cracks is calculated using the linear heat 
rate, as shown in Equation 18. This equation is the result of fitting cracked fuel data. As 
shown in Figure 50, this model was fit to the experimental data of Walton and Husser, 
which was intended for use in a mechanistic fracture/relocation model for the FUMAC and 
TACO fuel performance codes (Walton and Husser, 1982). Thus,  
 𝑁7= = 1 + 10 ∙ H1 − 𝑒𝑥 𝑝 H− ¿ÀÁ	f	q\h MM				                  (18), 
 
where 𝑁7= is the number of cracks, and 𝐿𝐻𝑅 is the fuel rod average linear heat rate in 
kW/m. In this equation, the first crack is assumed to form at 5 kW/m and the maximum 
number of cracks is assumed to be 11. Figure 50 shows a comparison between this model 
and the original model proposed by Oguma. Both of these models agree well with their 
respective data sets, although there is only limited data from Oguma for high linear heat 
rates. Because the fuel geometries are not available, this comparison is somewhat difficult 
to extrapolate to different fuel pellet sizes. 
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Figure 50. The number of cracks versus linear heat rate from the present model uses data  
from (Walton and Husser, 1982) as opposed to the Oguma model(Oguma, 1983), as 
reproduced from Ref. (Hales et al., 2014). 
 
In order to reduce the elastic properties of the fuel as it fractures, the following reduction 
factors are applied to the elastic modulus (Equation 19) and Poisson’s ratio (Equation 20) 
based on the number of cracks calculated in Equation 18, as:  
 𝑓31 = ÅH\iM ∙ (\	f	Æ)(\w	Æ)(h	f	Æ)ÇÈÉÊ                             (19), 
 
where 	𝑓31  is the ratio of the elastic modulus remaining after cracking, and is the 𝜈  is 
Poisson’s Ratio of the fuel. For these simulations the Poisson’s Ratio of the fuel is 
calculated using a relation from the MAPTRO library currently implemented in BISON. 
The reduction factor for the fuel Poisson’s Ration is calculated as:  
 𝑓Æ = h\ÌÉÊ	+	Æ∙(\ÌÉÊ-1)	                                        (20), 
 
where	𝑓Æ  is the ratio of the remaining Poisson’s ratio. Figure 51 shows these reduction 
factors as a function of the number of cracks in the fuel. For this simple comparison, the 
Poisson’s ratio of the fuel is assumed to be 0.35.  This shows the somewhat rapid loss of 
the elastic properties for the first few cracks formed at relatively low fuel linear heat rates. 
For example, at 10 kW/m it is assumed that ~3 cracks will be formed, reducing the elastic 
modulus to ~30% and Poisson’s ratio to ~10%. Likewise, for an average linear heat rate of 
20 kW/m, ~6 cracks are expected to be formed, reducing the elastic modulus to ~15% and 
Poisson’s ratio to ~1%. These reduction factors show how quickly the elastic properties of 
the fuel are reduced after relatively few cracks (which occurs at a relatively low LHR). 
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Figure 51. The reduction factors for the isotropic softening model as a function of the 
number of cracks formed in the fuel, which are dependent on the linear heat rate in the 
fuel.   
 
To summarize, for this analysis several different methods of simulating explicit fracture in 
the fuel are considered. These consist of: the Modified ESCORE relocation model which 
empirically applies a radial strain to the fuel at a specified linear heat rate; the exponential 
and power-release smeared cracking models which reduce the elastic properties in a single 
finite-element based on the crack status and strain; the discrete meshed crack method which 
has an assumed crack number and geometry contained in the mesh for the finite-element 
simulation; and the isotropic softening model which relaxes the elastic properties of the 
fuel based on the number of cracks in the fuel, which is calculated by the rod average linear 
heat rate. The MATPRO fuel creep model (the original model, as it is implemented in 
Section 2.6), is also considered in this analysis, implemented either as a standalone 
plasticity model or in conjunction with the fracture models.  
 
4.3 OSIRIS Rod H09 Results 
 
To compare the accuracy of each of the fracture models, the OSIRIS Rod H09 was chosen 
as a benchmark case from International Fuel Performance Experiment (IFPE) Database  
(Sartori et al., 2010). This rod was chosen, in particular, because it is a full-length Zircaloy 
cladded fuel rod, the reactor operating conditions are documented, and data from the post 
irradiation examination contains axial profilimetry. These diametral measurements are 
used to compare the final diameter of the fuel rod with predictions from BISON 
simulations.  
 
In order to simulate this test rod, the geometry is generated from specifications in the IFPE 
database, shown in Table 5, using a quarter of an r-theta slice of the fuel rod. Figure 52 
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shows the fuel rod mesh considered in these simulations. Because of the symmetry in this 
mesh, only a quarter is used (with appropriate boundary conditions) in an effort to reduce 
the computational requirements. The geometry and reactor conditions for the OSIRIS Rod 
H09 are representative of a standard PWR. 
 
 
 
Figure 52. The quarter-rod r-theta coordinate geometry shows the fuel and cladding 
mesh density used in these simulations.  
 
The r-theta geometry used in these simulations is a slice through the fuel rod, and as such, 
the conditions at that axial location of the slice can alter the results. For these simulations, 
the fuel rod operating conditions and the end-of-life fuel rod diameter are generated from 
the highest power axial location along the fuel rod.  
 
Table 5. OSIRIS H09 Fuel Rod Geometry Specification 
Cladding Type Fuel Radius (µm) 
Gap Thickness 
(µm) 
Cladding 
Thickness (µm) 
Zircaloy 4095 84 575 
 
The power history for the OSIRIS H09 test rod is shown in Figure 53. There are four 
significant features in the power maneuvering of this test rod that are expected to cause 
fuel cracking from the development of thermally-induced stresses. The first occurs during 
the rise to operating power, where the fuel increases to ~23 kW/m over approximately (200 
hours). It is expected that such a rapid increase in the fuel temperatures over a relatively 
short time will lead to the bulk of the cracking behavior in the fuel. The second is the power 
reduction at nearly ~1.6 years. When the fuel is operated at high temperatures for long 
periods of time, stresses in the fuel will relax due to thermal and irradiation creep.  If the 
fuel power is suddenly decreased, large circumferentially-oriented cracks develop from the 
large radial stresses that form as the core of the fuel contracts. After this sharp decrease in 
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power, there is a corresponding ramp up in power. Again, during large power cycles more 
radial cracks are expected to form. Finally, as the fuel temperatures are decreased during 
reactor shutdown at the end of the power history, large circumferential cracks may form.  
It should be noted that shutdown between reactor cycles was not documented in the power 
history provided in the IFPE database. This is expected to have a similar effect on fuel 
fracture as the initial reactor startup and shutdown.  
 
 
 
Figure 53. The power history, as reported in the IFPE Database for the OSIRIS H09 test 
fuel rod, shows several important features of the fuel rod operation including the rapid 
rise to 20 kW/m and a sharp decrease in power at ~1.6 years.  
 
This particular fuel rod in the OSIRIS test suite was operated in a PWR for four cycles. 
Fuel and reactor properties are shown in Table 6. Because these r-theta geometries do not 
have a discrete plenum included in the mesh, it is difficult to accurately calculate the 
temperature and pressure of the gas in the gap/plenum. In these simulations, the gas 
pressure is only affected by the calculated gap temperature, there is no volumetric change 
from gap closure or pressure increase from fission gas release. This is performed because 
there is not a discrete temperature calculation for the fuel rod plenum in the r-theta 
geometry.  
 
Table 6. OSIRIS H09: Reactor and Fuel Properties 
Parameter Value Unit 
Coolant Pressure 15.5 MPa 
Initial Plenum Pressure  3.1 MPa 
UO2 Density 95% T.D. 
 
The two smeared cracking models are expected to behave somewhat differently as they 
calculate the reduction of the fuel elastic properties according to different criteria. Because 
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of the statistical application of the fracture strength to the fuel, several additional 
simulations have been performed to quantify the variation in the fuel diameter as result of 
this method.  
 
In total, sixteen simulations were performed; four each for both of the smeared cracking 
models, with and without the fuel relocation model enabled.  Figure 54 shows crack 
patterns that form by using the exponential-release model (Figure 54(a)) and the power-
release model (Figure 54(b)) near the end of the simulations. This illustration shows the 
remaining elastic fuel properties in the azimuthal (hoop) direction as a result of the 
formation of perpendicular, radially-oriented cracks. Because of how quickly the elastic 
modulus is reduced, the exponential-release model shows fewer but more well-defined 
radially cracks. This agrees well with the geometric assumptions used to generate the 
discrete crack geometry. The power-release model, however, shows a much more diffuse 
reduction in elastic properties in the fuel periphery, and the crack penetration length into 
the fuel is shorter.  Interestingly, the power-release model indicates the likely formation 
circumferentially-oriented cracks form during sharp reductions in power 
 
 
 
Figure 54. The exponential release model (a) shows fewer cracks that are more well-
defined and penetrate further into the fuel radius. The power-release model (b) shows a 
more diffuse reduction in the fuel elastic properties in the fuel periphery. The plot legend, 
the azimuthal crack flag, shows the remaining elastic properties in the circumferential 
direction; the lower the value, the more crack-like the element becomes.  	
 
The maximum radial expansion of the fuel (a) and the cladding (b) are shown in Figure 55. 
The fuel and cladding displacements are both greatly reduced without using fuel relocation. 
Multiple simulations are performed here to demonstrate the variation in the fuel expansion 
from cracking due to the statistic application of the fracture strength. Simulations using the 
a) b) 
Fuel 
Cladding 
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power-release smeared cracking model show more fuel expansion and thus more cladding 
expansion by the end of life the exponential-release model. As well, there is a clearly 
discernable difference between the fuel expansion based on the application of the fuel 
relocation model, showcasing that fuel relocation is a dominant expansion contribution. 
The power-release smeared cracking model also consistently demonstrates significantly 
more expansion than the exponential release model after fuel densification occurs. By the 
end of life, there is an approximately 5µm deviation among the fuel expansion profiles 
based on crack type resulting from the statistical difference in crack formation. Before gap 
closure occurs, the cladding radius initially increases as the temperature is raised to 
operating temperature and quickly begins to decrease due to creep deformation from the 
pressure differential between the internal gas and the system pressure. After the onset of 
gap closure, the cladding radial expansion plotted in Figure 55(b) shows a deviation similar 
to the fuel based on the difference in fuel expansion from the cracks. Here, the power-
release model shows the least cladding creep down amongst the different models, however, 
the predicted radial inward displacement is ~20µm greater than the measured radial 
expansion. It should be noted that the cladding radial expansion measurement is at room 
temperature, thus, it is compared to the radial displacement at the end of these simulations.  
 
 
 
Figure 55.  The fuel (a) and cladding (b) radial expansion, as a function of time 
following the power profile shown in Figure 53 and comparing different fuel mechanics 
models. The experimental cladding displacement after operation is shown with the black 
triangle.  
 
Because of the larger (~10µm) fuel expansion for the power-release model over the 
exponential-release model, it is considered to be in better agreement with the cladding 
deformation measurement. For the forthcoming analysis, only the power-release model is 
considered where a smeared cracking model is used.  
 
The fuel centerline temperatures for the OSIRIS H09 test fuel rod for the various fuel 
mechanics are shown in Figure 56. These results include: the elastic fuel properties, fuel 
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creep deformation (Section 2.6), the power-release smeared cracking model (Section 
4.2.2), discrete meshed cracks (Section 4.2.3), and the isotropic softening model (Section 
4.2.4).  Additional simulations are included here without the fuel relocation model for the 
smeared and discrete cracking models. The variation among the fuel centerline 
temperatures is almost entirely due to the difference in the gap closure behavior of these 
fuel rods. The fuel temperatures for smeared cracking, creep, and isotropic softening 
models only differ a small amount initially until gap closure occurs. Because the discrete 
cracks are 70% of the fuel radius and included in the simulation at the beginning, they 
allow the fuel to expand more than the other simulations even before fracture would occur. 
A smaller fuel cladding gap leads to lower fuel temperatures.  Eventually, however, the 
fuel temperatures begin to converge as gap closure occurs in all fuel rods with relocation 
before 1.5 years. The fuel rods without relocation show considerably higher fuel centerline 
temperatures, which are caused by their larger fuel cladding gap size. 
 
 
 
Figure 56. The fuel centerline temperature variation as a function of time as predicted by 
the various fuel mechanics model simulations.  
 
Figure 53 shows the fuel radial expansion (a) and fuel rod gap thickness (b) variation 
amongst the different models as a function of time. Because the discrete meshed cracks are 
essentially fully-developed cracks, they expand more than the fracture models. After 
densification, the elastic fuel continues to expand from fission product swelling and fuel 
relocation, resulting in a much larger (>40µm) difference in the final fuel radius than the 
other simulations. By the end of the simulation, there is an ~10µm difference between fuel 
radius for the fracture models. Because the smeared cracking model implements a 
reduction in elastic properties corresponding to circumferential cracks, the fuel expands 
less than in the isotropic softening and creep-only simulations. In future iterations of these 
simulations, a crack healing criterion might need to be incorporated to regain the elastic 
properties under certain compressive stress conditions. 
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Similarly, gap closure occurs earliest for the fuel rods with the greatest fuel expansion. 
After the initial fuel expansion caused by fuel thermal expansion and densification, the fuel 
rod gap closes much faster than the fuel expands. This indicates that the gap closure 
behavior for these fuel rods is dominated by creep-down of the Zircaloy cladding. This is 
consistent with results reported in Chapter 3.  
 
Without the relocation model the onset of gap closure is significantly delayed, especially 
for the smeared cracking where gap closure occurs at ~3 years. As the reactor is shutdown 
at the end of these simulations, the fuel contracts and the gap is reopened.  
 
 
 
Figure 57. The fuel radial expansion (a) sharply increases initially due to thermal 
expansion and begins to decrease due to fuel densification where it remains relatively 
constant until gap closure. The gap thickness (b) sharply decreases early in the 
simulations until gap closure occurs.  
 
The fuel hoop stress is very sensitive to the constitutive models used in each simulation. 
Figure 58 shows the fuel hoop stress over the initial rise to operating power (a) and over 
the full simulation. (b). The behavior of these mechanics models are best described during 
the rise to power. Because the elastic fuel has no stress relief due to fracture or creep, the 
stresses continue to increase as the temperatures increase to a steady state at operating 
power and fuel densification begins. As the hoop stresses increase, the fuel creep model 
eventually reaches a stress regime where it is sensitive and begins to deviate. After the 
operating temperature is reached, the stress is rapidly relieved.  
 
The maximum hoop stresses for both smeared cracking models fluctuate near the fuel 
fracture strength as radial cracks form. Similarly, after the operating temperature is reached 
the hoop stress is relieved due to creep deformation.  The isotopic softening model at the 
peak linear heat rate features ~7 cracks. Because the elastic properties are reduced 
isotropically, the hoop stress is almost immediately reduced and shows very little variation 
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over the rest of the operation. Likewise, because the discrete meshed cracks are able to 
immediately expand, there is very little build up in the hoop stress.  
 
Figure 58(b) shows the hoop stress profiles over the entire 4 cycles of operation. This 
emphasizes the impact that the fuel creep and fracture models have on the fuel stress state 
when compared to the elastic fuel approximation.  Because the elastic fuel does not include 
fuel creep of a fracture model to provide stress relief, the hoop stress is determined by the 
radial expansion. The strain from relocation is introduced as a stress-free strain, thus the 
hoop stress is generated by a combination of expansion from the fission product swelling 
and thermal strain. As such, the hoop stress in the elastic fuel cycles with the variation in 
the linear heat rate.  
 
 
 
Figure 58. The fuel hoop stress over the first 20 days (a) reaches a maximum at the end 
of power ascension and slowly decays due to fuel densification and fuel creep. Fuel hoop 
stresses fluctuate over the full four-cycle (b) operation because of the power swings. 
 
Features in the hoop stress profiles for the fracture models are better visualized by focusing 
on the lower hoop stress magnitudes, as shown in Figure 59. Immediately after large 
stresses are induced from fuel power cycling, the fuel creep model allows the fuel to deform 
and relive the stresses.  Because the smeared cracking model can quickly reduce the elastic 
properties in a single fuel finite-element, stress concentration can form in the fuel. This can 
artificially increase the maximum hoop stress that is reported in the fuel, as the crack slowly 
progresses. This can be seen at nearly 0.75 years where the hoop stress is increased without 
any shift in the fuel temperatures.  
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Figure 59.  The maximum fuel hoop stress varies by the fracture model due to its 
behavior during the large shifts in power as prescribed by the power history.  
 
As the cladding temperature increases during the rise to operating power, the cladding 
radius thermally expands by ~5 µm. Figure 60 shows the cladding radial expansion (a) and 
the maximum cladding hoop stress (b) for these simulations. Almost immediately, the 
cladding begins to creep-down due to the pressure differential between the coolant system 
and the rod internal pressure. The cladding radially expands as mechanical contact occurs 
for the elastic fuel first. Because the elastic fuel continues to expand, the cladding 
displacement continually increases. As gap closure occurs in the remaining simulations, 
the cladding slowly restricts the fuel. The fuel radius is slowly reduced as the linear heat 
rate is diminished at the end of the simulation. At the end of the operation, all of the fracture 
models predict significantly more inward displacement (~15 to 40 µm) as compared to the 
EOL experimental test rod measurement.  
 
After the increase to operating temperature, the Zircaloy cladding is initially in a 
compressive state until gap closure occurs. Again, fission gas release plays little to no role 
in the plenum pressure calculations from these fuel rods because there is no discrete fuel 
plenum volume/temperature calculation. Figure 60(b) shows the cladding hoop stress for 
these simulations. After gap closure occurs, only the elastic fuel simulation reaches tensile 
cladding stresses for any appreciable time, and even these only reach a maximum of ~60 
MPa. The other simulations fluctuate in a compressive state after gap closure due to the 
thermal cycling of the fuel. As the fuel contract during reactor shutdown, the stress rapidly 
increases reaching a maximum value of ~20 MPa for the isotropic softening simulation. 
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Figure 60. The cladding radial displacement (a) decreases due to creep-down from the 
pressure differential across the cladding until gap closure occurs. Similarly, the maximum 
cladding hoop stress (b) is increased after gap closure but remains in a compressive state 
for many of the simulations for the remaining operation. 
 
These results show an early attempt to reconcile fracture into fuel performance simulations 
and determine the accuracy of several proposed models against measured fuel rod data. 
The smeared cracking model implemented here has several assumptions that need to be 
investigated more closely including the applicability of the model for plane-strain 
geometries and how the reduction in the elastic modulus should affect the creep compliance 
of the fuel. Although these results do not provide a great enhancement in the agreement 
with the measured data, they do provide a framework that can eventually be calibrated and 
improved for application to different fuel rod geometries and materials. 
 
4.4 FeCrAl Cladding Results 
 
The goal behind the investigation of the fuel mechanics models was to determine the 
accuracy of these models using a controlled experiment. Ultimately, this is performed to 
identify areas where these models can be improved in order to accurately simulate 
nonconventional fuel geometries with alternative cladding materials. This section discusses 
the work performed by applying these models, as they are implemented in Section 4.3, to 
FeCrAl cladding using the fuel geometry and conditions of interest, discussed in Chapter 
3.  
 
Figure 61 shows the fuel mesh generated using the specifications from Chapters 2 and 3, 
summarized in Table 7. For this analysis, the FeCrAl geometry and reactor conditions from 
the Peach Bottom BWR (Table 8) analysis in Chapter 3 are used in conjunction with the 
power history from the OSIRIS H09 test rod.  
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Figure 61. An r-theta fuel rod geometry using specifications from the earlier BWR 
analysis for the Peach Bottom BWR in Chapter 3 is made.  
 
Table 7. FeCrAl Fuel Geometry Specifications 
Cladding 
Type 
Fuel 
Radius 
(µm) 
Gap 
Thickness 
(µm) 
Cladding 
Thickness 
(µm) 
FeCrAl 4700 100 300 
 
Unlike Section 4.3, BWR conditions are used in the analysis performed here. The large 
difference here is the initial plenum pressure and the coolant system pressure. The previous 
analysis used a coolant pressure of 15.5 MPa and a fuel rod plenum pressure of 3.1 MPa. 
Because there is no effect from the fission gas release model on the fuel rod plenum 
evolution for these simulations, the plenum pressure remains relatively low for the reactor 
operation.  
 
Table 8. Boiling Water Reactor and Fuel Properties 
Parameter Value Unit 
Coolant Pressure 7.136 MPa 
Coolant Temperature 560 K 
Initial Plenum Pressure .5 MPa 
UO2 Density 95% T.D. 
 
The fuel centerline temperatures are shown in Figure 62, and demonstrate that the FeCrAl 
cladded fuel rods behave much differently than the Zircaloy counterparts (discussed in 
Section 4.3). In these simulations, the fuel cladding gap does not close. Interestingly, it is 
the discretely cracked fuel pellet simulation which exhibits the most fuel expansion and 
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thus the lowest fuel centerline temperatures. The simulations without fuel relocation, as 
expected, show much larger temperatures than their counterparts. Generally, the other 
simulations share similar behavior with the exception of the smeared cracking model. After 
the first large drop in power at about 0.6 years, the smeared cracking model shows 
noticeably less fuel expansion. This occurs because elements are determined to be cracked 
near the core of the fuel, similar to the crack pattern shown in Figure 54(b). Because so 
many of these elements lose their radial strength, as temperatures increase in the core of 
the fuel, the fuel in these regions lose the ability to exert force on the fuel periphery and 
further expand the fuel.   
 
 
 
Figure 62. The fuel centerline temperature variation as a function of time as predicted by 
the various fuel mechanics model simulations. Over these simulations, the smeared 
cracking simulations show a much higher temperature.  
 
Figure 59 plots the maximum fuel hoop stress (a) and maximum radial displacements (b), 
respectively. These simulations show a similar maximum hoop stress response over the 
reactor operation to the Zircaloy cladding. The elastic fuel simulation retains extremely 
large hoop stresses throughout the simulation, and the other simulations only experience 
large hoop stresses during large power cycles.  
 
The fuel radial expansion (Figure 63(b)) also shows a different trend than the Zircaloy 
cladded fuel rods. The discrete cracked mesh exhibits more fuel expansion earlier in life 
and retains this expansion through the simulation. The other simulations show similar fuel 
expansion until the first decrease in power. As previously mentioned, at this point the fuel 
expansion in the smeared cracking simulations is significantly hindered. 
 
The simulations without fuel relocation and their counterparts show similar trends, 
indicating that the magnitude in fuel relocation for these simulations is ~20µm and that the 
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fuel relocation does not change the expansion rate. This implies that the fuel expansion is 
largely due to fission product swelling, as the fuel continually expands while the fuel 
temperatures are reduced.  
 
 
 
Figure 63. Similar to the previous analysis in Section 4.3, the maximum hoop stress in 
the fuel (a) shows spikes corresponding to large power shifts. The fuel radial expansion 
(b) shows a large variation between models over the four-cycle simulations.  
 
The gap thickness for the FeCrAl cladded fuel rods is shown in Figure 64. Unlike the 
Zircaloy, the gap does not close quite as rapidly for the FeCrAl cladded fuel rods due to 
cladding creep down. While there is some creep-down due to irradiation creep in the 
cladding, fuel expansion dominates the gap closure behavior for these fuel rods. As 
previously discussed, the smeared cracking models begin to deviate after an early (~.6 
years) power cycle in power and exhibits relatively little fuel expansion from that point 
forward. Because the discrete cracks are meshed into the fuel geometry at the beginning of 
the simulation, the fuel is rapidly allowed to expand which continue through much of the 
fuel lifetime. 
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Figure 64. After the initial rise to power, the gap closure behavior varies widely by the 
model used, however all simulations show sharp variation according to the fuel 
temperatures.  
 
Because the gap closure behavior of these fuel rods is much different than the Zircaloy rods 
reported in Section 4.3, the gap remains open. These results show the sensitivity of the fuel 
to these fracture models without gap closure, emphasizing that calibration of these models 
is needed for the uniquely performing alloys with non-conventional fuel geometries. This 
difference in fuel rod behavior demonstrates the need to develop specific test cases that not 
only demonstrate the power cycling that an LWR is expected to experience, but also 
irradiate the fuel long enough to gauge the conditions of interest. Because the FeCrAl 
cladded fuel rods can exhibit the onset of gap closure much later in life (Chapter 3), the 
greatest effect of the fuel fracture models is on the fuel temperatures. While the variations 
in predicted fuel temperatures are within ~25K initially, by the end of the simulation the 
temperatures show an ~100K difference.  This is expected to change the fission gas 
behavior and possibly initiate the bootstrapping effect between the release rate and 
temperature, although this will need further investigation in full length fuel rod simulations, 
since the fuel plenum has not been modeled in these simulations.  
 
4.5 Summary 
 
In order to improve the accuracy of fuel performance simulations for nonconventional fuel 
geometries and alternative cladding materials, an initial investigation of the impact of 
including various fracture models has been performed and discussed in this chapter. This 
investigation includes several different methods for the incorporation of fuel fracture, an 
important mechanism of diametral expansion, into the fuel performance code. 
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Fuel fracture has been the focus of this investigation, and it was selected for evaluation 
because it plays a role in the evolution of the fuel cladding gap closure behavior and the 
subsequent mechanical interaction that determines the cladding stress state. Because many 
of the current relations used to determine the fuel expansion are highly empirical data fits 
from specific fuel tests, a more mechanistic solution is sought. In order to begin this 
investigation, a smeared cracking model was chosen and modified in the BISON fuel 
performance code. Although this model still lacks many aspects to develop a meaningful 
comparison representative of fracture in UO2, it performs relatively well for Zircaloy 
cladding. For FeCrAl cladding, on the other hand, due to the reduced creep down of FeCrAl 
cladding, the impact of varying fracture models appears to be much less sensitive than the 
case of conventional Zr-alloy rods. 
 
Several critical improvements are needed before this model can see widespread 
deployment.  These include improvements in the range of parameters being scaled along 
with the elastic modulus, such as the Poisson’s Ratio and the fuel thermal conductivity, 
and model improvements such development of a crack healing mechanism and possibly an 
augmentation to the fission gas release model.  
 
In the current smeared cracking models, the Poisson’s Ratio is calculated based on the fuel 
properties without any impact from fuel fracture. In order to improve the behavior of 
elements as they are stretched due to crack opening and closing, the Poisson’s Ratio should 
decay using a similar method to the elastic modulus. Likewise, fuel relocation tests show 
that the onset of cracking is accompanied by a reduction in the thermal conductivity of 
nearly 30% for the fuel (Williford et al., 1980).  Future work on this model will include a 
calibrated reduction for both smeared cracking and the Poisson’s Ratio for the cracked 
elements.  
 
Future crack models may need to constrain the crack direction and include crack healing. 
Crack healing is an important aspect of the fracture mechanics affecting re-cohesion or re-
sintering of the cracked surface and may result in better agreement with the experimental 
results as elastic properties are able to be regained. These simulations do not currently 
include any expedited crack healing model, and as such they cannot exhibit the fuel 
“ratcheting” associated with continued power cycling. In order to include this contribution 
to the diametral expansion, crack healing criteria will need to be developed and 
implemented into the smeared cracking model.  
 
As well, additional work may be performed to incorporate aspects from the fuel fracture 
model into the fission gas release model. As crack networks propagate both radially and 
circumferentially through the fuel pellet, new free surfaces are created which may serve as 
sites to allow more gaseous fission products to diffuse from the fuel (Pastore et al., 2013). 
Although this fission gas release mechanism has never been thoroughly evaluated through 
experiments, it is expected to play a role in the transient fission gas release occurring during 
reactor power maneuvering (Maki and Meyer, 1978).  
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As well, additional analyses are needed to further identify the cladding stress development 
due to mechanical contact between cladding and fuel cracks. Localized increases in 
cladding stress due to PCMI in the presence of fuel cracks and defects have been 
documented (Capps et al., 2016). To reproduce this analysis with smeared cracking models, 
the mechanical contact model currently employed in BISON will have to be investigated 
to include the effect of friction after gap closure.  
 
Mechanistically modeling the effect of fuel fracture is difficult because of the limited 
available experimental data that exclusively investigate fuel behavior.  By using data from 
integral fuel rod experiments, error is introduced through inaccuracies in the cladding 
behavioral models.  This presents a unique and difficult challenge suited for continued 
improvement using high-fidelity fuel performance analysis. Accurately modeling stress 
evolution in the fuel is key to assessing fuel behavior up to gap closure and the subsequent 
deformation of the cladding due to PCMI.	
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CHAPTER 5: TRANSIENT OPERATION (LOSS-OF-COOLANT 
ACCIDENT) 
 
5.1 Overview 
 
The goal of identifying an alternative cladding material to Zircaloy for LWR fuel systems 
is to improve the reactor safety during high-temperature transient conditions. In order to 
provide insight into how FeCrAl cladding will perform compared to Zircaloy in this 
environment, fuel performance code capabilities can be extended, provided that thorough 
constitutive models are developed and implemented (Van Uffelen et al., 2008).  
 
Because in-situ testing of LWR fuel rods under accident conditions is difficult and 
expensive, various test reactors and transient effects programs are utilized to develop 
specific thermo-mechanical models of the fuel and cladding behavior. These models can 
be incorporated into fuel performance codes, which can then be used to screen fuel rods 
for failure over a range of postulated transient scenarios. Of the scenarios which are 
typically considered, two design basis accidents, the loss-of-coolant accident and the 
reactivity insertion accident, are typically investigated to ensure reactor safety (OECD, 
2012). 
 
While each of these accidents can ultimately lead to fuel failure, the target of this analysis 
is the cladding behavior in the high-temperature environment sustained during a potential 
large-break loss-of-coolant (LBLOCA) accident. In this analysis, conditions from a 
mitigated LBLOCA are extended to compare the beyond design basis accident response of 
FeCrAl as compared to standard Zircaloy cladding. 
 
During a loss-of-coolant accident with Zircaloy cladding, as the reactor loses its capability 
to cool the fuel, fuel rod temperatures begin to increase. Eventually, if this increase in 
temperatures is unmitigated, then the cladding will begin to ‘balloon’, or deform outwards, 
due to the pressure differential between the interior of the fuel rod and the pressure 
remaining in the reactor pressure vessel. If this deformation persists, cladding burst can 
occur during these high temperature conditions from a combination of thermal creep and 
plasticity (Erbacher and Leistikow, 1987). If the temperature continues to increase further, 
the exothermic oxidation reaction of the Zircaloy cladding may become autocatalytic. This 
produces large amounts of heat, consumes the cladding, and produces hydrogen gas. 
Within this study, the cladding performance for both FeCrAl and Zircaloy cladding under 
these conditions are targeted. 
 
Traditionally, separate fuel performance codes are utilized to simulate the fuel rod behavior 
under steady-state and transient conditions either in conjunction with each other, or to 
provide a stand-alone analysis. Transitioning the state of the fuel rod from normal operation 
into the transient environment is necessary to evaluate the unique condition of the fuel at a 
variety of fuel burnups. To accomplish this, these simulation conditions contain long-term 
steady-state reactor operation before transitioning into the accident scenario. This allows 
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the state of the integral fuel rod at different specified burnups to be incorporated into the 
transient analysis.  
 
Simulations of Zircaloy cladding behavior under LOCA conditions have been performed 
by Pastore and co-workers using the BISON fuel performance code (Pastore et al., 2015) 
with the purpose of comparing modeling predictions to the REBEKA cladding burst tests. 
Figure 65 shows azimuthally and axially varying temperatures on the cladding surface as 
well as the cladding creep strain, and the cladding elements determined to have ruptured. 
This analysis was performed using specifications from the REBEKA cladding burst test 
suite and demonstrate that the BISON fuel performance code has a framework in place to 
implement additional models and assess fuel and cladding behavior in transient conditions.  
 
 
 
Figure 65. BISON simulation showing local temperature, creep strain, and area of 
cladding burst for Zircaloy cladding under LOCA conditions, as reproduced from 
(Pastore et al., 2015). 
 
To accurately simulate the cladding behavior under a loss of coolant accident, several key 
models are needed. These include chemical and phase changes of the cladding alloy (such 
as oxidation), high temperature constitutive behavior, and cladding rupture criteria. The 
conditions mentioned in this analysis only consider azimuthally uniform heat transfer 
conditions, and, as such, utilize axisymmetric fuel rod geometries. Previous experimental 
analysis shows that azimuthally varying the cladding temperature can significantly reduce 
the cladding strain at which burst occurs. This is an important consideration for future work 
targeting the effect of fuel pellet eccentricity, nonuniform temperature profiles during core 
reflooding, and multi-rod failure analysis (Erbacher and Leistikow, 1987).  
 
Section 5.2 discusses, in detail, the construction of the constitutive models for both 
cladding types. This section also provides a comparison of FeCrAl cladding burst 
simulations in BISON against results from the ORNL Severe Accident Test Station. 
Section 5.3 includes the identification and development of the representative boundary 
conditions used to simulate the normal and transient reactor operation. Section 5.4 provides 
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a summary of the results from the steady-state reactor operation. Sections 5.5 summarizes 
the results of the LOCA analysis up to cladding rupture and Section 5.6 details the results 
of extending these simulations by calculating the thermal solution following mechanical 
failure. A summary of the work performed and future model improvements is discussed in 
Section 5.7.   
 
5.2 High-Temperature Constitutive Models 
 
In order to assess the condition of the cladding materials under LOCA conditions, high-
temperature behavioral models were developed as needed and implemented into BISON. 
These models for Zircaloy and FeCrAl include high-temperature thermal creep, plasticity, 
failure, and oxidation.  Additionally, the models were evaluated against data from cladding 
burst tests to assess their accuracy.  
 
5.2.1 High-Temperature Thermal Creep Model 
 
For these simulations, both the FeCrAl and Zircaloy cladding utilize two separate models 
for the thermal creep calculation. These models use a separate calculation during lower 
temperature steady-state conditions, and under transient conditions, transition into high-
temperature models.  
 
For the FeCrAl cladding, the Arrhenius-based relationship describing the C35M thermal 
creep behavior in Section 3.8 is used, which is recommended for temperatures up to 870 K 
(Field et al., 2017). Above 900 K, the original creep relation described by Saunders et al. 
(Saunders et al., 1997), described in Section 2.6, is used. To transition between the high 
and low temperature creep relations, an additional Arrhenius-based relation has been fit 
and implemented. This transition function is used to ensure that the creep calculation 
remains a continuous function and does not hinder code convergence. Equation 21 shows 
the general form of the thermal creep equation used in these calculations, as reproduced 
from Eq. (4) in Sect. 2.5. Tabulated values used in the thermal creep calculation for FeCrAl 
cladding are shown in Table 9. 
 𝜀7,.5 = 𝐶	 ⋅ 	𝜎A 	 ⋅ exp H− JKLM ⋅ 𝑡          (21) 
 
where 𝐶 is the creep pre-exponential (s-1–Pa-n), 𝜎 is the effective stress (Pa), 𝑛 is the stress 
exponent fitting parameter,	𝑄 is the creep activation energy (eV), 𝑇 is the temperature in 
K,	𝑡 is the time in seconds, and 𝑘 is the Boltzmann constant (eV-K-1). Figure 66 shows the 
distinct increase in the thermal creep rate corresponding to the high-temperature regime for 
three varying stresses. Because the same stress exponent is used at all temperatures, the 
stress scaling between the curves remains constant.  
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Table 9. Thermal Creep Parameters for FeCrAl Cladding 
Cladding 
Temperature 
(K) 
Creep 
Prefactor, 
A (Pa-n-s-1) 
Activation 
Energy, 
Q (eV) 
Stress 
Exponent, n 
(unitless) 
<= 860 2.89e-36 2.560 
5.5 860 < T < 890 2.20e-12 6.635 
=> 890 5.96e-27 4.062 
 
Similarly, for the Zircaloy cladding, the Limback thermal creep model described in Section 
2.5 is used up to 700 K. Above 900K, a cladding thermal creep model derived from 
cladding tests under LOCA conditions is used, as described by (Erbacher et al., 1982). 
Between these temperatures, a weighting term is used to interpolate between the different 
functions. The LOCA thermal creep model currently implemented in BISON takes the 
same form as the model for the FeCrAl (Eq. (21)). This model also takes into account the 
volumetric fraction of the α and β phase in the Zircaloy cladding based on the time and 
temperature variation rate (Pastore et al., 2015). Additionally, this calculation also includes 
an anisotropic reduction factor for the pure – α phase (Erbacher et al., 1982).  
 
Table 10. High-Temperature Creep Parameters for Zircaloy-4 Cladding (Erbacher et al., 
1982) [adapted from (Pastore et al., 2015)] 
Zircaloy 
Phase 
Creep Prefactor, 
A (Pa-n-s-1) 
Activation Energy, 
Q (eV) 
Stress 
Exponent, n 
(unitless) 
α 3.99e-32 3.33 + 2.56e-4 (T-923.15) 5.89 
α-β (50%-50%) 2.51e-15 1.06 2.33 
β 1.65e-22 1.47 3.78 
Note: in the mixed α-β phase if the strain rate exceeds 3e-3s-1, interpolation is 
performed directly between the individual α and β phases 
 
Figure 66 shows the thermal creep rate for both cladding materials from 600 K – 1220 K 
for increasing stresses. This considers only the pure α-phase Zircaloy thermal creep 
constants. Zircaloy exhibits much more thermal creep at lower temperature, and this trend 
does persist with increasing temperature, although with a decrease in the difference 
between the thermal creep rates of Zircaloy versus FeCrAl. As the temperature reaches 
nearly 1200 K, the thermal creep rate for the FeCrAl is about an order of magnitude less 
than Zircaloy. This shows the Zircaloy cladding will experience much more thermal creep 
deformation than the FeCrAl cladding over burst relevant conditions. 
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Figure 66. The thermal creep behavior for both the FeCrAl and the Zircaloy is divided 
into a separate low-temperature and high-temperature contribution with interpolation 
between the two regions. 
 
5.2.2 Cladding Plasticity and Failure Models 
 
In order to calculate the plastic deformation and assess failure of the cladding materials, 
isotropic plasticity models are used to define the stress-strain relationship after the material 
reaches the yield point.  For this analysis, data from FeCrAl material testing (Maloy et al., 
2016; Yamamoto et al., 2015) is used to develop a power-law strain hardening model which 
is implemented into BISON. The ultimate tensile strength is used as the failure criteria for 
the FeCrAl cladding. As the strain progresses beyond the yield point of the material, the 
simulations will eventually reach the failure criteria; when this stress is reached, the 
simulation is terminated. This is based on observations from prior burst testing experiments 
where very little necking occurs in the cladding before rupture (Massey et al., 2016).  The 
yield strength and ultimate tensile strength of FeCrAl are shown in Figure 67(a) and (b), 
respectively. Both the yield and ultimate strength begins to rapidly decrease as the 
temperature approaches ~2/3 of the alloy melting temperature. For this analysis, the C35M 
(Rolled) properties are used to simulate the FeCrAl cladding. 
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Figure 67. The measured yield strength (a) and ultimate tensile strength (b) for various 
FeCrAl alloys as a function of temperature. [Reproduced from (Yamamoto et al., 2015)] 
 
In order to utilize this method of cladding failure, the uniform plastic elongation was 
obtained from an similar FeCrAl sample (Maloy et al., 2016) and used to derive a series of 
power-law strain hardening relations for the alloy at several different temperatues. These 
relations were implemented into BISON and interpolated to provide a more thorough 
description of the temperature-dependant plastic behavior of the FeCrAl cladding. This 
model does not consider any change in the yield strength or ultimate tensile strength due 
to irradiation hardening. While irradiation hardening is known to increase both the yield 
and tensile strength at reactor operating temperatures, assessing the appropriate values to 
use during an accident is complicated by the anticipated thermal annealing of the irradiation 
damaged microstructure.  
 
To demonstrate the power-lar strain hardening and FeCrAl cladding failure criteria, a 
rudimentary simulation of a tension test was performed in BISON for the FeCrAl alloy. 
This tests consists of a coarse finite-element tensile specimen where the bottom is fixed 
and the top of the test specimen is subject to a slowly increasing strain. This places the 
specimen in uniaxial tension, and the yield and subsequent failure of the material can be 
modeled, as shown in Figure 68. In this simulation, the tensile test was performed at four 
separate temperatures ranging from room temperature to the approximate cladding rupture 
temperature expected during a LOCA. These simulations end with assumed cladding 
failure at the calculated ultimate tensile strength. The results of these BISON modeled 
tensile tests show a decreasing yield strength and ultimate tensile strength with increasing 
temperature and show the variation in uniform elongation of the alloy, expected at cladding 
failure. 
 
a) b) 
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Figure 68. BISON model predictions for the stress strain response of a FeCrAl subject to 
a simulated tensile test, as a function of test temperature. These simulations end when the 
ultimate tensile strength is reached.  
 
In order to better predict the high-temperature failure of the FeCrAl cladding, the ultimate 
tensile strength of the alloy was re-examined. This was motivated by a lack of data at higher 
temperatures where the alloy is expected to lose strength much faster than a simple linear 
interpolation to the melting temperature would predict. Figure 69 shows the ultimate tensile 
strength implemented into BISON. This shows that above 1000 K there is no data, so the 
expected behavior of the alloy must be used. In the first iteration of this model, the ultimate 
tensile strength was simply interpolated to the melting temperature where the alloy is 
assumed to have no remaining strength. This results in an overprediction of the ultimate 
tensile stress.  Next, the ultimate tensile strength was estimated based on the high 
temperature performance of stainless steels, which lose much of their strength before the 
alloy reaches the melting temperature. This was compared against recent results generated 
from fitting directly to burst test data (Gamble et al., 2017), and it agrees well. 
 
While this is an early implementation for the failure criteria of FeCrAl cladding, a more 
thorough examination of the material behavior at high temperatures could be made with 
more ultimate tensile strength data.  
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Figure 69. Ultimate tensile strength of FeCrAl as a function of temperature showing two 
iterations of the model implemented in BISON for high temperatures (initial versus 
current), compared to a fit to available data performed by Gamble and co-workers 
(Gamble et al., 2017) and UTS data from (Yamamoto et al., 2015). 
 
 
To calculate the plastic behavior of the Zircaloy cladding, a much more thorough model, 
the PNNL stress-strain correlation, developed at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
for the FRAPCON fuel performance code (Geelhood et al., 2008), is currently implemented 
in BISON (Hales et al., 2014) and used for this analysis. This model utilizes a strain-rate 
dependent strain hardening model with a variable (temperature, cold work, compositions, 
etc.) strain hardening exponent and strength coefficient to predict the Zircaloy response at 
higher fuel burnups.  
 
Failure of Zircaloy cladding is determined from burst stress data that was developed from 
the REBEKA burst test experiment (Erbacher et al., 1982), in addition to a strain rate failure 
criteria for low-stress failure. This burst stress function is shown in Equation 22, and is 
dependent of the cladding phase, temperature, and the fraction of oxygen dissolved into the 
cladding.  
 𝜎Î = 𝑎	 ∙ 𝑒𝑥 𝑝(−𝑏𝑇) ∙ 𝑒𝑥 𝑝 ©−HsÏ,Ðª	f	.h\Ñ.q	∙	h} M\	¬				              (22) 
 
Where 𝜎Î is the cladding burst stress in MPa, 𝑎 and 𝑏 are burst stress parameters (shown 
in Table 11) based on the phase of the Zircaloy, 𝑇 is the temperature in K, and 𝑓Ò.,/» is the 
weight fraction of oxygen dissolved in the cladding. In this expression, the initial oxygen 
weight fraction of the cladding is assumed to be 0.0012. In BISON, the oxygen weight 
fraction in the cladding is calculated from the oxygen mass gain from the cladding 
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oxidation model. As previously mentioned, the Zircaloy phase fraction is calculated using 
a separate model in BISON (Pastore et al., 2015).  
 
Table 11. Phase Dependent Burst Stress Parameters for Zircaloy-4 (Erbacher et al., 1982) 
Phase 𝑎 (MPa) 𝑏	×103 (K-1)	
α 830 1.0 
α-β (50%-50%) 3000 3.0 
β 2300 3.0 
 
Figure 70 shows the burst stress function for three ranges of heating rates compared to 
experimental burst test data. The variation in the heating rate influences the onset and rate 
of the phase change. This figure shows a summary of unirradiated cladding burst tests by 
(Erbacher et al., 1982) and Chapman (Chapman et al., 1979), and a small amount of 
irradiated cladding burst tests described by (Bennett et al., 1979). The burst test data 
summarized by Bennett includes spent fuel cladding from the H.B. Robinson and Oconee 
nuclear reactors and shows a remarkably lower burst stresses at lower temperatures for 
high heating rates. This is included to provide a comparison to used fuel, as these other 
experiments do not use irradiated specimens. Although the fuel burnup is not believed to 
greatly influence the cladding burst behavior, these burst test discrepancies can possibly be 
accounted for based on the higher oxygen weight fraction in the cladding as the cladding 
oxidizes during operation, and from an azimuthally varying temperature during testing 
(Erbacher and Leistikow, 1987).  This shows the burst stress failure criterion provides a 
somewhat liberal determination of stress at which the Zircaloy cladding will fail.  
 
At high temperatures, the cladding thermal creep model may produce significant stress 
relaxation such that the burst stress cannot be reached. Because this model may not 
accurately assess the cladding failure in low-stress conditions, an additional strain-rate 
failure criterion (𝜀Î̇ = 2.78 ∙ 10f\			𝑠fh) is used (Hales et al., 2014; Pastore et al., 2015). 
It has also been suggested to include a limiting strain along with the strain rate criteria (Van 
Uffelen and Suzuki, 2012), and although this is not included here, it will be examined as 
this work is extended.  
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Figure 70.  The burst stress failure criteria for Zircaloy cladding as a function of 
temperature and heating rate. In this plot, three separate sets of burst test data are shown 
for different heating rate (Bennett et al., 1979; Chapman et al., 1979; Erbacher et al., 
1982). The dashed curves represent the burst stress relation from Erbacher et al. for three 
different heating rates. Note: the data from Bennett is based on previous burst testing of 
archive and used fuel cladding. 
 
5.2.3 Comparison to ORNL Severe Accident Test Station 
 
In order to benchmark the current FeCrAl cladding behavioral models implemented in 
BISON against experimental data, additional simulations were performed to replicate a 
cladding burst experiment. These burst tests, performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
using the Severe Accident Test Station (Massey et al., 2016), utilize a 30 cm long, 9.5 mm 
diameter pressurized cladding tube in an infrared furnace with flowing steam (.1 MPa) over 
the outer surface. The cladding tubes are pressurized using helium gas and contain zirconia 
pellets.   
 
Figure 71(a) is an example of the 3D finite element model used for the burst test 
simulations. The green outer elements are the FeCrAl cladding, and the grey elements in 
the fuel rod interior are Zirconia pellets. Figure 71(b-d) shows an example of the change 
in relevant conditions for a single burst test. The cladding temperature and pressure are 
increased as the simulation starts, up to 50 seconds and held constant at ~573 K. At ~140 
seconds, the plenum pressure inside the cladding tube is increased. After this point, the 
tube contains the final amount of gas, and at ~350 seconds the cladding temperature begins 
to increase at 5K/s, increasing the gas pressure. For these simulations the cladding 
temperature is increased until the cladding tube ruptures.  
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Figure 71. (a) Cladding tube mesh used in BISON to simulate a FeCrAl tube burst test 
experiment, (b) evolution of the cladding temperature, (c) gas pressure, and (d) maximum 
cladding hoop stress as a function of time. 
 
A series of these simulations was performed for a range of different cladding tube internal 
pressures. Figure 72 shows the cladding hoop stress and temperature at rupture for the 
cladding burst experiment and associated simulations of this experiment using the 
aforementioned thermal creep, plasticity, and failure models.  
 
The results of these simulations agree quite well with the experiment, especially for the 
higher cladding hoop stresses. As the temperature at failure increases, the results predicted 
by BISON begin to deviate, presumably because of the estimate used to extend the ultimate 
tensile strength. Although this estimate results in conservative estimation of the FeCrAl 
cladding failure, additional high-temperature yield and ultimate tensile strength might 
improve this comparison.  
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Figure 72. Cladding burst temperature versus cladding hoop stress of FeCrAl cladding as 
measured by Massey in the ORNL Severe Accident test Station (red)  (Massey et al., 
2016) versus BISON predictions of failure in the simulated tests (blue). 
 
5.2.4 Oxidation Models 
 
The oxidation behavior for both cladding types has been implemented into BISON in order 
to calculate the weight gain of oxygen in the cladding, the thickness of the oxide layer on 
the cladding, and the thickness of the metal consumed. For both cladding types, a low 
temperature and high temperature oxidation model is included.  
 
The high temperature data is based on measurements of the Kanthal APMT alloy, which 
have been modified using a scale factor to adjust for the alloy composition (Field et al., 
2017). Figure 73 shows the results of a series of oxidation tests carried out in 1200˚C steam 
for a variety of compositions of FeCrAl alloys, with varying chromium and aluminum 
content. This plot shows the alloys which form a protective passivating oxide layer and 
indicate the oxide layer thickness that forms in relation to Kanthal APMT.  For the expected 
alloy (>10% Cr 5-6% Al), a scale factor of 2.3 is used and assumed to be conservative.   
 
In order to simulate FeCrAl in the BWR environment, data is used from an investigation 
of the oxidation of an Fe-13Cr-4Al alloy in hydrogen water chemistry (Terrani et al., 
2016a). The high temperature and low temperature relations are then connected as the high-
temperature reaction is extended down to 1173K and the low-temperature is interpolated 
using an Arrhenius relation from the single present data point to the lowest high-
temperature point. This is interpolated to the lowest temperature where alumina is expected 
to become the dominant oxidation layer formed (Engkvist et al., 2010; Rybicki and 
Smialek, 1989). Without much data in the intermediate temperature region, it is difficult to 
determine the accuracy of this assumption, however, the oxidation rate constants (shown 
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in Figure 74) indicate that, even at elevated temperatures, much less oxidation is expected 
than for Zircaloy.  
 
To simulate the Zircaloy cladding for low temperatures, linear oxidation kinetics are 
considered and implemented using a specific model for a boiling water reactor (Lanning et 
al., 1997). This model uses linear kinetics because it assumes that the transition thickness 
from cubic to linear scaling is negligible. It should be noted that this BWR specific model 
predicts significantly less mass gain than corresponding models for PWRs, consistent with 
the lower cladding temperatures in a BWR.  
 
At higher cladding temperatures (>673 K) the Leistikow et al. (Leistikow et al., 1983) 
oxidation model is implemented as described by Pastore and Shanz, respectively (Pastore 
et al., 2015; Schanz, 2003). To provide a conservative estimate of the oxidation formation 
after increase past the normal operating temperatures, this model is extended to lower 
cladding temperatures than originally intended (~873K). 
 
Figure 74 shows the parabolic oxidation rate constants for both of these alloys according 
to the reciprocal temperature. Because the low-temperature zircaloy only uses linear 
oxidation kinetics, it is not included. This shows the profile of the interpolation of the 
FeCrAl oxidation behavior up to higher temperatures and, as expected, the oxidation rate 
constant remains much lower for the FeCrAl than the Zircaloy.  
 
 
 
Figure 73. The oxidation behavior of various FeCrAl alloys in 1200˚C as a function 
aluminum and chromium content. The dashed line is an artificial division between the 
alloys that form a passivating (green markers) and non-passivating (red markers) 
oxidation layer. Green circle markers show the magnitude of the oxidation kinetics 
relative to Kanthal APMT. [Reproduced from (Field et al., 2017)]   
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Figure 74. The parabolic oxidation rate constant for both the FeCrAl and Zircaloy as a 
function of inverse temperature. The FeCrAl cladding has significantly lower parabolic 
oxidation rate constants than the model used for Zircaloy. The low temperature (<673 K) 
oxidation model for Zircaloy cladding is described by linear oxidation kinetics and is not 
plotted here.   
 
5.3 LOCA Operating Conditions 
 
In order to simulate the LOCA, representative boundary conditions are applied to the 
axisymmetric fuel rod geometries from Chapters 2 and 3, reviewed in Table 1 from Chapter 
2.  These fuel rod designs are estimates of those from a BWR/4 which have been modified 
to due to limited data and, in the case of the FeCrAl cladded fuel rod, to account for the 
parasitic neutron absorption for the cladding alloy.  
 
The postulated accident and associated conditions are derived from a study on the effect of 
fuel thermal conductivity on the temperature progression of the fuel and cladding during a 
LBLOCA in a BWR (Terrani et al., 2014a). Figure 75 shows a diagram of the coolant 
system for this particular loss of coolant accident. Here, there is an assumed double-ended 
guillotine break in the coolant pipe between the pressure vessel and the recirculation pump 
isolation valve. The onset for this accident is actuated at three separate fuel burnups to 
determine the sensitivity of the cladding behavior to the integral fuel rod state. The power 
production for this fuel rod is controlled with a power history and axial power profile, while 
the cladding temperature is controlled by the coolant temperature and coolant heat transfer 
coefficient.  
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Figure 75. The transient boundary conditions provided from TRACE simulate a break 
(marked in red) in the recirculation suction line between the vessel and the recirculation 
pump isolation valves for a BWR. [Reproduced from (Terrani et al., 2014a)] 
 
The progression of the peak cladding temperature from this previous analysis is shown in 
Figure 76. The reactor is operated using steady state conditions until the accident is initiated 
at the time of 0s. Here, the recirculation pipe is assumed to be broken and the reactor is 
scrammed. As power in the core is reduced and the recirculation pumps slowly blowdown, 
the cladding temperatures initially decline. However, as the coolant flow slowly stagnates, 
the cladding temperatures begin to rise. The low-pressure coolant injection system is 
actuated at ~91s and eventually quenches the core.   
 
In order to determine the difference in cladding performance during the unmitigated 
accident, these simulations do not consider the initiation of the low-pressure coolant 
injection system; the fuel rod temperatures are allowed to increase until cladding failure 
consistent with a beyond design basis accident scenario.  
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Figure 76. Peak cladding temperature as a function of time, before and after initiation of 
a large break LOCA. Note that the low-pressure coolant injection system is actuated at 
~91 seconds, which eventually quenches the core and reduces fuel cladding temperatures. 
The different lines in this figure denote different thermal conductivities of the fuel as 
described in the work by Terrani and coworkers. [Reproduced from (Terrani et al., 
2014a)] 
 
The power history and axial power profile used in this analysis is shown in Figure 77. The 
fuel rod power ramps up to steady-state operation at 20 kW/m over 100 hours and held 
constant until the designated burnup is reached. At the onset of the accident conditions, the 
reactor core is screamed and the fuel power is reduced. Equation 23 is used to calculate the 
assumed power production due decay heat (El-Wakil, 1978).  
 𝑄¯370Ô = 9.5 × 	10f\ ∙ 	𝑄 ∙ 𝑡f.\             (23) 
 
Where 𝑄¯370Ô  is the decay heat production in the fuel (kW/m), 𝑄 is the steady state heat 
production (in this case 20 kW/m), and 𝑡 is the time after the reactor scram (seconds). 
While this is not the most accurate calculation for decay heat production, it does provide a 
representative value, which, for this particular case this leads to ~ 2 kW/m after the reactor 
scram.  The axial power profile, shown in Figure 77(b) remains static in these calculations. 
As discussed later, this eventually leads to a single axial length of the fuel rod which 
experiences considerably higher temperatures, greater burnup, and during the transient, 
even greater decay heat production.  
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Figure 77. The power history of fuel rods in this LOCA analysis, (a) the Linear heat rate 
is divided into three regions: the initial ramp to operating power, constant operation at 
20kW/m, and the reactor scram at the beginning of the transient conditions and the 
subsequent decay heat production. The axial power profile (b) is assumed to be constant 
for all three regions.  
 
Pertinent reactor and fuel rod properties, identical to those described in Chapter 2 and 
typical for a BWR, are summarized in Table 12.  
 
Table 12. Loss-of-Coolant Accident Reactor and Fuel Properties 
Parameter Value Unit 
Coolant Pressure  7.136 MPa 
Initial Plenum Pressure  0.5 MPa 
UO2 Density 95% T.D. 
 
5.4 Steady-State Operation Results 
 
For these simulations, before the onset of the transient conditions, the fuel of both cladding 
types is operated to three specified burnups, namely, 20 MWd/kgU, 40 MWd/kgU, and 60 
MWd/kgU. This is performed to compare the accident progression and failure of both 
cladding types as a result of the fuel rod state (temperature, pressure gap thickness, etc.). 
Because a comparison of the Zircaloy and FeCrAl cladding behavior under constant 
operating conditions was thoroughly discussed in Chapter 3, only condensed results are 
presented here.  
 
Figure 78 shows the average fuel centerline temperature (a) and the minimum gap thickness 
(b) for these fuel rods up to a burnup of 60 MWd/kgU.  The sharp, nearly vertical, drops in 
the fuel temperatures occur quickly during the postulated accident and will be discussed 
further in the next section. The average fuel rod temperatures remain similar for much of 
the simulation. There is a small deviation due to the gap closure behavior between the 
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cladding types. The Zircaloy cladding immediately begins to creep-down, closing the gap 
and improving the heat transfer across the fuel rod gap. This results in a lower (~50K) 
average fuel centerline temperature over much of the simulated fuel burnup.  
 
The gap closure behavior of both cladding materials is shown in Figure 78(b). Although 
this suggests gap closure occurs at ~13 MWd/kgU and ~27 MWd/kgU for the Zircaloy and 
FeCrAl, respectively, this effect is localized to the highest power region, as described by 
the axial power profile.  This is a consequence of using a static axial power profile over the 
entire simulation, and concentrates the neutron flux, burnup, and temperature in a small 
section of the fuel rod. In this fuel rod section, the fuel expands more thermally and 
experiences more fuel relocation and fission product swelling. As well, in this location, the 
cladding experiences more dimensional change due to irradiation (swelling/growth) and 
irradiation creep deformation. 
 
The maximum oxidation thickness that that forms on the cladding surface is shown in 
Figure 79. The Zircaloy cladding forms ~23 µm of oxidation by the end of the simulations, 
while the FeCrAl forms ~4µm. As previously noted, Zircaloy cladding in the BWR 
environment is expected for form significantly less oxidation than in the PWR (Lanning et 
al., 1997). Because of the linear scaling, the oxidation layer in the Zircaloy continues to 
grow at a constant rate. For the FeCrAl, however, due to the parabolic kinetics associated 
with oxide layer formation, the growth rate diminishes with increasing thickness. 
 
 
 
Figure 78.   The average fuel temperature (a) for the FeCrAl cladded fuel rods is much 
larger for much of the fuel utilization. The onset of gap closure (b) occurs much sooner 
for the Zircaloy cladded fuel rods than the FeCrAl. 
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Figure 79. The maximum cladding oxidation thickness for the Zircaloy versus FeCrAl 
cladding, as a function of burnup.  
 
5.5 LOCA Results 
 
After the steady-state irradiation period, at a specified fuel burnup, the accident conditions 
are initiated based on the scenario presented in Figure 76, although this analysis does not 
initiate the low-pressure injection system at ~91 seconds after the accident. Figure 80 
shows the average fuel centerline temperature (a) and the maximum cladding temperature 
(b) during the transient.  In these figures, the reactor is scrammed at 0s, and the reactor 
power then decays according to the fission product decay heat relation provided in Eq. 
(23). The coolant flow slowly decreases as the core recirculation pumps stop. As the 
coolant flow stagnates, the coolant temperatures increase, and the coolant heat transfer 
coefficient is decreased.  
 
Figure 80(a) shows the variation in the fuel temperatures during the steady-state operation 
due to the fuel rod condition. After the reactor is scrammed, the fuel temperatures slowly 
decrease as the heat is removed while the coolant pumps stop. As the coolant stagnates in 
the core, fuel temperatures begin to rise and, eventually, converge, independent of cladding 
type. 
 
The peak cladding temperatures (Figure 80(b)) show a similar trend after the accident 
conditions have been initialized. The cladding temperatures slowly decrease after the 
reactor has scrammed, reaching a minimum at ~41 seconds. This plot also shows the 
cladding temperatures from the TRACE simulation  that actuated the low-pressure 
injection at approximately 91 seconds (Terrani et al., 2014a). In the TRACE simulation the 
cladding temperatures begin to decrease at ~140 seconds as the core is re-flooded. 
However, in our BISON analysis the temperatures continue to increase until the cladding 
fails. As previously mentioned, these simulations are terminated when the burst criterion 
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is reached. These results show progressively lower temperatures for the increasing fuel 
burnups. These simulations also show very similar burst times for both cladding types. 
 
Figure 81 shows the maximum fuel cladding gap thickness (a) and the maximum cladding 
hoops stress (b) during the accident conditions simulated with BISON. All of the fuel rods 
experience gap closure by the time the accident conditions are initiated, except the FeCrAl 
fuel rod at the lowest burnup of 20 MWd/kgU. After the onset of the accident conditions, 
the fuel cools down and the coolant system pressure rapidly drops. As the fuel contracts 
and the cladding is expanded due to the change in pressure differential, the fuel cladding 
gap is reopened.  For the Zircaloy, as the fuel rod temperatures begin to increase, the 
pressure differential between the fuel rod plenum and coolant system allow the fuel to 
begin rapidly expanding due to thermal creep. The FeCrAl cladding does not experience 
the same magnitude of thermal creep; the thermal expansion of the cladding and increase 
in rod internal gas pressure drive the increase in gap thickness. 
 
Leading up to the accident scenario, the maximum cladding hoop stress (Figure 81(b)) is 
initially in a tensile state due to mechanical interaction between the fuel and cladding. After 
the onset of the LBLOCA conditions, the gap is reopened, as the reactor coolant pressure 
is reduced to atmospheric pressure. This generates significant hoop stresses in the cladding, 
as the fuel rod plenum pressure begins to increase with the fuel temperatures. In these 
simulations, the FeCrAl cladded fuel rods fail at much larger stresses their Zircaloy 
counterparts.  
 
 
 
Figure 80. The maximum fuel centerline temperature (a) and the maximum cladding 
temperature (b) for both cladding types as a function of time after the accident. The 
results from the TRACE simulation are (black line) included in b) to provide a 
comparison. 
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Figure 81. After the reactor is scrammed, the fuel contracts and the fuel cladding gap (a) 
is reopened. The Zircaloy cladding shows a much sharper increase in the gap thickness as 
the accident conditions progress. The maximum cladding hoop stress (b) is reduced as the 
accident conditions are initiated, however, as the accident progresses, the hoop stress in 
the FeCrAl cladding increases until failure.  
 
These results show that the FeCrAl cladded fuel rods fail at similar times to the Zircaloy 
cladding, however, they fail at much larger cladding hoop stresses. The next section 
describes a brief analysis of the subsequent high-temperature oxidation behavior of the 
cladding materials.  
 
5.6 Results of Extended Simulation 
 
This analysis is extended further after the prediction of cladding rupture by considering 
only the thermal solution with extended time duration without operation of the emergency 
core cooling systems. In order to perform this analysis, the fuel and cladding mechanical 
strains are held constant, and the thermal solution is advanced. To simulate the post-burst 
behavior, the plenum pressure in the fuel rod is set equal to the coolant system pressure. 
This analysis is performed to elucidate the cladding oxidation behavior after burst, without 
the code convergence issues of high temperature mechanics. Although it is included in all 
simulations in this chapter, the heat production due to the exothermic cladding oxidation 
reaction produces very little heat until the cladding reaches sufficiently high temperatures. 
The calculation for the heat deposition is further described in Appendix C.  These 
simulations are terminated when the peak cladding temperature reaches 2000 K, since by 
this temperature, the FeCrAl cladding would have melted.  
 
Figure 82 shows the average fuel temperature (a) and the peak cladding temperature (b) for 
both fuel rods over this extended time period during the beyond design basis accident.  The 
fuel centerline temperatures begin to deviate as the Zircaloy cladding oxidation reaction 
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begins and continues to become autocatalytic. For these condition, the FeCrAl cladding 
reaches 2000 K approximately 150 seconds later.  
 
Figure 83 shows the cladding oxidation thickness during this extended period. The FeCrAl 
cladding exhibits very little additional oxidation under the transient conditions, while the 
Zircaloy cladding increases in a highly non-linear manner with at least an additional 20 µm 
of oxide thickness.  
 
Using the calculations from the oxygen weight gain in the cladding, and assuming 
stoichiometric oxide formation, the hydrogen gas production per fuel rod is calculated to 
be ~.8g H2 for the Zircaloy cladding and ~.05g H2 FeCrAl cladding. Extrapolating this to 
an entire BWR core would yield ~ 44 kg for the Zircaloy cladding versus a much-reduced 
production of ~2.75 kg for the FeCrAl cladding.  
 
 
 
Figure 82. (a) The predicted maximum fuel centerline temperature and (b) the maximum 
cladding temperature for Zircaloy or FeCrAl cladded rods as a function of time following 
initiation of the beyond design basis LBLOCA conditions. 
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Figure 83. The maximum oxidation thickness rapidly increases for the Zircaloy after 
these simulations are restarted. The FeCrAl cladding, however, shows a nearly negligible 
increase in oxide thickness under the transient conditions.  
 
These results provide an initial comparison of the behavior of FeCrAl and Zircaloy 
cladding under beyond design basis conditions. The analysis indicates that for this accident 
progression, the cladding materials rupture at similar times although the behavior leading 
up to rupture is different. The conditions of these simulations are very unique because the 
fuel burnup is concentrated in a small area of the fuel rod, due to the static axial power 
profile. This increases the heat generation due to fission product decay, and subsequently 
influences the mechanical behavior of the cladding in that region and the cladding 
oxidation. Future investigations of these cladding materials under LOCA conditions should 
provide a more uniform axial distribution of power over the fuel rod.  
 
5.7 Summary 
 
This chapter documents initial efforts to extend the steady-state modeling capabilities 
established for FeCrAl cladding in the BISON fuel performance code to high temperature 
transient conditions.  In order to compare the behavior of FeCrAl and Zircaloy cladding 
during a simulated a loss-of-coolant accident, high-temperature constitutive models, failure 
criteria, and boundary conditions were implemented.  
 
These results show that the FeCrAl cladding will generally burst at a similar time and 
temperature as the Zircaloy cladding under the specific reactor operating and accident 
conditions that were simulated, but experience significantly larger cladding hoop stresses. 
As expected, the main driving force for differences in burst behavior between the various 
fuel burnups is the pressure differential across the cladding as the transient conditions 
evolve. The FeCrAl cladding thickness used in this analysis is thinner than the thickness 
expected to be deployed in commercial reactors, which would tend to increase the 
difference in cladding failure time for the FeCrAl rods during the accident. This analysis 
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also demonstrated the ability to simulate beyond the cladding burst behavior using the 
thermal solution only. By extending this analysis, it was shown that because the FeCrAl 
cladding possesses much slower oxidation reaction kinetics there is very little increase in 
the oxide thickness and the cladding produces significantly less hydrogen gas.   
 
To further enhance this analysis, additional improvements to the FeCrAl constitutive 
models are necessary. The development of the power law strain-hardening plasticity model 
consisted of a combination of different FeCrAl cladding property tests.  Although these 
tests are conducted on similar alloys, no single test was able to provide a complete 
description of the temperature-dependent plastic behavior of the FeCrAl alloy. Because of 
this, it is expected that the behavior of the target alloys will differ from the model that is 
implemented. The cladding failure models should also be subject to more thorough 
investigation to determine if strain-based failure models are more applicable. The current 
burst stress and ultimate tensile strength models lead to situations under low-stress 
conditions the failure time and temperature are greatly over predicted due to stress relief 
mechanisms in the cladding.   
 
The operating conditions used in this analysis generate unique results because the fuel 
burnup is concentrated in a small area of the fuel rod due to the static axial power profile. 
This increases the heat generation due to fission product decay, and subsequently 
influences the mechanical behavior of the cladding in that region and the cladding 
oxidation. These simulations also do not contain the axial variation in the coolant 
temperature typical of a boiling water reactor. Because the temperature profile is constant 
axially along the fuel rod, the location of the fuel rupture is especially sensitive to the axial 
peaking factors. For future simulations, a combination of axial power profiles to more 
evenly distribute the fuel power axially over the fuel rod are expected to provide a more 
accurate set of conditions to model the accident progression. Coupling to a reactor systems 
or thermal hydraulics code would better define the cladding temperature evolution under 
transient conditions and would also allow evaluation of different accident scenarios.  
 
Additionally, neither the thermal or mechanical properties of the cladding oxides have been 
implemented into these simulations. While the FeCrAl cladding is not expected to develop 
a significant oxide thickness, Zircaloy cladding is.  As the cladding is oxidized and the 
metal is consumed, the cladding is thinned and replaced with a brittle oxide ceramic with 
lower thermal conductivity. Ongoing work is being performed to incorporate a discrete 
oxide layer directly into the finite element simulations. This may consist of either a discrete 
meshed oxide layer or a smeared oxide approach. A discrete oxide layer bonded to the 
outside of the cladding can simulate the oxide growth and cladding consumption, although 
there are concerns about the ability to achieve and maintain code convergence. 
Alternatively, a smeared oxide/cladding layer may be implemented where the material 
properties in the outer element of the cladding are slowly changed into the oxide. While 
this is computationally more efficient, accurate assessment of the growth and consumption 
strains will be required.   
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This work aims to initiate an analysis about the increase in coping time gained by using 
FeCrAl cladding through the use of a fuel performance code. While this work does not 
utilize the boundary conditions necessary to provide quantifiable results, it does showcase 
several areas where additional data is needed. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This work has sought to identify the operational characteristics of FeCrAl cladding based 
on the current available materials property data for FeCrAl alloy(s) during steady-state and 
transient reactor operating conditions using the finite-element fuel performance code, 
BISON. This is performed in order to provide guidance on cladding performance 
sensitivities and to identify areas where more thorough material property investigation is 
necessary for future fuel performance modeling analysis.  
 
The findings of this work show that, under steady-state conditions, FeCrAl cladding may 
possesses much lower creep rates than Zircaloy cladding, and this creep behavior of the 
cladding tube normally determines gap closure. For FeCrAl clad rods, the models predict 
that the fuel cladding gap remains open for much longer and leads to increased 
temperatures. Altering the fuel design, however, can help achieve similar performance to 
Zircaloy clad rods.  
  
The magnitude of the hoop stress that forms after gap closure occurs for the FeCrAl 
cladding was found to be much more sensitive to the fuel creep model than for Zircaloy 
cladding. To provide insight into this effect, an investigation of the fuel creep model was 
performed. Due to a lack of consensus in the literature over the expected fuel behavior from 
fission-induced creep, an additional facet of this study evaluated the difference in the 
cladding stress evolution by modifying the fuel creep calculation. This showed that at LWR 
relevant conditions, fission-induced creep is the dominant contributor to fuel creep 
deformation. Due to the uncertainty in the formulation for this model, it is suggested that 
fuel creep test data be compiled and compared to better determine which formulation 
(athermal vs temperature-dependent) is most appropriate to measure the fission-induced 
creep.  
 
Because of the uncertainty in modeling the fuel compliance and the nonconventional fuel 
diameter expected for the FeCrAl cladded fuel rods, explicit fracture models were 
considered to provide a mechanistic basis to calculate fuel expansion and the stress relief 
necessary to properly evaluate fuel creep. The nonconventional fuel size of the FeCrAl 
cladded fuel rod design arises because of the desire to offset the higher rate of parasitic 
neutron absorption in FeCrAl (neutronic penalty) using thinner cladding and greater fuel 
mass to achieve equivalent reactor cycle lengths to Zircaloy cladding. Such fuel designs 
may fall outside the experimental database on which empirical fuel relocation models for 
standard LWR fuel have been calibrated. The fuel relocation models aim to predict the fuel 
expansion from fracture and the gradual movement of the fractured fuel. A series of 
simulations were performed comparing different models accounting for the fracture 
behavior of the fuel to test rod measurements. While this work has not yet led to an 
improved solution methodology, this work has succeeded in initiating the incorporation of 
explicit fracture into the fuel performance code.  
 
To assess the FeCrAl cladding performance under transient conditions, a loss-of-coolant 
accident was simulated. In order to simulate this, additional reactor operating and boundary 
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conditions were implemented along with constitutive models to simulate high-temperature 
creep, plasticity, oxidation, and failure.  After comparing the FeCrAl and zircaloy cladding, 
these simulations show that the burst temperature and stresses were generally similar for 
both cladding types. Additional code capabilities were implemented to elucidate high-
temperature cladding behavior beyond the cladding burst. Here, it was shown that after the 
oxidation reaction of zircaloy cladding becomes autocatalytic, the FeCrAl cladded fuel 
rods can be expected to remain intact slightly longer. Because the FeCrAl cladding 
possesses much slower oxidation reaction kinetics than Zircaloy, there is very little increase 
in the oxide thickness and the cladding produces significantly less hydrogen gas. Although 
the operating conditions used in this analysis were extremely simplified, a framework is in 
place to simulate and compare the cladding performance for additional accident scenarios.  
 
There are many aspects of this work that are intended to guide the further development of 
models used in the BISON fuel performance code to move closer to achieving predictive 
capabilities. Much of this work centers on the implementation of more accurate material 
properties and the deployment of new modeling techniques, such as the evaluation of an 
explicit oxide layer.  
 
Additional work is needed to compile data from fuel creep tests and calibrate the current 
fuel model. Pellet cladding mechanical interaction can play a large role in the failure of 
fuel rods under normal LWR operating conditions (OECD, 2012), and more investigation 
is necessary to ensure fuel creep deformation is accurately accounted for under these 
conditions.  Likewise, further enhancements to the explicit fracture models for the fuel are 
currently planned to expand current fracture capabilities and perform an assessment of the 
effect of cracking on the cladding stress state using these smeared cracking models.  
 
To expand these capabilities, several new model aspects should be considered including 
modification of the Poisson’s Ratio and thermal conductivity for cracked elements based 
on the crack size or strain. In order to improve the behavior of elements as they are stretched 
due to crack opening and closing, the value of the Poisson’s Ratio should decay using a 
method similar to that used for isotropic softening (Hales et al., 2014) or proposed by 
(Jankus and Weeks, 1972). Because the cracks are filled with gas, the heat transfer across 
cracks is lower than that of the solid conduction in UO2 fuel. In order to simulate this effect 
using the smeared cracking model, the thermal conductivity of cracked elements should 
also be reduced based on the heat transfer characteristics of the gas and fuel.  
 
Additional capabilities planned for code development include crack healing and a possible 
coupling to the fission gas release model. Crack healing is an important aspect of the 
fracture mechanics affecting re-cohesion or re-sintering of the cracked surface and may 
result in better agreement with the experimental results as elastic properties recover. 
Currently, BISON does not include a representative crack healing model, and as such it is 
not currently possible to simulate the fuel “ratcheting” behavior associated with continued 
power cycling. In order to include this contribution to the diametral expansion, crack 
healing criteria will need to be developed and implemented into the smeared cracking 
model.  
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Coupling to the fission gas release model provides another area where explicit fracture can 
offer a more mechanistic model improvement. As crack networks propagate both radially 
and circumferentially through the fuel pellet, new free surfaces are created which may 
serve as sites to allow more gaseous fission products to diffuse from the fuel (Pastore et 
al., 2013). Although this fission gas release mechanism has never been thoroughly 
evaluated experimentally, it is expected to play a role in the transient fission gas release 
occurring during reactor power maneuvering (Maki and Meyer, 1978). 
 
An assessment is planned to determine the impact of fuel cracks during mechanical 
interaction by applying a frictional contact model between the fuel and cladding. As well, 
additional analyses are needed to further identify the cladding stress development due to 
mechanical contact between cladding and fuel cracks. Localized increases in cladding 
stress due to PCMI in the presence of fuel cracks and defects have been documented using 
discrete cracking models (Capps et al., 2016). Future work is planned to reproduce this 
analysis using smeared cracking models; the mechanical contact model currently employed 
in BISON will have to be investigated to include the effect of friction after gap closure.  
 
The current loss of coolant analysis work examined a limiting scenario because of the 
boundary conditions used. A more comprehensive analysis using representative boundary 
conditions should be performed. This can be accomplished by coupling to a reactor systems 
or thermal hydraulics code, which may help better define the cladding temperature 
evolution under transient conditions and would also allow evaluation of different accident 
scenarios. 
 
The high-temperature cladding failure models should also be subject to more thorough 
investigation to determine if strain-based failure criteria are more appropriate than the 
criteria used in this work. The current burst stress and ultimate tensile strength models lead 
to situations where, under low-stress conditions, the failure time and temperature are 
greatly over predicted due to stress relief mechanisms that occur in the cladding. 
Implementing a strain-based failure criterion in conjunction with the burst stress criterion 
may help more conservatively predict cladding failure due to rupture.  
 
The impact of cladding consumption during the formation of the oxidation layer on the 
cladding exterior should also be examined. Neither the thermal or mechanical properties 
of the cladding oxides are considered in this current work. While the FeCrAl cladding is 
not expected to develop a significant oxide thickness, Zircaloy cladding does. As the 
cladding is oxidized and the metal is consumed, the cladding is thinned and replaced with 
a brittle oxide ceramic with much lower thermal conductivity. Ongoing work is being 
performed to incorporate a discrete oxide layer directly into the finite element simulations. 
This may consist of either a discrete meshed oxide layer or a smeared oxide approach. A 
discrete oxide layer bonded to the outside of the cladding can simulate the oxide growth 
and cladding consumption, although there are concerns about the ability to achieve and 
maintain code convergence. Alternatively, a smeared oxide/cladding layer may be 
implemented where the material properties in the outer element of the cladding are slowly 
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changed into the oxide. While this is computationally more efficient, accurate assessment 
of the growth and consumption strains will be required.  
 
Thus, this work has shown that although the behavior of the FeCrAl alloy cladding varies 
greatly relative to Zircaloy in some of these analyses, it is possible to utilize material 
properties as engineering parameters to tailor the overall fuel rod response under certain 
conditions (high temperature, stress, or neutron fluence). This may include modifying such 
properties as the cladding composition, texture, grain size, or possibly the addition of a 
dopant.  
 
In order to optimize FeCrAl alloys as an alternative cladding material to Zircaloy, 
engineering design improvements are possible to better capitalize on the characteristic 
strength and creep strength of the alloys. This might involve tailoring material properties 
such as composition, microstructure, and in the case of fuel, microstructure and porosity, 
or even altering the geometric design of the fuel rod, which might delay the onset of gap 
closure or mitigate mechanical interaction. In order to apply alternative cladding materials 
to currently operating reactors, design consideration should be given to both. 		
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APPENDIX A – Effect of Helium or Lead-Bismuth Filled Cracks on 
Temperature Profile of LWR Fuel Pellets  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The purpose of nuclear fuel is to facilitate fission that in turn deposits a large amount of 
energy within that medium. That thermal energy is then transferred away from the fuel and 
may then be converted to electricity. Thermal conductivity of nuclear reactor fuel is of 
great importance throughout this process and has been a subject of long-term investigation. 
While a number of reliable thermal conductivity correlations are available (Turnbull, 1998; 
Wiesenack et al., 1996), more accurate measurements of thermal conductivity can improve 
predictive capability of fuel performance analysis tools. To this end a new experiment was 
designed and is currently ongoing at the Halden reactor in Norway (IFA-744). The details 
and the goals of the experiment are detailed out elsewhere (Terrani et al., 2011). An 
important distinction of this experiment from the past in-pile measurements is that the fuel-
cladding gap in some of the experimental rodlets is filled with a liquid metal (LM) instead 
of He gas that is typically used within this volume. The LM consists of the eutectic mixture 
of lead and bismuth (LBE).  
 
In order to accurately interpret the results of in-pile temperature data from the LM-bonded 
fuel rods, one needs to investigate the effect of micro cracking that will inevitably occur in 
the fuel. In particular, it is important to quantify the error in the temperature data that might 
be introduced by penetration of LM into the radial or circumferential cracks. The purpose 
of this study is to investigate the effect of radial and circumferential micro cracks on the 
temperature profile in the urania pellets when they are filled with He or LM.  
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METHODOLOGY 
GEOMETRY 
2-D(r,θ) coordinate simulations were made to analyze the temperature effects of prescribed 
cracks inside UO2 fuel pellets filled with He gas or a liquid metal.  Fuel rod geometries 
were created using the parameters in Table 13. Cracks were created in several models to 
examine the effects of the crack type (radial and circumferential) and width (25 and 50µm).  
 
Table 13. Uncracked Fuel Geometry 
Fuel Radius (mm) 4.1 
Cladding Inner Radius (mm) 4.2 
Cladding Outer Radius (mm) 5.2 
 
In order to ensure the fuel volume (and the power density) was conserved, the fuel outer 
radius was increased for the cracked geometries to account for the volume of the cracks. 
The cladding inner and outer radii, however, were not changed. The increase in fuel radius 
is shown in Table 14. Examples of meshes for cracked fuel geometries are shown in Figure 
84.  
 
Table 14. Fuel Radius Increase 
Crack Type Crack Width (µm) Fuel Radius Increase 
Circumferential 25 0.41% 50 0.81% 
Radial 25 0.26% 50 0.53% 
 
 
 
           
Figure 84. 90 degree r-θ models showing the 50µm circumferential (left) and 50µm 
radial cracks (right) (Note: mesh over cracks is removed for visualization). 
 
To produce the radially cracked fuel geometries, there were 6 cracks equally spaced cracks 
created per pellet and the crack penetration length was assumed to be at 70% of the fuel 
radius. Crack width for these geometries is measured at the pellet surface and reduces 
Fuel  
Gap  
Cladding 
Crack
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towards the center with a constant solid angle.  The circumferential cracks were centered 
at 2/3 of the fuel radius and extend azimuthally through the entire pellet. 
 
THERMAL PROPERTIES 
Thermal conductivities of the materials considered are summarized in Table 15. The 
temperature-dependent thermal conductivities for the helium and lead-bismuth eutectic are 
applied to both the fuel-cladding gap and the crack area in their respective simulations. The 
fuel and the cladding materials were assigned temperature-independent conductivities to 
reflect UO2 and Zircaloy respectively, and their conductivities were held constant to better 
resolve small temperature changes from the cracks. 
 
Table 15. Fuel Rod Material Thermal Conductivities 
Material Thermal Conductivity, k H ?fÕM 
LBE1 3.61 + 1.517E-2 • T – 1.741E-6 • T 2 
He2 2.639E-3 • T 0.7085 
UO2 3.5 
Zry 17.3 
1(OECD Nuclear Energy Agency Nuclear Science 
Committee, 2007) 2(Hagrman et al., 1995) 
 
OPERATING CONDITIONS 
For these simulations, simple reactor operating conditions were applied. The linear heat 
rate of the fuel is increased from 0 to 25kW/m over 80000s and then held constant for 
another 20000s.  A temperature of 350°C was applied to the outside of the cladding as the 
boundary condition. 
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RESULTS 
FINITE ELEMENT RESULTS 
The fuel centerline temperatures generated using BISON are shown in  
Figure 85 and are organized based on the gap material. These temperatures are evaluated 
at the end of the simulation. This plot shows that for both types of cracks, the fuel centerline 
temperature decreases.  
 
In the circumferentially cracked fuel, this decrease in temperature is partly due to the 
increase in the fuel diameter and the subsequent decrease in the gap thickness allowing for 
better heat transfer to the cladding. In the radially cracked fuel, the temperature decrease is 
driven by both the decrease in gap thickness (similar to the circumferentially cracked fuel) 
and radial heat conduction across the cracks.  
 
 
 
Figure 85. Comparison of fuel centerlines between helium and LBE filled fuel rods 
organized by crack type. 
 
Figure 86 compares the azimuthal temperature profile across the outer surface of a fuel 
pellet for the uncracked and radially cracked cases and shows a 2-D temperature map for 
the 50µm crack width case for both gap materials. This plot shows that for the LBE filled 
rod, because the LBE conducts heat better than the fuel, the crack cools the center of the 
fuel and heats the periphery locally. In contrast, for the case of helium filled rod, the helium 
in the gap adjacent to the crack has a lower temperature. This is because the helium has 
lower thermal conductivity than the fuel and a smaller heat flux is supplied via the gas-
filled crack to the periphery of the fuel. This is important; it shows that the radial cracks in 
helium filled rods can actually increase the fuel temperature. However, the increase in fuel 
radius using this simplified model to preserve the fuel volume when cracks are introduced, 
reduces the temperature drop across the gas-filled gap and cools the fuel. One might 
attribute an equivalent effect to fuel relocation once cracks develop in the pellet as a result 
of operation. This effect is compared with the circumferentially cracked fuel pellet case 
later in this document.  
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Figure 86. Plot of the azimuthal temperature profile across the outer fuel surface for 
radially cracked and uncracked fuel and 2-D temperature map of 50µm radial cracks for 
helium (left) and LBE (right) filled gaps (all temperatures in K). 
 
Plots of the radial temperature profiles for the radially cracked fuel of both gap materials 
are shown in Figure 87. The temperature profiles are plotted as a function of radius at a 
location midway between two radial cracks. The temperature profiles for the helium filled 
cases show a constant shape, offset by the difference in the temperature drop inside of the 
gap. This shows that much of the temperature change in this case is driven by the change 
in the fuel radius and the corresponding change in the gap thickness, instead of any changes 
due to radial heat conduction across the crack. This should be expected due to the poor 
thermal conductivity of the helium as compared to the UO2 fuel. The temperature profiles 
across the LBE-filled rods, however, show that the cracks cause a decrease in temperature 
at the fuel center and a slight increase in temperature at the fuel periphery. Essentially, the 
high heat flux through the radial cracks cools the fuel centerline and heats the outside of 
the fuel.  
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Figure 87. Temperature profiles for radially-cracked fuel with helium (left) and LBE 
(right) filled gap. 
 
The temperature profiles for the circumferential cracks are shown in Figure 88 and Figure 
89. The addition of circumferential cracks of a certain thickness is accompanied by an 
equivalent reduction in the gap width. Therefore, it is as if the thermal resistance across the 
original pellet cladding gap was split into two and added as separate resistances across the 
circumferential crack and the remaining pellet-cladding gap. The edges of the cracks are 
marked in black in the magnified region of the plots in Figure 89. This plot shows the 
dramatic temperature jump caused by the circumferential cracks in helium filled rods, and 
a much smaller temperature jump in case of LBE.  
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Figure 88. 2-D temperature map for 50µm circumferentially cracked fuel with helium 
filled cracks showing the fuel and crack mesh (Note: cladding is not shown). 
 
 
Figure 89. Temperature profiles for circumferentially-cracked fuel with helium (left) and 
LBE (right) filled gap. 
 
As mentioned earlier, the fuel centerline temperatures are lower for radially cracked 
geometries than the corresponding circumferentially cracked geometries, even though the 
fuel radii are increased less for the radial cracks. In case of He-filled gaps, the 
circumferentially cracked geometries have to conduct the heat radially across the crack and 
the gap that roughly add up to the same thermal resistance as the case of crack free pellet. 
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However, although He-filled radial cracks do not contribute significantly to heat transfer, 
the reduction in the gap thickness to preserve the fuel volume significantly reduces the fuel 
centerline temperature.  The same logic as for the He-filled circumferential cracks can be 
applied for the LBE-filled counterparts. However, in case of LBE-filled radial cracks, the 
reduction in pellet-gap thickness only slightly reduces the fuel centerline temperature, 
while the ability of high thermal conductivity crack to facilitate a high heat flux away from 
the center of the pellet is more pronounced. 
 
1D ANALYTICAL RESULTS  
These simulation results have also been compared to results from 1-D analytical heat 
transfer calculations for consistency. The thermal conductivities used for the following 
calculations are in Table 16 and the dimensions are the same as those used in the BISON 
calculations (Table 13) and are adjusted to conserve fuel volume. Thermal conductivities 
used in the analytical calculations were selected in order to simplify the calculation and are 
evaluated at relevant temperatures.  
 
Table 16. Fuel Rod Material Constant Thermal Conductivities 
Material Thermal Conductivity, k H ?fÕM 
LBE 13.4 
He 0.328 
UO2 3.5 
Zry 17.3 
 
The fuel centerline temperature for uncracked fuel can be calculated by considering heat 
conduction radially through the fuel rod as a network of thermal resistances. The network 
is composed of the individual thermal resistances of each body combined together (Eq.1), 
comparable to Ohm’s Law of electrical resistors in series. This analogy to current flow in 
a circuit allows the temperature change across the rod to be calculated as (Todreas and 
Kazimi, 2012): 
 
 𝑇71 = ¿ÀÁ\§ Ö h\Kµ×ØÙ + ÚÛ°ÊÉ,ZÊµ 	¹KÜ¸Ý 		+ 	 ÚÛ©ÊÉ,ÐÊÉ,Z 	¬KÉÙ¸Þ ß +	𝑇6t=s (1) 
 
where LHR is the linear heat rate (W/m), k is the thermal conductivity (W/m-K) for the 
materials, Tsurf  is the cladding outer surface temperature (K), and r is the radius for the fuel 
and cladding inner and outer surfaces (m).  
 
The centerline temperature for radially cracked fuel can be calculated similarly by 
implementing the radial cracks as a parallel thermal resistance with the fuel. The cracks are 
given the thermal conductivity of the gap, and both thermal conductivities are scaled by 
their solid angle. This approach includes the crack region in the heat generation calculation, 
but because the combined area of the cracks is so small compared to the area of the fuel 
this contribution is deemed negligible.  The result is equation (2): 
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 𝑇71 = ¿ÀÁ\§ Ö h\H(hfà)Kµ×ØÙw	à	KÜ¸ÝM + ÚÛ°ÊÉ,ZÊµ 	¹KÜ¸Ý 		+ ÚÛ©ÊÉ,ÐÊÉ,Z ¬KÉÙ¸Þ ß 		+ 	𝑇6t=s (2) 
 
where χ is the fraction of the solid angle that the cracks occupy. 
 
For the fuel with circumferential cracks a similar approach was taken. The fuel centerline 
temperature was determined by combining the contributions from the inner region of the 
fuel, the circumferential crack, the outer region of the fuel, the gap, and the cladding. The 
difference here was the addition of new crack and fuel regions to the thermal resistances, 
and the scaling of the linear heat rate in the inner regions. The linear heat rate is scaled in 
the inner fuel region and the circumferential crack region based on the heat generation in 
the inner region of the fuel, assuming a uniform heat generation rate.  This was used in 
order to resolve effects from two separate heat generation contributions from the separate 
fuel regions. Using this, the centerline temperature for the circumferentially cracked fuel 
can be calculated as:  
 
 TáÚ = âãä\å Ö æç\èçéêë + æç	ÚÛ©ìíì,îìíì,ï 	¬èðñò + óhf©ìíì,îìç ¬xô\èçéêë 	+ ÚÛ©ìí,ïìç 	¬èðñò 		+ 	 ÚÛ©ìí,îìí,ï 	¬èíëñõ ß + Tö÷øù (3) 
 
Where rcr,i and rcr,o are the inner and outer radii of the circumferential crack and Af is the 
fraction of area occupied by the inner fuel region:  
 
 Aù = øíì,ïxøçxf	(øíì,îx f		øíì,ïx )				 (4) 
 
The comparison between these calculated values and the values from BISON are shown in 
Table 17, and seem to agree reasonably well. The main differences between the two 
approaches are the gap conductivity model that BISON uses and the thermal conductivities 
used. These analytical calculations use only heat conduction to model the heat transfer in 
the gap region and the thermal conductivities are evaluated at approximate temperatures.  
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Table 17. Comparison Between Calculated and BISON fuel Centerline Temperatures 
Gap 
Material 
Crack Type Width Calculated 
Temperature 
(K) 
BISON 
Temperature 
(K) 
% 
Difference 
He Uncracked 1533.1 1517.0 1.05% 
Circumferential 25um  1529.1 1511.9 1.13% 
50um  1524.6 1505.9 1.23% 
Radial 25um 1504.1 1494.0 0.67% 
50um 1475.2 1471.1 0.28% 
LM Uncracked 1247.8 1249.5 0.13% 
Circumferential 25um  1244.1 1245.0 0.07% 
50um  1240.3 1240.8 0.04% 
Radial 25um 1237.9 1238.2 0.03% 
50um 1228.2 1228.3 0.01% 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The fuel performance code BISON was used to examine the temperature effect due to 
cracks in fuel. This study shows that radial cracks in fuel have the most dramatic effect on 
fuel temperature, especially when the gap material has a low thermal conductivity and 
cracks lead to relocation of the pellet. For the purposes of IFA-744 experiment, it is shown 
that thin LBE-filled radial and circumferential cracks will reduce the fuel centerline 
temperature by ~1%. 
 
In order to further quantify the effects of cracking on fuel temperatures, a more 
comprehensive study could be performed to determine the effects from the number, size, 
and length of radial cracks, and the width and position of the circumferential cracks. 
Additionally, networks of radial and circumferential cracks may be simultaneously 
examined.   
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APPENDIX B – Integral Fuel Rod Experiment Evaluation (IFA-796) 
 
To continue the process of characterizing candidate accident tolerant fuel materials, 
irradiation testing, using an instrumented fuel assembly (IFA-796), has been scheduled in 
the Halden Boiling Water Reactor. The IFA-796 test is designed to irradiate six fuel rod 
positions, to be filled with a combination of fuel rods and fuel rod segments, consisting of 
various accident tolerant fuel cladding concepts. In order to support ongoing experimental 
characterization of FeCrAl cladding behavior, fuel performance simulations have been 
performed for relevant FeCrAl cladded fuel rods under anticipated reactor conditions.  
 
This milestone report consists of two separate analyses. The first analysis consists of fuel 
performance simulations of IFA-796 rod 4 and two segments of rod 3. These simulations 
utilize previously implemented material models for the C35M FeCrAl alloy and UO2 to 
provide a bounding behavior analysis corresponding to variation of the initial fuel cladding 
gap thickness within the fuel rod. The second analysis is an assessment of the fuel and 
cladding stress states after modification of the fuel creep model that is currently 
implemented in the BISON fuel performance code. This is performed to more accurately 
determine the mechanical response of the fuel and cladding after pellet-cladding 
mechanical interaction (PCMI) occurs.  
 
MODELING APPROACH 
 
We have used the BISON fuel performance code to simulate the FeCrAl cladded fuel rod 
and fuel rod segments in IFA-796 (Williamson et al., 2012). This fuel assembly is expected 
to contain three separate specimens with FeCrAl cladding. The first two specimens are 
segments of a fuel rod loaded at different axial positions in the Rod 3 location of the IFA-
796 test rig. The third specimen is a full-size test rod spanning all four available segment 
locations in the Rod 4 location. A range of values for cladding thickness and fuel radius 
are assumed based on the measured variability of the cladding wall thickness across its 
periphery and the radius of the fuel pellets as manufactured. The values used for these 
simulations are organized to provide bounding behavior if the fuel rod was manufactured 
to have the largest possible gap thickness, the smallest possible gap thickness, and an 
average gap thickness. The fuel rod geometry specifications gathered from personal 
correspondence and an IFA-796 characterization report (Terrani et al., 2016b) are shown 
in Table 18.   
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Table 18. IFA-796 Fuel Rod Geometry 
Simulation  
Fuel 
Radius 
(µm) 
Gap 
thickness 
(µm) 
Cladding 
Thickness 
(µm) 
Fuel Rod 
Outer 
Diameter 
(mm) 
Fuel 
Stack 
Height 
(cm) 
Cladding 
Length 
(cm) 
Rod 4 - Max Gap 4335 65 371 9.542 
50 60 Rod 4 - Avg Gap 4338.5 54.5 381 9.548 
Rod 4 - Min Gap 4342 44 391 9.554 
Rod 3 - Max Gap 4335 65 371 9.542 
13.3 16 Rod 3 - Avg Gap 4338.5 54.5 381 9.548 
Rod 3 - Min Gap 4342 44 391 9.554 
 
To model the C36M3 FeCrAl cladding and UO2 fuel, these simulations use several 
previously developed materials models currently implemented in BISON (Gamble et al., 
2017). The cladding models used include: C35M Elastic modulus and poisons ratio 
(Thompson et al., 2015), Kanthal APMT thermal expansion (Kanthal), C35M thermal 
creep (Terrani and Yamamoto, 2016), and irradiation creep and swelling (Sweet et al., 
2018). Material properties used to simulate UO2, including thermal and mechanical 
behavior models, fission gas release, fission product swelling, and fuel pellet relocation, 
are included in BISON and documented by Hales et al. (Hales et al., 2014).  These 
simulations use frictionless mechanical contact, which may influence the axial elongation 
of the cladding after mechanical contact has occurred.  
 
The fuel rods are simulated under a constant linear heat rate of 20 kW/m, although the 
original linear heat rate target was nearly 25 kW/m, and use a flat axial power profile. This 
experiment targets a final fuel burnup of ~ 40 MWd/kgU, the fuel rods are simulated to a 
fuel average burnup of 60 MWd/kgU. 
 
The IFA-796 irradiation rig is connected to a test loop designed to utilize prototypic PWR 
conditions. The reactor operating parameters are summarized in Table 19. A simple coolant 
temperature profile is applied along rod 4; the different sections of rod 3 use a temperature 
profile based on their axial location.  
 
Table 19. IFA-796 fuel parameters and PWR loop conditions 
Quantity Value 
Coolant Pressure 15.5 MPa 
Coolant Temperature Inlet: 568K Outlet: 593K 
Initial Plenum Pressure 1 MPa 
Fuel Density 95% T.D. 
Average Fuel Grain Size 10 µm 
UO2 Fuel Enrichment 5% 
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UO2 Creep Model 
 
The UO2 creep model included in BISON is a modified version of the FCREEP combined 
thermal and irradiation creep model (eq. 1) described by Hagrman et al. (Hagrman et al., 
1995). FCREEP is assessed in order to identify sensitivity of the cladding stress state to 
uncertainties in the fuel compliance, specifically the contribution from fission-induced 
creep. This model is defined as the summation of the three separate creep contributions 
shown in eq. 1; fission-enhanced thermal creep (first term), thermal creep (second term), 
and fission-induced creep (third term).  
 
                       (1) 
 
Where the various  parameters, are fitting parameters,  is the fission rate (m-3-s-1),  is 
the effective stress (Pa), the  variables are creep activation energies (J-mol-1),  is the 
temperature (K),  is the gas constant (J-K-1-mol-1), D is the percent of theoretical fuel 
density, and G is the grain size (µm). While there is an effect of the fuel stoichiometry on 
the creep activation energies ( ) for this model, only an oxide-to-metal ratio of 2 is 
considered. Values for the material constants are shown in Table 20.  
 
Table 20. Tabulated constants for the fuel creep and modified fission-induced creep  
Parameter Value Units 
 
0.3919 µm2-Pa-1-s-1 
 
1.31e-19 µm2-m3-Pa-1 
 
-87.7 dimensionless 
 
2.0391e-25 Pa-4.5-s-1 
 
-90.5 dimensionless 
 
3.72264e-
35 
m3-Pa-1 
 
1.49977e-
36 
m3-Pa-1 
 
4.5294e4 J/mol 
 
6.6432e4 J/mol 
 
2.6167e-3  J/mol 
 
The fission-induced creep contribution is generally thought to be athermal (Solomon et al., 
1971), although there is some variability in reporting a temperature dependence (Dienst, 
1977). This is especially important because the contribution from fission-induced creep 
dominates the total creep response approaching 1000˚C, where irradiation-enhanced creep 
becomes dominant.  
 
In order to determine the differences from including athermal fission-induced creep in the 
creep rate calculation, the contribution in Eq. 1 was replaced by the athermal contribution 
from Solomon et al., shown in Equation 2. Figure 90 shows an example of the individual 
contributions in the combined thermal and irradiation creep model and eq. 2 for some 
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common fuel parameters.  
 
                           (2) 
 
Where the  parameter is a fitting parameter,  is the fission rate (m-3-s-1), and  is the 
effective stress (Pa). 
 
 
 
Figure 90. Plot of the individual contributions ( ) to the total fuel creep rate ( ) 
in the model described by Hagrman (Hagrman et al., 1995) and a comparison with the 
athermal irradiation-induced fuel creep ( ) contribution described by Solomon 
(Solomon et al., 1971). 
 
For the analysis described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the modified fuel creep model described 
in this section is used. Section 3.3 shows the effect that making this modification has on 
the cladding radial deformation and hoop stress after pellet-cladding contact has occurred. 
Because BISON does not currently track the size evolution of individual fuel grains during 
the simulations, a static value for the grain size is assumed for the entire fuel stack. Section 
3.3 also contains a short evaluation of this assumption by dividing the fuel stack into radial 
zones and prescribing a different grain size to each zone.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The BISON fuel performance code was used to provide engineering analysis on the full-
length rod 4 and the top-mid and bottom segments of rod 3 in the IFA-796 fuel assembly. 
The following results and discussion provide a systematic description of several relevant 
fuel rod performance indicators over the simulations including: the maximum fuel 
centerline temperature, cladding elongation, cladding radial deformation, maximum 
cladding hoop stress, fission gas release, and plenum pressure. Although the target 
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discharge burnup for these test rods is 40 MWd/kgU, the BISON simulations of the fuel 
performance of these rods has been extended to 60 MWd/kgU to show possible fuel rod 
behavior if the target burnup is surpassed. It is once again pertinent to indicate that 
frictionless contact has been modeled for all cases within this report, and this will impact 
the predictions of axial deformation after the fuel – cladding gap has closed. The target 
burnup is displayed in these plots using a grey vertical line.   
 
Rod 3 – Top-mid Section 
 
The top-mid segment of rod 3 was simulated to 60 MWd/kgU. The peak fuel centerline 
temperature for all three fuel rod geometries over the fuel utilization is shown in Figure 91. 
As the fuel rod is initially heated, a difference among the simulations can be observed based 
on the fuel rod gap thickness. The fuel centerline temperatures continue to increase, even 
as the UO2 thermal conductivity degrades, despite solid fission product swelling and fuel 
relocation increasing the fuel pellet diameter. As the gap closes, heat transfer between the 
fuel and cladding improves, working to slow the increase in fuel temperatures until gap 
closure occurs.  The onset of gap closure for the Minimum Gap simulation begins at ~35 
MWd/kgU where the edge of the smeared pellet fuel stack expands to locally contact the 
cladding. At ~40 MWd/kgU gap closure in the simulation is fully established with the rest 
of the fuel column in contact with the FeCrAl cladding.  This occurs for the Average Gap 
and Maximum Gap simulations as well, with the onset of gap closure occurring at ~42 
MWd/kgU and ~50 MWd/kgU and fully established mechanical contact occurring at ~46 
MWd/kgU and ~55 MWd/kgU, respectively.  Because the fuel temperatures in these 
simulations are low (< 1300K), they release very small amounts of gaseous fission products 
to the to the fuel rod plenum; the gap conductivity remains relatively unaffected.   
 
 
Figure 91. The peak fuel centerline temperatures for the top-mid section of fuel rod 3 
show an expected difference based on the variation of the gap thickness among the 
simulations.   
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Figure 92 shows the cladding radial expansion and the cladding elongation over the 
simulated fuel utilization. As indicated in Figure 92a, the cladding radius initially increases 
(~14 µm) due to thermal expansion as the cladding is heated to the coolant temperature. 
After the cladding is heated, it expands slightly (< 2 µm) due to irradiation swelling. As 
mechanical contact occurs and the edge of the fuel pellet stack pushes on the cladding, the 
cladding begins to radially deform locally. Shortly after the onset of mechanical interaction 
has occurred, mechanical contact is fully established between the cladding wall and the 
fuel stack.  As the fuel continues to radially expand, the axial elongation (shown in Figure 
92b) due to irradiation swelling is offset. The initially cladding elongation is also due to 
thermal expansion as the cladding is heated from room temperature to reactor coolant 
temperature. During constant power operation, the cladding continues to expand due to 
isotropic irradiation swelling until mechanical contact is established. Here, the cladding is 
radially deformed, and the cladding axially contracts.  
 
 
 
Figure 92. The maximum radial displacement (a) from these simulations is dominated by 
the initial thermal expansion  until mechanical contact with the fuel begins to push the 
cladding radially. Likewise, axial elongation of the cladding (b) increases initially due to 
thermal expansion; however, as mechnical contact increases the fuel radial displacment, 
the elongation is decreased.   
 
The maximum cladding hoop stress over the simulated fuel irradiation, shown in Figure 
93, initially becomes compressive due to the large pressure differential between the coolant 
and fuel rod plenum. There is a slight difference among the hoop stresses in these 
simulations because of the difference in cladding geometries that results in a different onset 
burnup for gap closure. There is also a decrease in the hoop stress over time, attributable 
to the increasing radius due to isotropic irradiation swelling.  After gap closure occurs, the 
hoop stress quickly becomes tensile as the fuel pushes radially on the cladding. Only the 
minimum gap simulation shows gap closure (~35 MWd/kgU) before the target burnup is 
reached.  
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Figure 93. The maximum hoop stress in the cladding is initially compressive due to the 
pressure difference across the cladding from the coolant system and the fuel rod plenum. 
It remains compressive until mechanical contact occurs.  
 
Figure 94 shows the calculated results for fission gas release and plenum pressure for rod 
3. As indicated in Figure 94a, a relatively low amount of fission gas is released as expected 
from the low fuel temperatures (< 1300K). As well, the modeling predicts that the onset of 
fission gas release occurs late in the fuel lifetime, at burnup levels near the IFA-796 
irradiation target. The low fuel temperatures expected from these fuel rods delays the onset 
of gas release and also facilitate a smaller amount of fission gas being released to the 
plenum over the irradiation ( < 2% total fission gas production).  
 
As the fuel rod is heated from room temperature to the reactor coolant temperature, the fuel 
rod plenum pressure (shown in Figure 94b) increases from 1 MPa to ~2.5 MPa. Fuel 
expansion due to fission product swelling and fuel relocation only increases the plenum 
pressure slightly up to ~35 MWd/kgU. Even though there is only a small amount of fission 
gas released to the plenum, there is an increase in pressure near the end of the simulation. 
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Figure 94. The onset of fission gas release to the fuel rod plenum (a) begins late in the 
simulation and the amount of gas released remains low (< 1.6%) for all three fuel rod 
geometries.  As there is only a small amount of fission gas released, the fuel rod plenum 
pressure (b) is only slightly increased starting near the end of the simulations. 
 
The results from these BISON simulations indicate a range of behavior that may be 
expected during the irradiation of the top-mid section of rod 3 in IFA-796 based on the fuel 
rod geometry.  The Avg Gap simulations from the bottom and top-mid sections of fuel rod 
3 are compared in order to identify differences in expected integral fuel rod behavior arising 
from an increase in the coolant temperature profile. For the top-mid section of rod 3, the 
coolant temperature profile ranges linearly from ~580K to ~587K. In order to simulate the 
bottom section, the temperature is decreased to 568K to ~574K.  Because the temperature 
difference is so small (~12K), many of the performance aspects examined between the two 
fuel rod segments are nearly identical.  
 
Figure 95a shows a comparison of the peak fuel centerline temperatures for the Avg Gap 
simulation of the rod 3 segments. The peak fuel centerline temperature for the Top-mid rod 
segment is consistently 10-15K higher that the temperatures in the Bottom segment. As 
such, thermally driven phenomena, such as fuel and cladding thermal expansion and fission 
gas release are slightly decreased.  Figure 95b shows the maximum cladding hoop stress 
and gap closure behavior for these fuel rods is expected to be very similar.   
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Figure 95. The maximum fuel centerline temperature (a) shows a slight difference 
between simulations due to the difference in coolant temperatures.  The maximum 
cladding hoop stress (b) for both of the simulations look nearly identical, showing very 
similar expected mechanical performance for both fuel rod segments.   
 
Rod 4 
 
IFA-796 rod 4 is a full-length rod (60 cm), spanning 4 sections of the irradiation test rig. 
Much like the previously discussed results for the segments of rod 3, the fuel temperatures 
vary based on the fuel rod radial geometry. Initially, the fuel temperatures increase as the 
fuel power is ramped to 20 kW/m and held constant.  Figure 96 shows the peak fuel 
centerline temperature for each of the Rod 4 simulations. For each successive simulation 
with a larger initial gap thickness, the fuel temperature is greater. The fuel rod gap behavior 
dominates the heat transfer between the fuel and the cladding until the gap is closed later 
in the simulations. During this time, the fuel radius changes due to thermal expansion, 
densification, fission product swelling, and relocation. Even as the fuel radius is changing 
however, the thermal conductivity of the fuel is continuously decreasing with increasing 
fuel utilization. This causes the peak fuel centerline temperature to increase even after gap 
closure has occurred. Because fuel radial geometry and linear heat rate are the same for rod 
4 as the previously discussed rod 3 segments, the fuel centerline temperatures and gap 
closure times for each of the three simulations is similar. 
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Figure 96. The peak fuel centerline temperature for the rod 4 simulations, as expected, is 
greater for fuel geometries with correspondingly larger initial gap thicknesses and shows 
a very similar progression to the rod 3 simulations.  
 
The maximum cladding radial deformation, shown in Figure 97a, is also very similar to the 
simulations of rod 3 because of the same radial geometry. The cladding thermally expands 
as it is heated from room temperature to the coolant temperature. Isotropic irradiation 
swelling acts to further expand the cladding radius, albeit slowly, until mechanical contact 
occurs. As marked by the sharp increase in radial displacement, the onset of mechanical 
contact occurs for the Min Gap, Avg Gap and Max Gap simulations at ~35 MWd/kgU, 42 
MWd/kgU, and 50 MWd/kgU respectively. 
 
The cladding axial elongation, shown in Figure 97b, displays a similar profile to rod 3, 
however, because the cladding in rod 4 is longer, the magnitude of the elongation is greater. 
Again, the initial thermal expansion dominates the cladding axial elongation. The cladding 
axially expands due to irradiation swelling until mechanical contact occurs. After gap 
closure is fully established with the full fuel stack pushing on the cladding tube wall, the 
cladding length will be reduced with increasing radial deformation.  
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Figure 97.  The maximum radial displacement (a) in the cladding initally increases due 
to thermal expansion. Isotropic irradiation swelling slightly expands the cladding radius 
until mechanical contact occurs. Thermal expansion is also responsible for the initial 
cladding elongaiton (b). Similiarly, the cladding expands due to irradiation swelling until 
mechanical contact occurs and the radial expansion decreases the elongation.  
 
The maximum value of the cladding hoop stress (Figure 98) initially becomes compressive 
as the coolant system pressure is much larger than the fuel rod plenum pressure. As reactor 
operation continues, the cladding hoop stress remains compressive until fuel cladding 
mechanical contact occurs. After mechanical contact is established, the maximum cladding 
hoop stress quickly begins to increase, even becoming tensile by 60 MWd/kgU in the Avg 
and Min Gap simulations. Of course, much of this behavior is well beyond the 40 
MWd/kgU target fuel burnup for this irradiation.  
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Figure 98. The hoop stress in the cladding initially becomes compressive due to the 
pressure difference between the fuel rod plenum and the coolant system. After 
mechanical contact occurs, the hoop stress quickly becomes tensile, and eventually 
saturates due to the stress sensitivity of the fuel creep model.  
 
The percentage of fission gas released from the fuel is shown in Figure 99a. As indicated 
in the figure and discussed previously, very little fission gas release is expected in these 
fuel rods due to the low fuel temperatures. This means fission gas release will have a very 
small impact on the fuel rod plenum pressure (Figure 99b) and will not contribute much to 
gap conductivity degradation. Because of the low fuel temperatures, the onset of fission 
gas release will also occur late in the fuel life, near the target burnup for IFA-796.  
 
Figure 99b shows the fuel rod plenum pressure over the expected fuel utilization. The 
plenum pressure increases and the fuel, cladding, and rod fill gas heat to operating 
temperature. After this, the plenum pressure increases slightly as the plenum volume is 
decreased from fuel expansion. Starting near 40 MWd/kgU and continuing to the end of 
the simulation, there is a slight pressure increase from the fission gas released to the 
plenum. 
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Figure 99.  Due to the low (< 1300 K) fuel temperatures, the onset of fission gas release 
(a) is expected to occur near the IFA-796 target burnup, and the total amount of fission 
gas released is expected to be less than 1.6%.  The fuel rod plenum pressure increases 
from 1 MPa to ~ 2.5 MPa as the fuel rod is initially heated. Fuel expansion gradually 
decreases the plenum volume, thereby increasing the plenum pressure, until fission gas is 
released from the fuel.  
 
Rod 4 – Fuel Creep Analysis 
 
For this scoping analysis, the performance impact of modifying the fuel creep model on 
the average gap thickness simulation using rod 4 geometry is identified.  
 
Figure 100 shows the maximum cladding radial displacement (a) and cladding hoop stress 
(b) for the Avg Gap simulation of IFA-796 rod 4, and compares the original fuel creep 
model and the modified fuel creep model. As mentioned previously, the only difference 
between these fuel creep models is the contribution of the fission-induced creep term. 
There is no noticeable change in the cladding behavior before mechanical contact has 
occurred.  There is a slight increase in the radial displacement after the fuel comes into 
contact with cladding, as the fuel is actually less compliant after modifying the creep 
model. Using the modified fuel creep models, the fuel deforms less due to mechanical 
contact, expanding the cladding further than the original model and generating somewhat 
higher hoop stresses in the cladding. More work is set to be performed to benchmark this 
model in order to correctly determine cladding behavior after mechanical contact has 
occurred.  
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Figure 100. By modifying the fission-induced creep contribution in the fuel, the 
maximum cladding radial displacement (a) and maximum cladding hoop stress (b) are 
increased compared to the original fission-induced creep contribution after mechanical 
contact has occurred at ~ 42 MWd/kgU.  
 
Next, the effect grain size within the fuel creep model was analyzed for rod 4. Because it 
is currently impractical to track individual grain evolution in a continuum-scale fuel 
performance code, BISON uses a static value for the grain size in fuel creep calculations. 
This short analysis applied a simple linear grain size profile to the Rod 4 fuel geometry. To 
perform this, the fuel is divided into four concentric zones, where each has a different grain 
diameter. A radial slice from the axisymmetric fuel rod mesh is shown in Figure 101. 
Starting from the innermost zone and proceeding toward the fuel periphery the grain 
diameters for each zone are: 10µm, 7.33 µm, 4.66 µm, and 2 µm. The values from this 
simplified profile are chosen to determine the effect of grain subdivision approaching the 
periphery of the fuel pellet. Grain growth here is neglected because, according to 
Ainscough et al., the 10 µm grain size should be very near the limiting grain size for these 
temperatures (Ainscough et al., 1973).  
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Figure 101. This axial segment of the axisymmetric fuel rod mesh shows the four regions 
of the UO2 fuel and the FeCrAl cladding which are considered in this analysis. Starting 
from the center (green) and progressing toward the FeCrAl cladding (yellow) all four fuel 
zones has a progressively smaller grain size.  
 
The resulting cladding hoop stress profiles for these simulations, shown in Figure 102, 
show similar results even when including this modification to the fuel geometry. This 
shows that the magnitude of the fuel creep calculated from modifying the first term in 
equation 1 (grain boundary sliding and vacancy diffusion) shows little to no effect on the 
fuel in these particular simulations and the corresponding experimental conditions.  This 
highlights the importance of accurately determining the fission-induced creep contribution, 
as it dominates the total creep response under these anticipated low fuel temperatures 
(<1300K). 
 
 
Figure 102. The maximum cladding hoop stress in these simulations remains unaffected 
by the differing grain sizes. This indicates that nearly the entire creep response is due to 
the contribution from fission-induced creep.  
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SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS 
 
Three FeCrAl cladded fuel rods from IFA-796 were simulated using the BISON fuel 
performance code. These simulations use models developed from available data on the 
C35M alloy and expected reactor operating conditions for the PWR test loop used in the 
experiment.  Due to small variations in the fuel diameter and cladding thickness during 
manufacture, a range of values were used in the fuel rod geometry in these simulations. 
The analysis performed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 show that the expected temperature during 
steady state operation for both rod 3 and rod 4 should   This analysis also shows an almost 
negligible difference in the performance of the rod 3 segments based on the axial location.  
 
Effects from modifying the fuel creep model were identified for the BISON simulations of 
the IFA-796 rod 4 experiment, but show that varying the creep model (within the range 
investigated here) only provide a minimal increase in the fuel radius and maximum 
cladding hoop stress. Continued investigation of fuel behavioral models will include 
benchmarking the modified fuel creep model against available experimental data, as well 
as an investigation of the role that fuel cracking will play in the compliance of the fuel. 
Correctly calculating stress evolution in the fuel is key to assessing fuel behavior up to gap 
closure and the subsequent deformation of the cladding due to PCMI. The inclusion of 
frictional contact should also be investigated to determine the axial elongation of the fuel 
rods for comparison with data from this experiment.   
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APPENDIX C – Oxidation Reaction Energy Deposition Model 
 
In order to calculate the heat produced due to the cladding oxidation reaction, a model was 
developed which couples the oxygen weight gain to the heat production source term in the 
fuel performance code.  
 
This model includes a number of simplifying assumptions, including that the oxide 
formation is purely stoichiometric, heat is dispersed over the entire cladding thickness, and 
that the cladding materials only react with H2O.  
 
For the FeCrAl cladding in particular, the contribution to the enthalpy change associated 
with the heat of formation for the FeCrAl alloy is neglected, such that a conservative 
bounding assumption is that only aluminum will undergo oxidation at high temperatures 
(>900K).   
 
The same assumptions are used to evaluate the hydrogen production in the cladding. For 
the Zircaloy, the following reaction is considered: 
 𝑍𝑟 + 𝐻\𝑂		 → 				𝑍𝑟𝑂\ + 𝐻\ + 𝑄              (1A) 
 𝐴𝑙 + 𝐻\𝑂		 → 				𝐴𝑙\𝑂i + 𝐻\ + 𝑄           (1B) 
 
From the mass of the metal oxide produced, the mass of metal consumed, the hydrogen gas 
produced, and the heat produced are all then determined using the reaction in Equation 1A 
and 1B, for Zircaloy and FeCrAl, respectively. To calculate the mass of the zirconium 
oxide, the oxidation weight gain and oxide density are used from the cladding model. The 
heat production for Zircaloy is taken from (Hagrman et al., 1995). For the FeCrAl cladding, 
because at high temperatures only alumina is expected to form, the reaction is only 
considered as shown in Equation 1B. 
 
The heat produced and the mass of hydrogen produced in these models is summarized in 
Table 21. Because these reactions consider the intermediate dissolution of H2O on the 
reaction energetics, these values are assumed to be somewhat conservative.  
 
In order to apply these models, a simple test comparison is made to the work of Terrani 
and co-workers for zircaloy cladding (Terrani et al., 2014b) based on the decay heat 
production in 1173K steam. To simulate the impact of time after reactor shutdown on the 
decay and oxidation heat, a simple decay heat relation (El-Wakil, 1978) is used to calculate 
the linear heat rate in the fuel after different holding times. 
 
Table 21. Values used in the heat production and hydrogen generation model 
Cladding  
Type 
Heat produced per 
kg metal (MJ/kg) 
Hydrogen produced per kg 
metal (kg/kg) 
Zircaloy 6.45 4.42e-2 
FeCrAl 15.15  .1111 
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Figure 103 shows results from a comparison of the cladding temperature evolution as a 
function of tome in 1173 K steam for different reactor cool down periods, as compared to 
the work of and Terrani and co-workers for a PWR fuel geometry.  
 
This model generally over predicts the initial cladding temperature increase, but the 
prediction of this model agrees well with Terrani for the time to initiate the autocatalytic 
reaction is for the 2, 8, and 24 hr, respectively. For the 72 hr simulation, the autocatalytic 
event is mitigated. This could arise because of the difference in the oxidation kinetics used; 
Terrani and coworkers use Cathcart (Cathcart et al., 1977), while this work uses Leistikow 
(Leistikow et al., 1983).  
 
Figure 104 shows the application of the FeCrAl and Zircaloy cladding oxidation models to 
the BWR fuel geometries considered in this work. Again, the simulations have been 
performed assuming a 2,8, or 24-hour reactor cooling prior to the initiation of high 
temperature steam exposure. As expected, the FeCrAl models, which involve the formation 
of a passivating oxide layer, rapidly reach a saturation temperature that varies based on the 
difference in remaining decay heat generation. The Zircaloy cladding, however, 
experiences a similar temperature increase to the previous PWR analysis, rapidly 
increasing as the oxidation becomes the dominant source of heat production.  
 
 
	 
 
Figure 103.  Comparison of the Zircaloy cladding temperature evolution due to decay 
heat and exothermic oxidation reactions between these results (dashed) versus Terrani 
and coworkers (solid) (Terrani et al., 2014b) based on the cooling period after the reactor 
scram of 2, 8, 24,or 72 hr. 
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Figure 104. The cladding temperature evolution for the FeCrAl (dashed) versus Zircaloy 
(solid) cladding due to the decay heat and exothermic oxidation reaction based on 2, 8, or 
24 hr cooling times after the reactor scram. 
 
This scoping study was performed to provide a benchmark comparison and demonstrate 
that the energy deposition model could initiate the autocatalytic reaction of Zircaloy 
cladding.  
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